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THE COUNTRY WEB

The Country Web is produced by NSW 

Department of Primary Industries Rural 

Women’s Network (RWN) and is distributed 

free. For more about the RWN see page 5.

EDITING/DESKTOP PUBLISHING

Allison Priest

CONTRIBUTIONS

Letters, stories, poems and photographs from 

rural women and their families are welcome.

FREE MAILING LIST

You can download The Country Web from our 

website and receive an email alert when a 

new edition is available. See our website to 

subscribe. If you live in NSW and would like to 

receive a copy in the mail contact RWN.

ADVERTISING

13000 copies of The Country Web are 

produced each edition. We welcome 

advertisements and offer competitive rates. 

Sponsorship and insert options also available.

CONTACT DETAILS

Rural Women’s Network 

Locked Bag 21 

Orange NSW 2800 

Ph: 02 6391 3620 

Fax: 02 6391 3749 

TTY: 02 6391 3300 

Email: rural.women@dpi.nsw.gov.au 

Website: www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/rwn

COMPETITION TERMS & CONDITIONS
1. Information on how to enter and prize details form part 
of the Terms & Conditions. By entering the competition, 
entrants accept these Terms & Conditions. 2. To enter, you 
must provide your full name and postal details, and in 25 
words or less answer the competition question. 3. Entries 
must be posted to the stated address by the stated date. 
4. This competition is a game of skill. The best answer as 
judged by the RWN will win. The judges’ decision is final and 
no correspondence will be entered into. Prizes cannot be 
transferred or redeemed for cash. The winner will be notified 
by mail within 14 days from the judging date.

DISCLAIMER
© State of New South Wales through Department of Trade and 
Investment, Regional Infrastructure and Services [2012]. You 
may copy, distribute, display, download and otherwise freely 
deal with this publication for any purpose, provided that you 
attribute the Department of Trade and Investment, Regional 
Infrastructure and Services as the owner. 

Published by NSW Department of Primary Industries [part 
of the Department of Trade and Investment, Regional 
Infrastructure and Services]. Recognising that some of the 
information in this document is provided by third parties, 
the State of New South Wales, the author and the publisher 
take no responsibility for the accuracy, currency, reliability 
and correctness of any information included in the document 
provided by third parties. The information contained in this 
publication is based on knowledge and understanding at the 
time of writing. However, because of advances in knowledge, 
users are reminded of the need to ensure that information 
upon which they rely is up to date and to check currency of the 
information with the appropriate officer of the Department of 
Primary Industries or the user’s independent adviser.
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don't try to be one of the boys'.
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C A L E N D A R  O F  E V E N T S  2012—2013

OCTOBER
12 – 14: PARKES
The 20th NSW Rural Women's 
Gathering is being hosted by 
Parkes with lots of activities 
including workshops, stalls and 
entertainment. Keynote speaker 
is Jessica Rowe, TV personality 
and author. For program and 
registration information see 
pages 19—22. You can also 
check out the Parkes Gathering 
Blog to keep up-to-date: 
parkesruralwomensgathering.
wordpress.com or contact Lynn 
Rogers on 02 6863 4667.

19–21: WEST WYALONG
Paris in the West. The inaugural 
French themed festival will feature 
the Tour De Wyalong Bike Race, 
French Stick Throwing, Street 
Parade, Moulin Rouge Tribute Show, 
French Banquet Dinner and more. 
See: www.eventsww.com or follow 
the event on Twitter @eventsww

SEPTEMBER – DECEMBER
BreastScreen offers a free service 
for women over 40. The Mobile 
Van will be in: Coolah and Mudgee 
(September), Mudgee, Dunedoo 
and Gilgandra (October), Gilgandra 
(November) and Wellington 
(November and December). Call 13 
20 50 to book an appointment.

FEBRUARY 2013
18–20: CANBERRA
National Rural Women's 
Conference (NRWC) 2013. The 
first NRWC Conference will bring 
together women of all ages from 
every state, to network, learn, 
share, and play an active role in 
shaping their future. Conference 
themes include Big inspiration, 
Big challenges, Big business and 
Big networks and will include 
keynote presentations, roundtable 
discussion, panel sessions and 
papers. See: www.nrwc.com.au

WHAT'S NEXT?
The theme for the next 
edition of The Country 
Web is 'View's from your 
Verandah'. We want to 
know who our readers are by 
gathering 'snapshots'. Just 
tell us a little about yourself, 
where you live, what you 
love and what you do … 
with a picture or two.

Contributions required by  
26 November for publication 
in March 2013. 

Send your contributions to: 
Country Web, Locked Bag 21, 
ORANGE NSW 2800 or email: 
allison.priest@dpi.nsw.gov.au

As a young woman, if someone 

had have told me that I would 

become a tradeswoman and 

an advocate for women’s work I 

would have laughed and been 

quite shocked. I had no thoughts 

of anything beyond boyfriends 

and art but I was good with my 

hands. I knitted and sewed and 

I particularly loved handicrafts. 

I had made things since I was 

little and my skill was that I could 

watch someone do something 

and then repeat it.

Whist I may have had a slow start 

I took to my trade like a duck 

to water. I didn't realise I was 

entering a non-traditional area 

though and it took a while for 

the penny to drop as I couldn’t 

understand why I never worked 

with other women on site. The 

job was physical but I always 

preferred that to being stuck 

at a desk. You do get dirty but 

nothing that a shower can’t �x. 

Best of all I was proud of what I 

had done each day and would 

drag my family to see it.

I did some research, wrote some 

papers then decided we needed 

a support group, and Supporting 

& Linking Tradeswomen (or  

SALT as we are better known) 

was born in 2009. We started 

with six tradeswomen in 

Wollongong and now have 

groups of tradeswomen in 

Sydney and Canberra. We have a 

website with lots of information 

and use Facebook, Twitter and 

Skype to connect with people 

further a�eld.

SALT is currently compiling an 

archive of what women have 

done in the past so that they 

won't be forgotten again. Many 

women stepped into the breach 

during times of war taking on the 

roles of the men and managed 

expertly while at the same 

time rearing the children and 

caring for their homes. Women, 

especially those in rural Australia, 

have worked in trades for a long 

build a bird box plus others to 

help women become con�dent 

using hand tools. We believe 

these simple skills will be useful 

to any woman who learns them 

and will help women realise that 

they can do what they need and 

want to do.

time, where it’s a matter of WHO 

can do the work and not what 

gender they are. 

Our SALT network believes basic 

hand tool skills are important for 

everyone and we're asking dads 

to teach their little girls how to 

use tools in exactly the same way 

as they teach little boys. Sadly 

many women experience being a 

single parent these days and we 

believe this will increase women’s 

ability to help themselves and 

raise their self-esteem. 

A current initiative of SALT is 

our Skill Women ute and trailer.  

We are �lling it with tools and 

will drive it to groups of women 

to teach them how to use 

basic hand tools on Saturday 

mornings. We will use projects 

such as changing a washer on a 

tap, using small power tools to 

editorial

Women have worked in non-traditional occupations for 100s of years.  
There is evidence in Europe of medieval (more than 800 years ago) 
tradeswomen and apprentices working as a steel merchant, builder, mason, 
plasterer, cartwright, wood turner, clay and lime worker, glazier, ore miner 
and silver miner. In Australia, women have a long history of working in the 
outback as drovers, timbercutters, miners, builders and farmers. 
Source: www.saltaustralia.org.au/history-about-women-in-the-trade-industry.html

Fi Shewring:  Painter & 
Decorator, Teacher and Member 
of SALT Australia (Supporting & 
Linking Tradeswomen).
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letters Write to: Letters, The Country Web, Locked Bag 21, Orange NSW 2800

Goat meat the most consumed  
red meat in the world

Our 12th year at the Sydney Royal 
Agricultural Show, my husband 
and I promoted the Boer Goat 
industry and were able to have an 
appetising display of goat meat.

The Boer (Boer meaning farmer 
in Africa and Holland) Goat which 
originated in South Africa was 
brought to Australia in the 1900s. 
Since then the industry has grown 
from the showing of this beautiful 
animal to an appreciation of larger 
and meatier goats for the market.

Australia is the largest exporter of 
goat meat with America our largest 
importer. The meat is extremely 
healthy with virtually no cholesterol, 
is very low in fat, and high in iron 
and protein. The taste is similar to 
lamb—a little sweeter and very 
noticeable is the lack of fat.

These versatile animals, called the 
'Gentle Giants' because of their 
size, are very easy to handle. They 
compliment other breeds such 
as cattle and sheep, by eating 
different food groups such as 
broad leaf weeds, blackberries 
(their favourite food), thistles and 

regrowth, meaning that the better 
pasture is less appealing to them. 
By running goats with cattle, 
sheep or other stock, means that 
less chemicals are need to control 
weeds, and in the case of sheep, 
means cleaner wool with less 
vegetable matter.

This year by far the most asked 
questions from visitors to 
our display was, 'where can I 
buy the meat'? A list of over a 
thousand butchers (provided by 
a wholesaler) were handed out 
over the Show period—a very 
encouraging sign for the future of 
this very healthy meat in Australia.

So the next time you visit your 
local butcher ask for some farmed 
goat meat and enjoy the health 
benefits from this wonderful meat. 

Nola Flower, Bundanoon

Doctors 4 the Bush

Thank you once again for such 
an informative magazine. 
Doctors4theBush pocket facts 
booklet inserted into the last issue 
is brilliant. I have  taken the liberty 
of passing it on to the National 
Council of Women NSW Editor 
for inclusion in their upcoming 
newsletter. Like The Country Web, 
it will reach out to thousands 
including medicos and politicians.

Good luck with this project as I too 
have family in regional NSW and 
understand their predicament.

A note of thanks

After many years of real enjoyment 
of your wonderful magazine, I 
would like you to take me off your 
mailing list. Thank you for the help 
you have been, but as I can now 
access it online it willl save you 
valuable resources, but be assured 
your magazine has been most 
appreciated over the years.

While working in rural settings 
in welfare I found it invaluable 
and was able to use it many 
times, not only to provide 
information to clients but also as 
a connecting tool for those who 
are isolated. Often times I would 
hear comments on how they 

could identify with articles in your 
publication and how that gave 
them a feeling of being connected 
to others going through the 
same things—both happy and 
challenging. My copies were quite 
dog-eared from their use!

Mary Thompson, Harwood 
Island 

From the city to the bush

What I love most having moved 
from inner Sydney to the bush 
just over two years ago is the view 
from my verandah and desk—it’s 
never the same twice. 

My favourite version is the moody 
mornings, looking down on the 
clouded valleys below.  The ever-
changing view fills me with joy  
and appreciation. Lucky lucky me!

Someone once said to me, 'Jen, 
you need much more folly in 
your life' … buying this 350 acre 
property is folly in spades! I’ve got 
resident koalas and kangaroos, 
and the biggest grand-daddy 
computer monitor you’ve ever 
seen. 

The appreciation I now have just  
at the miracle of pouring a glass  
of water from the tap is huge.  
The change between the parched 
drought land and the moist 
relaxed land is astonishing.

I’ve called my property LA LUCE 
… for many reasons, including its 
derivation from the French, 'the 
light'. I’ve certainly seen the light 
… and sure am loving it! The plan 
with LA LUCE is to dedicate it to 
native habitat, forever—a labour of 
love and yes, you guessed it, folly!

Jen Barnes, Peel

A great read

What a brilliant edition of The 
Country Web. I have just skimmed 
the headlines on the internet and 
can't wait for my paper version—
I'm old fashioned and like to have 
it in my hands so I can curl up in 
bed at night and read it! Great 
stories and authors. Every edition 
seems better than the last (if that's 
possible)!

Sally Green, Mandurama

Country 
Care Link
CARING FOR 

COUNTRY FAMILIES

A confidential family 

information and support 

service for Country NSW, 

Country Care Link provides:

■ a volunteer to meet 

country people in 

Sydney (48 hours notice 

necessary for transport: 

exceptions in emergency 

situations)

■ assistance to find short-

term accommodation for 

country people in the city

■ a referral service to find 

information

■ referrals for confidential 

personal counselling

■ a friendly voice for a chat

■ visits (on request) for 

country people in 

hospital.

Country Care Link  

Monday to Friday 

9.30 am to 3.00 pm 

Ph: 1800 806 160 or 

02 8382 6434

Competition Winners

Congratulations  

to the following  

readers for your  

winning entry in  

the No. 56 book competitions. 

LEAD DUST TO RED 

DUST: Margaret Atley, 

Deniliquin; Carolann 

Aartsen, East Maitland;  

S Mansell, Deniliquin.

RUTH: Joan Mathewson, 

Deniliquin; Margaret Smith, 

Tallwood; Ruth Reid, 

Coolabah.

THE MAN WHO LOVED 

CROCODILES: Jenny 

Magner, Tenterfield.

WOMEN'S WORDS: 

Eileena Pierpoint, 

Dubbo; Gwen Pickette, 

Coonabarabran.
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RWN Team: Novelle Hasling, 
Sonia Muir, Emma Regan and 
Allison Priest 

Rural Women’s Network is 
a statewide government 
program working in 
innovative ways to share 
information and promote 
action on rural women's 
issues. RWN can help you:

■ Promote activities and 
share information via 
our networks

■ Give presentations and 
facilitate workshops or 
send information for 
you to distribute

■ Connect you with key 
individuals, groups and 
agencies

Current projects:

■ RIRDC Rural Women's 
Award: a leadership and 
development Award

■ Shaping Our Futures 
Together: a 2 day self-
development workshop

■ Annual NSW Rural 
Women's Gathering

■ Hidden Treasures: 
recognising rural 
women volunteers

■ Daring to Dream: stories
of inspirational women.

Call 02 6391 3620  
rural.women@dpi.nsw.gov.au 
http://nswruralwomensnet-
work.wordpress.com 
twitter.com/nsw_rwn

across my desk ■  sonia muir
Bronnie Ware, author of The Top 

Five Regrets of the Dying said the 

regret she hears most often is 'I 

wish I’d had the courage to live 

a life true to myself, not the life 

others expected of me.'

So often we let family/media/

societal pressures dictate what 

we should or should not do.

If tinkering with cars is your 

passion then why not become a 

mechanic?

If you love the outdoors 

and exploring cutting edge 

technology then maybe a career 

in agri-science could be for you.

This edition of The Country Web 

shows many women who are 

shining their light in 'blokey' 

spaces and we applaud them.

Marissa Mayer is an American 

trail blazer I recently discovered 

on the maker.com website.

She was always good at maths 

and science and decided to 

study computers despite it being 

seen as a geekish career for boys 

who liked gaming.

After graduating from uni, Marissa 

chose the less conventional 

path to work for a small start-up 

computer company of seven 

people called Google as their first 

female engineer and went on 

to become one of the youngest 

and most successful women in 

business globally.

Her career advice is … work 

in a place where you're very 

comfortable because that will 

help you find your voice.

She also said you need to 

discover what it is that drives  

you and find your rhythm …  

or what matters to you … and 

then make time for it.

Marissa believes you can’t have 

everything you want, but you 

can have everything that matters 

to you.

I think this is a sensible 

achievable goal.

So often we are told 'you can 

have it all' placing so much 

pressure on women to reach for 

the top of their career, raise a 

fabulous family and give to the 

community.

I often see women fall in a heap 

and burnout from trying to keep 

all these balls in the air.

Marissa doesn’t believe you need 

to burnout and that you can work 

really hard for the rest of your 

life as long as you know what 

matters most to you and you 

make sure you get it regularly.

She says 'burnout is the build-up 

of resentment at having to give 

up what really matters.'

Is it scrabble with friends every 

other Tuesday?

Time to read to your kids?

Sunday mornings lying in for half 

and hour with a book?

Whatever it is, make sure you 

get it, because otherwise you’ll 

spend the rest of your life feeling 

exhausted and resentful.

You’ll also be less productive and 

even less happy.

So whether it is working in a 

non-traditional field or taking 

time out for what matters to 

you, don’t be swayed by outside 

influences and follow that inner 

voice as it knows you better than 

anyone else!

Sonia Muir – Manager, 

Community Engagement

Rural Women's Network is 
a small team dedicated to 
connecting and exchanging 
information with women 
and stakeholders in rural, 
regional and remote 
communities. Here's how to 
stay in touch and find out 
the latest information: 

Twitter: Stay up-to-date on a 
wide variety of opportunities 
and issues of interest to rural 
women: @nsw_rwn

Blog: Visit our Blog. You can 
receive notifications of new 
posts by email, simply follow 
the instructions: http://
nswruralwomensnetwork.
wordpress.com

Rural Email List: RWN offers 
a FREE email subscription 
list (REL) to anyone 
interested in receiving 
regular items of interest 
relevant to the rural sector. 
Sign up at: www.dpi.nsw.
gov.au/rwn/updates

5-MINUTE SURVEY

RWN is doing a short 5 

minute survey to gather 

information on rural 

women's issues. There are 

three questions and we 

hope you can take the time 

to help! Take the survey 

at: www.surveymonkey.

com/s/BMZHML6
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Victoria Waring lives in 

Brownlow Hill (near Camden) 

with her husband Darren and 

their two children James and 

Alexandra. At forty, she is an 

Award-winning Painter running 

her own business, Ms Fix P/L. 

Last September Victoria became 

the first woman to receive a 

major award at the NSW Master 

Painters' Awards for Excellence. 

She was even selected for Series 

2 of the Renovators (which 

unfortunately was axed before 

it went to air). Early this year 

Victoria and a male painter 

became the two new faces of 

the Master Painters Association 

of NSW. She is also a member of 

the  Dulux Accredited Advisory 

Board.

Victoria comes from a hard 

working family in the South West 

Suburbs. Her Father was a glazier 

and her Grandfather a carpenter 

so she says she was always 

tinkering around the garage 

playing with tools and getting 

her fingers caught in things. 

Victoria said she has always been 

attracted to the construction/

trade industry since a young girl 

and thought it would be great to 

be able to build her own house. 

She decided early on to be a 

builder but says no-one would 

let her do work experience.

'When I approached someone 

for work experience the answer 

was always, no love, its not for 

girls. I even tried the painter 

down the road and he said 'no.'

After many knockbacks, Victoria  

studied vet nursing and worked 

in this role until she was 23. 

When she felt she couldn't go 

any further in her job Victoria 

turned to real estate for the next 

two years. Around this time she 

met a painter through a friend 

of hers and to her surprise when 

she asked him for a job he said 

yes.

'He did say that I would only 

last three months but that was 

14 years ago. I still get the odd 

remark from male competitors 

but the more they say the more 

determined I become.'

As Victoria started painting in 

her mid 20s she didn't do an 

apprenticeship but worked 

for four years, studied at TAFE 

for three months and got her 

licence.

'Painting brings out my creative 

side. I love that every day is 

different and I get to see a 

rundown project gain a new 

character and start to tell a new 

story. I especially like the wow 

factor from my clients when they 

come home and see a difference 

in their property.'

Establishing herself in the 

industry Victoria has built up a 

successful company and is well-

known for being a reliable trades 

woman with a good work ethic.

'Running a successful business 

means I'm on the tools every 

day and when busy, sometimes 

every night. But you just keep 

going, especially when there's 

deadlines to meet!'

So how does she juggle her busy 

work life with her young family?

'My husband and I are both 

workaholics and own our own 

companies—this helps a lot 

because sometimes if you need 

to leave a job to attend to the 

kids you can. Our normal routine 

is that I'll go to work early and 

Darren will drop the kids to 

school. I will then pick them up 

from school so Darren can work 

late. If I have to work at night we 

have dinner together and then 

I'll go to work.

'Some jobs the kids will come 

with me. My son loves painting 

and I have enjoyed passing on 

my skills. When he grows up he 

wants to be a builder. He's only 

11 but he can paint better than 

some apprentices I have had.

'One day I was painting our 

investment property and my 

daughter wanted to do some 

painting, so I gave her the brush 

and let her cut in under the 

verandah. The neighbours saw 

how neat and precise she was 

painting and couldn't believe it. 

They asked what she was doing 

and she replied, "I'm cutting in 

for mummy and I'm not allowed 

to touch the concrete", she is six 

years old!'

Discussing some of the 

challenges Victoria faced 

working in what some would still 

deem to be a male dominated 

industry, Victoria says when she 

started her own business she 

tried to blend in and be one 

of the boys so she would be 

accepted. She also had a generic 

business name that didn't 

identify her as a woman, but she 

says it wasn't her.

Lady trady: Victoria Waring
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Lady trady: Victoria Waring
'I decided to stay true to myself 

and opened up Ms Fix P/L and 

traded under my own name. My 

name and trade is written all 

over my vehicle now so people 

know that I am a woman and yes 

I am a painter!'

So where does Victoria see 

herself in five years time?

'Still on the tools—that's where 

I love to be! I also have a few 

ideas to expand the company 

but I'm keeping that secret for 

now. I would also love to be a 

female version of Scott Cam as 

I think they need to show more 

female tradies on TV. I think it's 

important for kids to realise they 

can do anything no matter what 

gender they are.'

So what advice would she 

give to other girls/women 

considering a career as a painter?

'Go for it—it's the best job you 

will ever do! Never give up, 

sometimes it gets tough but if 

you believe in yourself you will 

succeed. Be yourself and don't 

change who you are—you 

don't have to act like one of the 

boys to fit in, you can maintain 

your feminine side and you will 

be respected for it. Go to TAFE 

and get qualified. The Master 

Painters Association of NSW also 

run courses and have events for 

members. The most important 

thing though is to keep knocking 

on the door because one day it 

will open!'

New council 
to boost 
economic 
opportunities 
for women

The new Council for Women’s 

Economic Opportunity, 

recently announced by 

Minister for Women, Pru 

Goward, is designed to support 

women into greater economic 

opportunities.

Bringing together experts from 

the engineering, construction, 

manufacturing, education and 

training industries, the Council 

will provide specialist advice to 

the NSW Government.

'This Council is examining why 

women continue to be under-

represented in large sectors 

of the workforce, and will 

champion solutions to increase 

the participation of women in 

non-traditional roles,' explained 

Ms Goward.

One of the first tasks of the 

Council is to partner with 

industry and encourage more 

women to work in trades, 

ensuring a genuine movement 

towards gender equality.   

'Industry can’t afford to pick 

the best from only 50 percent 

of the population. We all suffer 

when women are excluded 

from participation in trades 

and in technical fields,' Ms 

Goward said.

Peter Brecht, Managing 

Director of Lend Lease’s 

Australian construction 

business and a member of 

the new Council said he was 

looking forward to supporting 

women in NSW to reach their 

full potential.

'Gender equity needs to 

be viewed as a business 

imperative, a workforce goal 

that is pro-business and pro-

economic development,' Mr 

Brecht said.

Naomi Brennan, General 

Manager of MG My Gateway, 

echoed these sentiments 

adding that every trade should 

be traditional for girls and 

women.

'I am pleased to contribute my 

experience and commitment to 

this goal for the benefit of NSW 

women and the NSW economy,' 

said Ms Brennan. 

The new Council supports the 

goals in the NSW 2021 State 

Plan and provides particular 

emphasis to the areas of 

employment and economic 

empowerment. 

For more information email: 

womennsw@facs.nsw.gov.au or 

see: www.women.nsw.gov.au

The Jumpstart Automotive course was a partnership with Orange TAFE and the NRMA in an attempt to address the skills 
shortage in the automotive industry by encouraging women into the industry. The course aimed to  provide students with 
the underpinning knowledge and skills to allow them to gain entry into the Automotive Mechanical sector of the industry as 
an apprentice or trainee. It also hoped to raise the public profile of the range of available career pathways in the industry and 
achieve a successful career transition resulting in a more diverse workforce.

Whatever your 
mind can conceive 
and believe, it can 

achieve. 
NAPOLEON HILL
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Alice McLeish is the Central 

NSW Commodity Manger for 

GrainCorp based at Dubbo. She 

manages grain origination and 

industry relationships in NSW and 

leads a team of grain merchants 

spanning the Central West, who 

just so happen to all be men.

What path led you to this 

position?

After completing a Bachelor of 

Agricultural Commerce at The 

University of Sydney, Orange 

campus, the territory beckoned.  

I joined a stock camp for a 

season before returning to NSW 

to work in an administration 

role with an agri business in 

Gunnedah. In 2006 my career 

path turned to GrainCorp’s 

merchandise arm in Narrabri. 

GrainCorp Marketing Services 

was emerging and I secured 

the position of Grain Merchant, 

with a new and dynamic team of 

people. I thrived in this position 

and could really put my people 

skills into action. 

Last year the Commodity 

Manager position became 

available. Typically, like many 

other women, I was reluctant to 

apply as I wasn’t sure I could ‘tick 

every single box’. Thankfully, due 

to the support of several leaders, 

I applied and was successful.

What value do you place on 

mentoring? Has there been a 

mentor in your career/life?

Recently I attended The 

Australian Regional Women 

Leaders Convention and I was 

reminded of a special mentor  

I had in my early career. When 

I first left university I took up 

a work experience role with 

Robbie Sefton who operates a 

rural communications and public 

relations business based in the 

north west. As Robbie spoke at 

the conference I reflected on 

what had happened in my life 

since I had worked for her eight 

years ago. I realised then what a 

profound influence she had on 

my life as she too had battled 

adversities and life challenges 

but had come out the other 

side a powerful and influential 

person. 

Mentoring is something 

GrainCorp has recently invested 

in and I believe it will benefit all 

involved greatly.

What is your message for 

women considering a non-

traditional role?

Give it a go, what haven’t you 

got to prove! That you could 

do the role just as well … no 

hang on … better than the 

next person? I think you'll be 

pleasantly surprised to realise 

that many companies are 

focused on encouraging women 

to engage in their frontline 

operational roles.

What challenges have you 

encountered along your career 

path. Describe one and how 

you overcame it?

I was once unsuccessful for a 

second round interview for a job. 

When I asked why and how  

I could improve myself they said, 

‘actually can you come in next 

week for another interview’. Low 

and behold I got the job! 

Use all the resources available 

to you, be confident and always 

‘back yourself’ … even if you're 

not completely sure!

What motivates you in your 

day-to-day role? Would you 

encourage women to take on a 

similar career? 

Dealing with people in the bush 

always motivates me as they are 

motivated themselves. There 

are so many small businesses, 

communities and individuals 

that are doing great things. 

I would sincerely encourage 

women to take on a similar role 

as it exposes you to interesting 

people and they help to drive 

greatness within.

    

Sharon Medcalf is the Grain 

Services Manager for GrainCorp 

at Tottenham in the Central West.

What path led you to this 

position? 

I started with GrainCorp in 2006 

as a Merchandise Sales Manager. 

Late 2009 the Site Manager at 

Tottenham retired and I was 

offered the opportunity to 

move across to the storage and 

logistics side of the business as 

the Grain Services Manager.  

All in a days work for GrainCorp women
By Brenda Stevenson, GrainCorp

My first year saw a record harvest 

into Tottenham which was 

rewarding but also challenging 

with a long wet harvest.

How do you juggle a family and 

your role within GrainCorp?

Juggling a family and work can 

be difficult. I'm lucky to have a 

loving and supportive husband 

who shares the parenting 

responsibilities. We also receive 

generous support from Paul’s 

parents who are a wonderful 

help.

What value do you place on 

mentoring? Has there been a 

mentor in your career/life?

I place a lot of value on mentors 

in formal and non-formal 

arrangements. I have had several 

mentors who have been able 

to provide advice, support and 

guidance throughout my career. 

I found them to be of great 

value as I have been able to talk 

things through with them and 

they have supported me in my 

learning and have encouraged 

me to think outside the square.

What is your message for 

women considering a non-

traditional role?

If you're genuinely interested in 

the role, nothing is impossible. 

Seek training to up skill and 

expand your knowledge. Be 

willing to put yourself out 

there. Don’t be afraid to make 

mistakes—so long as you learn 

from them. Ask for advice when 

needed and ask questions—I 

was once told the most stupid 

question of all is the one not 

asked—I live by this motto.

Continued page 29
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I am the only female electrician 

in Orange doing domestic work. 

I think some clients like to shock 

people by telling them their 

electrician is a ‘woman’ just to 

see their reaction!

I became involved in my trade 17 

years ago out of a need to help 

my husband Andrew who did 

electrical contracting jobs after 

work and on weekends.

I believed I needed qualifications 

so I could be more than a gofer. 

After our two girls started school 

I did an electrical trade course 

as a mature age student with 

the apprentices. At that time I 

was one of three women ever 

to go through that course at the 

Orange TAFE campus.

Having qualifications has been a 

godsend as my husband has had 

to semi-retire as he has MS.

I enjoy the interaction with 

people my job provides. A 

typical day starts around 7.30 am 

at someone’s home where I put 

in light fittings, power points or 

do general electrical repairs. We 

also have a couple of commercial 

maintenance contracts and do 

subcontracting.

One of my biggest challenges 

has been my belief in my ability 

to be a competent electrician. 

When going for my trade ticket 

many didn’t believe a husband 

could teach a wife or that we 

could work together amicably 

but we have proved them 

wrong.

One of the most important 

things I’ve learnt in the trade 

is SAFETY. There are not a lot 

of second chances. I also think 

starting the trade as an older 

person and working with my 

husband (who was a good 

teacher—and very patient) has 

given me confidence. In the early 

years clients would sometimes 

question my credentials—which 

was why I did the trade course. 

I am also a ‘Level 2 Service 

Provider’ which means I can 

connect power to homes from 

pillar boxes and pits. As far as I 

know I am the only woman in 

NSW to have this licence.

I’ve never gone out to try and 

prove myself. I do the work and 

pull my weight. The guys see 

this and don’t have a problem. It 

probably helps to have a sense 

of humour as well.

A grandma and still ‘sparking’
By Jannean Sharp, Orange

If you pick this occupation 

because it is male dominated 

and you want to stand out it 

probably won’t work as the guys 

will see a fake and treat you as 

such. However, if you think this is 

what you’d like to do it's a great 

industry as domestic electrical 

work doesn’t require a lot of 

heavy lifting, you can work for 

yourself and get job satisfaction 

when clients are happy.

I like to think people are aware 

of women’s abilities but there 

will always be those who think 

we should stick to the kitchen 

(and it’s not just the men). In 

my experience, when people 

see you can do the work, they 

respect your abilities.

Women can bring different values 

to a work site. When I started the 

work site would go quiet because 

the guys didn’t know what to say 

or were afraid to swear. That’s no 

longer the case so they must be 

more at ease although they still 

try not to swear around me.

There are more women involved 

in the electrical industry now 

than when I first started. It is 

amusing to remember how 

my daughter thought it was so 

embarrassing when I worked at 

her high school—and now she’s 

becoming an electrician herself!

We have two girls and a 

grandson. My eldest, Melinda 

lives in Sydney and is studying 

interior design while working for 

a builder renovating bathrooms. 

Samantha, our youngest, is a 4th 

year apprentice electrician at 

Cadia mines.

Being an electrician is the kind 

of job that doesn’t have an age 

barrier and I hope to continue 

working for many years as it 

keeps me young and fit.

Jannean with her daughter Samantha – a  
4th year apprentice electrician at Cadia Mines. 

COMMUNITIES DOING IT 

FOR THEMSELVES

By Cath Carter &  
Glenda McCue, Crookwell

Moving out of drought our 
small dynamic Upper Lachlan 
community began looking 
at how we could secure a 
sustainable future within our 
region and not have to rely 
on support from government. 
With the help of a NSW DPI 
Rural Support Worker and a 
group of volunteers who'd 
worked together as part of 
the ‘Look After Your Mates’ 
network, we decided to 
develop ways we could build 
on this experience. We became 
known as the ‘2020 Group’ and 
held a meeting discuss ideas.

Youth leadership and climate 
variability were two areas 
we wanted to pursue but 
we soon realised our ideas 
required significant funding. 
We decided to establish a 
‘community trust’ to create 
a locally managed process 
that captured and provided 
funding for local projects.

The 2020 Group evolved into 
the Upper Lachlan Foundation 
(ULF) Steering Committee and 
after a series of community 
meetings the ULF now has 130 
members and over $50 000 
in capital funds invested to be 
used on local projects. 

The first ULF Board was elected 
in February 2012 and aims 
to raise $2 million by 2013. 
Volunteers have assisted with 
all types of in-kind support 
such as the creation of the ULF 
logo and marketing banner. 

The ULF is only possible 
because we have volunteer 
energy from people who want 
our small rural community 
to be resilient and thrive. We 
want to be self-sustaining into 
the future and are happy to 
share our learning with others.

For more information see: 
http://ulf.org.au or email: 
info@ulf.org.au
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Robbie Sefton (2002 NSW & ACT 

Rural Women's Award winner)

runs Sefton & Associates (S&A)—a 

communication and marketing 

company with its heart, soul and 

business in rural Australia. 

Robbie is a woman with a mission. 

From the time she started 

working she wanted to prove she 

could run a fulfilling, independent 

and successful business in rural 

Australia. It wasn’t only for 

herself—she was determined to 

provide career opportunities for 

young rural women too.

In 1997 she and her partner 

Alistair decided to make a new 

home in the Tamworth region of 

NSW to bring this dream to life.

‘We packed up 4000 sheep 

and everything we owned and 

drove from Kojonup in WA, 

across the Nullarbor by truck to 

Coonabarabran,’ says Robbie.

‘It was a long, hot, dusty trip! 

But we had a goal to keep us 

going: a life that balanced 

our farm business with my 

communication consultancy. 

'I’d already been running my 

business for seven years in Perth 

and my focus hasn’t changed. 

I’m passionate about Australia’s 

regional, rural and remote 

communities and the people that 

live in them and keep them vital 

and alive.’

Moving to Tamworth gave 

Robbie the chance to expand her 

consultancy and start providing 

employment for locals— 

primarily young women.

‘Too many people encourage 

country kids to leave the bush 

and make a go of it in cities or 

overseas. I want to encourage 

them to gain experience and 

return to the country.

Robbie's business provides 

tailored public relations and 

marketing strategies, leadership 

development programs, and 

community consultation services 

that help build a vibrant future 

for people living and working 

in rural, regional and remote 

Australia. She employs several 

women in her Tamworth office, 

plus regular consultants who 

work remotely and additional 

contractors who come in as 

needed for large projects.

Based in Tamworth, Susie 

Buckland grew up in the district 

before shifting to Sydney to 

work with a multinational PR 

organisation. The potential for 

a satisfying and challenging 

career in PR helped her make the 

decision to return to Tamworth 

to work as a Senior Consultant.

Erin Chillingworth is the offspring 

of one of Tamworth’s leading 

media families, with her mother 

editing the local newspaper and 

her sister a local newsreader. 

Erin is making good use of her 

regional media lineage as a PR 

consultant.

Penny Cameron grew up on a 

cattle property in Gunnedah. Like 

many country girls, she left the 

district to study communication. 

She worked as a PR assistant 

before travelling the world and is 

now back working with the team 

as a PR consultant. 

It’s a long way from Prime 

Ministerial protocol in Canberra 

to public relations in Tamworth, 

but when Sara Crowe fell in love 

with a Tamworth local, she left her 

job and headed north. She puts 

experiences like managing the 

arrangements for Barack Obama's 

visit to Australia to good use in 

servicing S&A’s government and 

corporate clients.

Having organised major 

conferences and boutique special 

events in Sydney, Nadine Daly 

had her tree change when her 

family arrived and now thrives in 

an environment where she can 

combine her family and career.

With skills and interests spanning 

science to gastronomy, Alison 

Treloar joined the team from 

Melbourne when her husband 

returned ‘home’. She has expertise 

with social media and online 

content and is amazing the team 

and clients with her skills. 

An external contractor, 

Annabelle Hillsdon shifted to the 

country for family reasons. With 

a decade’s PR experience she 

moved to Black Springs to marry 

and now combines her senior PR 

consultant role with her family.

Based in the Somerton region, 

Anna Charlton worked as a 

broadcast journalist before 

joining the team as a PR 

consultant and social media 

specialist. She won a Royal 

Regional PR team bucks tradition

How to become a tradeswoman

If you're considering becoming a tradeswoman 

then a practical nature combined with common 

sense, determination and persistence will stand 

you in good stead. It's currently not easy to gain 

an apprenticeship as a woman in non-traditional 

trades such as the building, construction and 

manufacturing trades. But it can be done and 

you may need to be prepared to keep trying. 

So how do you begin? Find out more at:  

www.saltaustralia.org.au  Click on their  

'support' section to read the full article.

Agricultural Society of NSW Rural 

Achiever Award this year and in 

her spare time helps manage her 

Angus stud.

Polly Yuille from Armidale was 

publicist for The Canterbury 

Bulldogs in Sydney before 

choosing to return to the 

country. She works as a media 

strategist from her home at 

Scone.

Jesse Blackadder, based in the 

Northern Rivers of NSW, is a 

senior writer and also an award-

winning novelist and journalist. 

Her involvement with sustainable 

agriculture and Landcare goes 

back to 1993 when she worked 

for Landcare Australia.

Helicopter pilot and former 

NSW DPI beef officer Juliet 

McConachie settled in Jericho, 

Qld where she runs cattle. She 

works for S&A as the research 

and development extension 

specialist. 

With 20 years PR experience, 

account director Karyn Lemon 

lecturers and tutors in public 

relations at the University of 

Sydney Technology and provides 

a Sydney presence for S&A.

Robbie says it’s been hard but 

rewarding work pulling together 

such an experienced team, 

but she’s proud of what team 

members have achieved and 

the wonderful contributions 

they make to the business 

and to rural, regional and 

remote Australia. ‘It can be 

challenging finding qualified 

and experienced communication 

professionals who love living 

and working on the land,’ Robbie 

says. ‘But it is worth the effort, 

because it’s the people that 

make this business a success and 

they make a great contribution 

to rural, regional and remote 

Australia.’
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I get paid to 'go bush'
From 'Breaking Through: Stories of women in non-traditional occupations'

I always wanted to do a science 

degree. I also wanted to work 

and live in regional NSW. I was 

drawn to do a degree which 

involved fieldwork and that 

wasn’t just office based so 

I enrolled at the Australian 

National University to complete 

a Bachelor of Science Forestry.  

At the time the career guide 

book said that this was degree 

was ‘not suitable for women’. This 

only made me more interested 

to do it. After some work 

experience with the Forestry 

Commission at Pennant Hills, 

Dungog and Walcha, I was 

hooked. Forestry was for me!

I’ve held a number of roles over 

the course of my career. I’ve been 

a Harvesting and Operations 

Forester, Acting District Forester, 

Operations Forester, Regional 

Planning Forester, Marketing 

Manager Wauchope, Timber 

Merchandising Manager 

Wauchope, Acting Regional 

Manager Mid North Coast and 

Regional Manager Central 

Region. I have completed an 

Executive Master of Business 

Administration at the University 

of Technology, Sydney.

As Regional Manager I’m 

responsible for managing the 

central region of Forests NSW 

which covers over 400,000 

hectares of state forest, from 

Gosford to Kempsey, Armidale 

and Tamworth. I supervise 

managers who are responsible 

for forest operations, harvesting, 

sales, recreation, tourism and 

planning.

On average I spend one day 

a week in the field, two days 

travelling and attending 

meetings and two days in the 

office. My work is to make the 

key decisions for the running of 

the region, to ensure customer 

requirements are met, to 

maintain a high standard of 

environmental performance in 

Kathy Jones 
Regional Manager,  

Central Region, Forests NSW

our operations, to ensure the 

region meets its commercial 

obligations and to ensure the 

safety of all staff, contractors and 

forest users.

I really enjoy my work. The 

people who work in this industry 

love and respect the forest and 

are great to work with. I get paid 

to ‘go bush’. Beat that! The timber 

products produced from our 

forests are fantastic. I have some 

of them in my home. The work 

is always different and there is 

nothing repetitive about it. 

There have been a ‘few’ 

challenges throughout my career. 

Being female, being pregnant, 

being a single mum, the ‘wooden 

ceiling’, and only having few 

other female foresters to talk to. I 

was very persistent and continue 

to be. My attitude is that I can do, 

will do, and have done.

In my view the biggest challenge 

for women in non-traditional 

occupations is getting to the 

top. Entering these professions 

is much easier now than it has 

been in the past—but there 

are still very few women in 

senior roles in non-traditional 

occupations.

  

BREAKING THROUGH

Breaking Through tells the stories 

of 20 women who challenge 

convention about appropriate 

careers for women and who 

demonstrate that family friendly 

work practices and supportive 

workplace cultures are crucial 

in enabling women to reach 

their potential and advance 

their careers. To download your 

free copy and read more great 

stories go to: www.eeo.nsw.gov.

au/women/breaking_through

THE NATIONAL 
BROADBAND 

NETWORK
 

The National Broadband 

Network (NBN) is being 

rolled-out over the next 

10 years and will provide 

faster and more reliable 

broadband access. 

Using optic fibre, fixed 

wireless and next-

generation satellite the 

NBN will improve access 

to business and job 

opportunities, health, 

education and government 

services, and make it easier 

to share common interests 

and keep in touch.

Access to the NBN will cost 

$24 a month with NBN 

Co offering free standard 

connection when rolled 

out in your area. For most 

people it will mean simply 

plugging in your existing 

equipment. NBN Co will 

contact you direct to 

explain your connection 

options. Consenting to the 

connection doesn’t mean 

you have to sign up for a 

phone or internet service 

straight away. You will 

still buy your phone and 

internet services from NBN 

accredited providers such 

as Telstra, Optus, iiNet and 

Primus, including those 

operating in your region.

For more information 

see: www.nbn.gov.au or 

www.nbnco.com.au. For  

general enquiries call the 

NBN Co Solutions Centre 

on Freecall 1800 881 816.

Source: www.nbn.gov.au/

files/2012/06/Connecting-

Australia-Winter-2012.pdf
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Building a 
calmer man

Welcome to this new 'Men’s Matters' column where I will be 

writing about issues of importance to all men. I believe that 

men are very concerned about their health and wellbeing 

these days and part of making men healthier is providing 

more information about men’s health concerns.

Let’s start by looking at some ways of staying calm and 

relatively stress free in our lives.

Stress is what happens to us when we get threatened by some 

change in our lives, and life is changing so rapidly that we can 

feel stressed every day. It’s not the changes in our lives that we 

can deal with that bother us, but the changes that we feel we 

can’t deal with that produce a sense of stress. Sometimes these 

can be changes to our health or our mobility as we grow older. 

Stress can be short lived and manageable but long term it can 

lead to disturbances of physical, mental and emotional health, 

so it’s good to try and develop a plan for staying calm over the 

long term.

Eating well and reducing your intake of sugar, salt and saturated 

fats will help you feel better and more able to cope. Resting, 

managing time better and taking some time out for your self 

is the way to stay more relaxed.  It’s also alright when we feel 

stressed to rest and sleep more as your body needs time out to 

repair and rebuild.

Spending time talking with friends about what’s going on in 

your life has been proven to have one of the most significant 

impacts on reducing stress and restoring good health. Simple 

exercise, like walking more, swimming or running can help to 

keep you calm. It’s good to have a range of techniques that you 

can use to increase the level of calm in your life and whatever 

way you choose to relax, make sure what you do works for you.

And don’t forget to keep a sense of humour and try to have a 

good laugh at least once a day. Like a good workout at the gym, 

laughter actually releases endorphins, the body’s own natural 

painkillers, and makes you feel better.

Greg Millan is a national Men’s Health Consultant and can  

be contacted at greg@menshealthservices.com.au or  

www.menshealthservices.com.au 

M E N ' S  M A T T E R S  W I T H  G R E G  M I L L A NR U OK? A conversation 
could change a life …
Keeping in touch with others 

is crucial for our health and 

wellbeing. Having regular, 

meaningful conversations is 

simple. Here's some pointers to 

help you connect with someone 

you think may be doing it tough.

Ask R U OK? 

Start a general conversation 

somewhere private. Build trust 

through good eye contact, open 

and relaxed body language. 

Ask open-ended questions to 

discuss concerns based on their 

behaviour.

Listen without judgement.

Guide the conversation with 

caring questions. The more 

they talk the better—a problem 

shared is a problem halved. 

Don’t rush to solve problems 

for them. It's better to have a 

full understanding of the issues. 

Listen without judging them 

as lazy or weak. They're trying 

to cope as best they can. Don’t 

give advice like 'cheer up' or 'pull 

yourself together' or 'you’ll be 

right mate'. It is important to let 

them know that it's good they're 

discussing it.

Encourage action

Summarise the issues and ask 

them what they plan to do. 

Encourage them to take one 

step, such as see their doctor. It 

is essential to follow up. Nothing 

changes until someone acts.

Follow up

People who are struggling often 

find it difficult to take action so 

it's important to follow up on 

how they're going. Put a note in 

your diary to call them in a week 

or sooner if they're desperate. 

Ask if they've managed to take 

that first step and see someone.

Dealing with denial?

If they deny the problem, don't 

criticise them. Acknowledge 

they're  not ready to talk. Say 

you're still concerned and ask if 

you can enquire again next week 

if there is no improvement.

if you think the person is 

considering suicide?

If you're worried that someone 

you know is doing it tough or 

is thinking about suicide, it's 

important that you give that 

person an opportunity to talk 

about it. Find a quiet and private 

space to ask them how they're 

feeling and whether they've had 

thoughts about suicide. Speak 

in a calm, confident and non-

judgmental manner to help them 

feel supported and reassured.

If someone says they're thinking 

about suicide, it's important you 

take it seriously. Tell them you 

care about them and you want 

to help. Don’t become agitated, 

angry or upset. Explain that 

thoughts of suicide are common 

and don’t have to be acted upon.

It's also essential to determine 

whether they have formulated 

a plan to take their life. Ask if 

they've  decided how they will 

kill themselves or if they've 

begun to take steps to end their 

life. If they have, it is critical 

that you do NOT leave them 

alone and do NOT use guilt or 

threats to prevent suicide. Get 

immediate professional help or 

call emergency helplines such 

as Lifeline on 13 11 14 or the 

Suicide Call Back Service on 

1300 659 467 for advice and 

support.

For more information and  

a list of support agencies  

see:  www.ruokday.com.au  
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Melanie Kiel, her husband Dave 

and daughters Laura and Sara 

own and run ‘Mione’, a 135 acre 

property near Cumnock as a 

trade-cattle enterprise. Mel is 

the boss when it comes to the 

property. She buys and sells the 

cattle at the saleyard or online, 

and makes decisions about 

management on a daily basis. 

New to the region, the Kiels 

moved to Cumnock from 

Manildra about two years ago. 

They bought a small property 

that had been previously run 

with pigs and had a range of 

management issues, including 

heavy weed problems and 

limited water access in paddocks.

After years working in Orange 

as a nurse and doing extensive 

travel around Australia, Mel 

and her family were ready for a 

change from traditional farming.

These days, the Kiels are a great 

example of how to make a small 

farming enterprise work while 

managing it in a sustainable way.

'Mione' supports an average of 55 

head of cattle, which fluctuates 

depending on what Melanie 

can trade and how much feed is 

available.

In addition to this, Mel also works 

part-time as a nurse and in the 

pathology centre at Molong 

and looks after her two young 

girls (aged seven and nine) who 

attend Cumnock Public School. 

Her husband Dave supports her 

in this role and also works as a 

farm contractor. The family also 

agist stock on two properties 

near Manildra.

'We would love a bigger place, 

but I also want to be able to sleep 

at night! We feel good that we are 

running our place as well, and we 

turn off a similar amount of stock 

to a much larger operation, just 

due to the way we do things.'

Mel and Dave agisted 200 acres 

near Manildra for a number 

of years. After having a bad 

experience with a sale they 

decided that ‘there had to be 

a better way’. In 2008 they 

attended a marketing course in 

Orange to learn how to better 

buy and sell their animals. 

‘I came home after completing 

the course and just started 

doing it the next day. ‘Now I go 

to the yards and buy my own 

cattle. I know exactly how much 

I can afford to spend before I go 

to ensure I make a profit. It’s an 

empowering experience that 

allows me to feel completely in 

control of my business’.

She also keeps in contact with 

other farmers using a similar 

approach through a marketing 

Mentor Group. The group meet 

every couple of months and 

provide an important support 

network to work through 

problems and share new ideas.

Meanwhile, Mel and Dave were 

going through a tough time with 

their daughter’s health.

‘Her allergies made us look at 

how people farm their land and 

the amount of pesticides and 

fertilisers used,’ said Mel.

‘This can all filter through into 

our food so we have tried hard 

to limit our reliance on these 

artificial inputs. Something was 

just not right—there had to be 

a better way than the constant 

cycle of spraying and weeds.’

They decided to attend a Holistic 

Management course run through 

TAFE in Orange. As a result they 

have implemented a sub-division 

program—splitting the property 

into 12 paddocks and installing 

watering points. They carried out 

weed control, and used ‘clean-

up’ crops and high impact short 

duration grazing to move to a 

permanent perennial pasture 

base for their cattle trading 

business.

‘It’s working really well, we are 

getting great response from the 

paddocks,’ Melanie reports.

‘What was once wall-to-wall 

horehound is now moving to a 

great native pasture base. We 

want to produce happy and 

healthy cattle. I feel that we are 

doing that with our approach. We 

give them a good life while they 

are here and I think that gives a 

much healthier end product.’

Women farmers putting food on your table
Contributed by the Central West Catchment Management Authority (www.cw.cma.nsw.gov.au)

'Melanie is a woman in a 

man’s world! She trades 

livestock and frequents 

sale yards—often receiving 

comments from the men 

that she's a rarity.' 

PIP JOB, LITTLE RIVER 

LANDCARE GROUP INC

Melanie was introduced to Little 

River Landcare Group by a family 

that her daughters go to school 

with. Joining a Landcare group 

wasn’t an automatic thing for her 

coming into the area.

‘There is still a definite ‘greeny’ 

stigma attached to Landcare, 

and I’m embarrassed to say that I 

didn’t really want to be involved 

in this type of group,’ she said.

‘But I became friends with people 

in the group first and then 

realised the benefits of becoming 

a member. We’ve had lots of help 

from Pip at Little River Landcare 

in working out the details of 

what we do here.

‘We’ve been able to go along and 

see so many excellent speakers 

through the field days and 

workshops that the group run. 

These days we really value our 

involvement in the group.’

The Kiels are one of many 

farming families in Central West 

NSW committed to improving 

the environment, running 

a sustainable business and 

providing food and fibre to the 

wider community.

To meet more Central West 

farmers and find out how 

you can celebrate the 2012 

Australian Year of the Farmer 

see: www.cw.cma.nsw.gov.au
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Emma Andrews is a 24-year-old 

Geologist working in the Coal 

Advice Section of NSW Trade 

& Investment at Maitland. She 

has a Bachelor of Science and 

believes education is the key 

not only to success but also 

independence.

  What got you interested in 

Geology. How did you start out?

I always enjoyed being 

outdoors and knowing how 

the environment works. When 

I finished Year 12 I saw myself 

working in the Earth and 

Environmental Science field—

that’s when I chose to major in 

Earth Science.

My first job out of uni was as a 

field geologist with a geological 

consulting company. I worked 

on coal seam gas exploration 

sites across NSW and QLD 

and coal exploration sites for 

mines in the Hunter Valley. 

Ten months later I started 

my current job, undertaking 

resource assessment and 

coalfield exploration for NSW 

Government Coal Tender Areas. 

So far, I have completed desktop 

studies and groundwork for a 

project set to start late 2012.

The part of geology that most 

interests me is Sedimentology—

the study of sediments such 

as sand, mud and clay and the 

processes that result in their 

deposition. By understanding 

these processes we can 

interpret geological history 

through observations of 

sedimentary rocks and features 

and understand current 

environmental issues such as 

climate change.

  What does your typical day 

at work involve?

Coal Advice has four main 

ares including: 1) conducting 

coal exploration and resource 

assessment to determine coal 

occurrence, volume and quality 

and provide information on 

geology and coal resources to 

meet government and industry 

need for resource planning 

and development; 2) landuse 

assessment: providing advice on 

the impact of landuse proposals 

such as housing developments, 

infrastructure and national 

parks on coal resources and 

mining projects and providing 

geological information to 

the public, local councils and 

government departments;  

3) titles administration: assessing 

and providing advice on coal 

tenement applications, renewals, 

transfer and Environmental 

Impact Statements, and 

Environmental Assessments and 

Subsidence Management Plans; 

and 4) databases: maintaining 

and adding new information 

to a variety of databases for 

use in coalfield exploration, 

landuse planning and titles 

administration.

I've  been involved in all of these 

areas but most recently in titles 

administration. At the moment 

I spend 90 per cent of my time 

in the office and 10 per cent in 

the field. Once the exploration 

program gets underway my field 

time will increase.

  What do you love most 

about what you do?

The best part of my job would 

be gaining such a wide exposure 

to coal geology and the coal 

mining industry across NSW. 

Also the knowledge of other 

factors affecting coal in NSW like 

landuse planning, and finding a 

balance between a sustainable 

future, the environment and coal 

mining.

  What advice would you give 

to women looking to start a 

career in the industry?

Go for it! Women play a crucial 

role in any workplace, especially 

a scientific one. In an industry 

that is traditionally male 

dominated, more women are 

entering the industry bringing 

balance to the workplace and 

allowing women to get involved 

in things they are passionate 

about. Even though more time 

may be needed for women to 

reach those higher roles that are 

still primarily dominated by men, 

I see the future being extremely 

bright for women wanting to 

excel in their chosen career.

At the coal face

  What are your plans for the 

future?

In the near future, I hope to gain 

as much experience working 

at the Department as possible 

and work my way up to a senior 

position. With the current mining 

boom I think it's difficult to 

predict what I'll be doing in the 

distant future as there's so many 

opportunities. I may stay with the 

Department or venture out into 

the industry at a coal mine within 

NSW or QLD or even overseas.

  As a woman in the industry 

have you faced any challenges? 

How did you overcome them?

I haven’t found many challenges 

in terms of being a woman in the 

industry. I think the stereotype a 

few years ago was that the few 

women working in the industry 

were strong and tough women 

that had to shape up to the 

men. I think that has changed 

dramatically over the last few 

years. I have worked with more 

men than women and haven’t 

found it to be a real issue.

  Do you believe women are 

more widely recognised and 

valued for their contributions  

in rural Australia?

I think recognition of women 

in rural industries is increasing 

compared to women in other 

corporate scenarios, however, 

I think the role women play 

in society is still largely 

underestimated in terms of 

carrying out the multiple roles 

of employee or breadwinner, 

mother and homemaker. 

Working women have always 

had to carry out multiple roles. 

I  think this has only recently 

started to change and will 

change more in the future as we 

see more women becoming the 

breadwinner and men taking on 

more roles at home or becoming 

stay-at-home-dads.
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parenting  What do you do? Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Officer

Serge has an assignment for 

school. He has to interview 

an interesting person in his 

community and find out about 

their work. Serge has organised 

to meet with Lisa.

Serge: What’s your job at 

Forests NSW?

Lisa: Finding Aboriginal sites, 

cultural material and bush foods. 

Also, working in the forest and 

chatting with Elders.

Serge: How does someone 

become an Elder? Is it like being 

a king or queen?

Lisa: The role of an Elder is given 

to an elderly person in our 

community. There are no kings 

or queens in Aboriginal culture.

Serge: Why are Aboriginal 

Elders so important?

Lisa: Elders are the keepers of 

knowledge, they are the people 

who teach you your laws (lores) 

and customs in your community. 

They teach the songs and stories 

of the ancestors, birds and 

animals and the environment.

Serge: Who are some of the 

other people you work with?

Lisa: I work with lots of people 

but overall it’s the Aboriginal 

community and the foresters 

who manage State forests. 

It’s important for foresters to 

know about sites of Aboriginal 

significance in a forest area, 

especially when they’re writing 

a harvesting plan. Harvesting 

plans set out which trees can 

be harvested to provide timber 

and other forest products and 

protect things like animals, 

waterways and Aboriginal sites.

Serge: What happens to 

an Aboriginal site during 

harvesting?

Lisa: All Aboriginal sites have a 

buffer zone around them where 

no harvesting is allowed and the 

area is left undisturbed. Different 

sites vary in significance to the 

local Aboriginal community. 

As a result, buffers are different 

sizes—the most significant sites 

will have the widest buffer zone.

Serge: Why are Aboriginal sites 

important?

Lisa: They’re part of our heritage 

and tell us stories of how we 

live and the things that are 

important to us. Sites hold 

information about our culture 

and are used to teach our 

children. Maintaining these sites 

helps us  preserve our culture.

Serge: What type of things do 

you find at Aboriginal sites?

Lisa: Some of the sites contain 

rock art, axe grinding grooves, 

scar trees, water holes, middens, 

carvings, camp sites, hunting 

tracks, caves and rock shelters. 

Some sites you can’t even see. 

Sometimes Aboriginal people 

just have a special connection 

with a place of feeling for it.

ARKIE SPARKLE 

TREASURE HUNTER: 

CODE CRIMSON

By Petra James 

Review by Emmerson 

Sharwood, Aged 7

The story is about Arkie 

and her archaeologist 

parents who have been 

kidnapped. Arkie is 11. She 

is a treasure hunter and is 

smart, funky, intelligent 

and cool! When she gets 

home she can't find her 

parents. Then she finds 

a note from her parents 

written in hieroglyphics. 

Arkie's cousin TJ and her 

dog Cleo help her look for 

her parents. They follow the 

clues and timeslip unsafely, 

wearing pyramid pants 

(these are pants you wear 

in Egypt), into a sandstorm 

in Egypt. At the end Arkie 

still hasn't found her 

parents. She gets a parcel 

that says 'Fragile'; I like this 

because it's mysterious. 

The lesson I learnt is not 

to be rude to your family 

or wish for something you 

don't really mean because 

one day something might 

happen to them.

Pan Macmillan Australia 

ISBN: 9781742611105 

RRP $6.99

ACTIVITY: Sharing what 

we know through stories, 

paintings, books and even 

cooking are ways we pass 

on information from one 

generation to the next. Often 

traditional ways of doing 

things change over time as 

the way we live changes.

  How would traditional 

Aboriginal people have 

prepared kangaroo thousands 

of years ago?

  What has changed in the 

way Lisa, as an Aboriginal 

woman, prepares kangaroo?

 What traditions do you and 

your family keep?

Kangaroo Burger

Ingredients:
400g kangaroo mince
1 egg
½ cup bread crumbs
1 tablespoon of dried herbs
1 small onion finely chopped
1 clove of garlic
¼ cup tomato paste

1 grated carrot

Method:
Combine ingredients, form 
into hamburger patties and 
shallow fry in a hot pan or bbq.

To Serve:
Place the hamburger pattie on 
a hamburger bun and top with 
your favourite salad. (Serves 4)

Serge: Is it true Aboriginal men 

and women have different sites?

Lisa: Yes, there are women’ sites 

and men’s sites and each must 

protect their own.

Serge: How many sites are there?

Lisa: There are thousands of sites, 

many are thousands of years 

old. It’s important to be on the 

lookout because new sites are 

always being recorded.

Serge: Can we go and see some 

Aboriginal sites?

Lisa: You must contact the local 

Aboriginal Land Council to find 

out which sites you can visit.

Serge: If some sites are rocks 

and things, they can’t really get 

damaged can they?

Lisa: These sites have been 

there such a long time, even the 

weather over that time can cause 

damage. One of the main causes 

of damage is human activity and 

lack of understanding.

Serge: Do you really like bush 

tucker?

Lisa: Absolutely, I even make a 

really tasty kangaroo burger!

Source: www.landlearnnsw.org.au/careers
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Twenty two year old Georgina 

Seward is an Apprentice 

Engineer with the Royal Flying 

Doctor Service* (RFDS) based in 

the outback at Broken Hill. 

Georgina grew up in Broken Hill 

and attended Burke Ward Public 

School and then Broken Hill High   

graduating in 2008. She says she 

developed a keen interest for 

mechanics early on.

'Growing up, I remember Dad 

was always fixing our old cars. I 

would spend hours sitting and 

watching him, and then as I got 

older helping him out whenever 

I had the chance.'

When she graduated from Year 

12 Georgina applied to a few 

automotive courses at TAFE and 

the RFDS. She was fortunate to 

be offered an apprenticeship in 

Aircraft Engineering and started 

with RFDS the following February.

'A great thing about an 

apprenticeship is you get to 

work on the ground while 

training, so in addition to my on-

the-job training I attend Parafield 

Aviation Campus for two week 

blocks a few times a year.

So what does a typical day for 

Georgina involve?

'I help prepare the designated 

aircraft for clinic and on-call 

duties. Once the clinic aircraft 

has departed I start work on 

the aircraft that is in for a phase 

check—these are periodic 

inspections that have to be done 

on the aircraft after a certain 

amount of time or usage. We also 

deal with any problems the clinic 

or on-call aircraft may encounter 

during operations.'

When asked what she enjoys 

most about her job Georgina 

says she loves the challenge of 

learning the complex aircraft 

systems and troubleshooting 

problems. But above all she 

loves the satisfaction she gets 

in knowing she is working on 

the aircraft that help save lives. 

And with the RFDS averaging 

110 patient transports a day 

nationally in the 2011 Financial 

Year its clear that as an Aircraft 

Engineer Georgina plays a 

very important role in keeping 

patients safe.

Flying 
high

While still relatively new to 

the industry Georgina says 

she still has a lot to learn and 

she would like to think that as 

a woman who is working in a 

male dominated environment 

she is helping to challenge the 

stereotype and that hopefully 

her story will encourage other 

women to join the engineering 

profession.

'Working in a male dominated 

environment has been difficult 

at times, however, I have been 

really lucky to have some very 

supportive people who have 

helped make the transition a lot 

easier. As time has progressed 

I have found acceptance and 

integration much easier.

The pictures above show 

Georgina putting the finishing 

touches on an aircraft at the 

Broken Hill Base.

Georgina's plans for the future 

include becoming a Licensed 

Aircraft Maintenance Engineer 

and gaining as much knowledge 

and experience as she can.

Asked what advice she would 

give to women looking to start 

a career in the engineering 

industry Georgina says, 'If its 

something you really want to do 

don't let anything stand in the 

way. Engineering is a challenging 

but very rewarding occupation.

* One of the largest and most 

comprehensive aeromedical 

organisations in the world the 

RFDS uses the latest in aviation, 

medical and communications 

technology to deliver extensive 

primary health care and 24-

hour emergency service to 

people who live, work and 

travel throughout Australia. The 

service has a fleet of 61 aircraft 

operating from 21 bases located 

across Australia and provides 

medical assistance to over 

278,000 people every year—

that’s one every two minutes.

For information on becoming 

an Aircraft Engineer see 

myfuture.edu.au and do a 

keyword search on 'Aircraft 

Maintenance Engineer'. For 

information on the RFDS see: 

www.flyingdoctor.org.au
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Women take on the 
toughest job in the shed 

by Jamie Jones, TAFE NSW

Shearing is one of the toughest jobs on the land, but as men are 

lured into other industries the number of female shearers has 

increased from 97 to over 200 in the last few years—something 

that has prompted TAFE Western’s Dubbo College to create the 

first all-female shearing class.

Frank Roberts, Head Teacher of Shearing at Dubbo College said, 

'There is a need and demand to create pathways to employment 

for women in the wool industry. Shearing is the biggest paying 

job in the shed and women are keen to try their hand at it.

'The first class included 13 female students from 17 to 40 

years of age and they learnt all aspects of the rigorous career 

a shearer can expect. Upon completion of the Certificate II in 

Shearing course women are immediately employable and able 

to earn up to $200 a day.'

The students came from various backgrounds throughout NSW 

and have taken up the course for a number of different reasons. 

One student would like the skills to shear her own small flock; 

others wanted to advance their current wool handling skills, 
while some were looking for a career change.

Brooke Colley, a young student from Mudgee said, 'I first picked 

up the shears at the age of eight. I want to be able to shear my 

parent’s sheep and I already have a few other shearing jobs 

lined up. I’m looking forward to completing my apprenticeship 

and getting out there to use my skills.'

The first job the students learn is crutching (crutching is the 

removal of wool from the eyes, face and flystrike prone areas of 

the sheep.) By the end of the course the female graduates were 

able to shear the entire animal focusing on position and control. 
Compared to men, women on the whole have a better eye for 

detail and more empathy for the sheep,' said Frank.

To find out more about courses available in your community 

see: www.wit.tafensw.edu.au or call 1300 TAFE Western.

Study at 
TAFE without 
leaving home

By Jamie Jones, TAFE NSW

Lynelle Quakawoot, an 

Aboriginal student from Bourke 

is the 1000th student to be 

enrolled in a course through 

TAFE Western Connect.

This new initiative launched in 

2012 is bringing a wider range of 

training choices directly to the 

community.

Lynelle is currently completing 

the Certificate III in Children 

Services via the connected 

classroom at Bourke College 

using video conference 

technology, as well as with 

the Children’s Services mobile 

learning unit.

'I currently work part-time at 

the Bourke Preschool and am 

updating my skills for compliance 

legislation', said Lynelle.  

'TAFE Western Connect was 

the perfect study option as I 

didn’t have to travel to Cobar or 

Dubbo, my training came to me.' 

'I attend classes regularly joining 

my teacher in Dubbo and other 

students in western NSW using 

the connected classroom at 

the Bourke College. My teacher 

also brings the mobile learning 

unit to Bourke and then I get to 

practice all the theory that we 

have learned in class.'

Students like Lynelle now have 

a range of courses available to 

them no matter where they live.

To find out more about  

TAFE Western Connect see:  

www.wit.tafensw.edu.au or  

call 1300 TAFE Western.

Celebrating 20 years of the  
NSW Rural Women's Gatherings

A special limited edition celebratory tea towel will be available  

for $6  at the Parkes Women's Gathering, or contact RWN.
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Fran Rowe 
2012 Woman of the Year
 

Past co-chair and inaugural member of the Rural Women’s 

Network State Advisory Committee, Tottenham farmer and 

Rural Financial Counsellor, Fran Rowe was named the NSW 

Premier’s Woman of the Year at a ceremony in Sydney in May. 

Fran received the award for supporting and empowering 

Australia’s agricultural sector during tough times. The citation 

noted that having dedicated most of her life to protecting 

rural communities, farming families and the agricultural 

sector from the di�culties they face, Fran Rowe remains an 

inspirational voice for those in need. 

Fran, who is well known to many rural families 

throughout the state, established a voluntary rural 

�nancial counselling service at her family farm based at 

Tottenham in 1984–85. This voluntary service contributed 

as a model for the national Rural Financial Counselling 

Service which now operates with more than 95 rural 

�nancial counsellors across the country.

Earlier recognition of Fran’s work with farming families 

occurred in 1989 when she received the Ronald 

Anderson Award for Agriculture, an award commonly 

known and inscribed as Man of the Year in Agriculture! 

Receipt of that award to a farming woman encouraged 
the belated recognition that the Australian farmer was 
not necessarily a bronzed, akubra-hatted male but 
included the women in the farm kitchen, the farm o�ce, 
the dusty sheep yard. When discussing the award recently 
Fran chuckled that she was absolutely delighted to have 
evolved from Man of the Year to Woman of the Year!

In addition to her rural �nancial counselling role, Fran 
has contributed to a number of agricultural boards 
and committees including the Rural Adjustment 
Scheme Advisory Council, responsible for advice 
to the Commonwealth Ministers on Exceptional 

Circumstances conditions; the Agricultural Finance 

Forum, seeking to improve communication between the 

rural sector, government and �nancial institutions and 

the Agricultural & Food Policy Reference Group which 

reported to the Australian government on future food 

and agricultural policy. In addition she has served as a 

board member of the NSW Rural Assistance Authority 

since 1989 encouraging the e�cient and e�ective 

administration of drought and �ood assistance relief 

measures and developing the processes and procedures 

required for Authority administration of the Farm Debt 

Mediation Act.

Commenting on the Premier’s Woman of The Year 

award Fran noted the importance of agriculture to the 

economic prosperity of the nation and said, 'It’s a great 

award—which by its very existence celebrates the 

ongoing contribution of women to the economic and 

social prosperity of this great state and I am proud to be 

the 2012 recipient.'

Rural Financial Counselling Service NSW Central 

West CEO Je� Caldbeck said Fran was a fantastic role 

model and highly deserving of the award. 'This award 

acknowledges her outstanding work and signi�cant 

contributions within the rural sector. Fran is an 

extraordinary woman from the bush whose in�uence 

and dedication is now fully recognised', he said.

PHOTO COURTESY OF DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY & COMMUNITY SERVICES
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Highlights
* Launch of 2012 Hidden Treasures Honour Roll
* ‘Rural Women’ Photographic Exhibition

* Photos by National Award winning 
photographer – Maree Grant of Parkes

* Keynote speakers celebrating the ‘Australian Year 
of the Farmer’ and ‘National Year of Reading’

* Elvis Tribute Show – with world famous Elvis 
impersonator Mark Andrew

* Spectacular �nale with Chris Baker  – 'circleofdrums’

Inspiring speakers

Power on to Park�...
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�e program 
Friday 12 October
3.00-6.00 pm Registration, market (goods for sale), displays  

 (Venue: Parkes Leagues Club, 194 Clarinda St)

6.30 pm Welcomes by Googar Dancers, Carolyn Rice 

to 9.30 pm & Mayor Ken Keith 

 Hearty �nger food followed by sweet treats,  

 roving fashions by Little Black Dress, more time 

 to wander, Art Exhibition, photography  

 displays and market stalls.

Saturday 13 October  

7.00-745 am Nature Walk at Memorial Hill Arboretum  

 & Rotary Peace Park 

8.00-8.45 am Registrations (Venue: Parkes Leagues Club)

9.00 am WELCOME & OPENING SESSION

 Welcome to Country 

 O�cial Opening & launch of 2012 Hidden Treasures 

 Honour Roll – The Hon. Katrina Hodgkinson MP 

 Minister for Primary Industries

 Celebrating 20 years from where it all began 

 Fran Rowe, 2012 NSW Woman of the Year

 Australian Year of the Farmer Keynote Speaker   

 Lana Mitchell, 2010 RIRDC RWA Winner

JESSICA ROWE is passionate 

about news and current 

a�airs and her advocacy 

work for mental health. She 

co-authored a book with 

her mother Penelope Rowe 

called The Best of Times, The 

Worst of Times, an account of 

their family’s experience of 

living with Penelope’s bi-polar 

disorder. Most recently she 

has written Love. Wisdom. 

Motherhood, a book of 

conversations with inspiring 

women. Jessica is married 

to Peter Overton and is the 

proud Mum of their two 

daughters Allegra and Giselle.

LANA MITCHELL is the 

Editor of Passion to Pro�t, 

the magazine of New Rural 

Industries Australia. She won 

the 2010 NSW/ACT RIRDC 

Rural Women's Award (RWA) 

and has been active on the 

board of Wild�owers Australia, 

RIRDC's Advisory Committee 

for Australian Native Plants & 

Wild�owers, and the Board of 

New Rural Industries Australia. 

She is an Ambassador for 2012 

Australian Year of the Farmer 

and is featured in Who’s Who 

of Australian Women for both 

2011 and 2012. She is a single 

mother with 2 young children.

PHOTO BY MAREE GRANT, PARKES



Workshops, tours, forums
1A. PARKES RADIO TELESCOPE TOUR: Discover CSIRO Parkes Radio Telescope 
on a guided tour. The Visitors Centre boasts a great close up view of the telescope, 
a range of interactive displays and a 3D theatre. Cost $20. (Session A).

2A. GARDENS TOUR: Explore three beautiful spring gardens with a horticulturist 
ready to answer your garden queries. Old world roses and perennials, a formal 
garden divided into smaller rooms by hedges and shrubs, sensational vegetable 
patch, and a spacious shady garden where many quirky metal art creations sit 
snuggly into the landscape. Cost $20. (Session A).

3A. HENRY PARKES MUSEUM TOUR: Visit the early life in Parkes and district 
through objects, photos and historical information. View displays of ladies 
fashions, children’s clothing, embroidery, linen and household items used long 
ago. Cost $15. (Session A).

4A. ELVIS MUSEUM – THE KING’S CASTLE TOUR: Rock back in time and 
discover this incredible collection of Elvis artifacts including clothes Elvis actually 
wore in the movies and on tour. You'll be accompanied by Anne & Bob, founders 
of the Parkes Elvis Festival. Cost $15. (Session A).

5A. HISTORIC BUILDINGS TOUR: Parkes, like Rome is built on seven hills. 
Although you won’t �nd a Colosseum or Trevi Fountain, you will enjoy many 
interesting glimpses into the past, present and future of Parkes as you drive 
around this friendly and vibrant community. You will be guided by long time 
resident Pam Nankivell. Cost $20. (Session A).

6A. DAIRY GOAT CHEESE MAKING - SMALL FARMING & BUSINESS BUILDING: 
Ever wanted to make your own cheese? Corinne Annetts, 2012 NSW/ACT RIRDC 
Rural Women's Award Runner-up will demonstrate how to make cheese with a 
take home sample and discuss tools for business building. Cost $5. (Session A).

7A. AGCHATOZ FOR BEGINNERS: Presented by social media activist and 2012 
Rural Women's Award Winner Danica Leys, this workshop is for anyone looking to 
broaden their network, learn more about new and interesting ideas and concepts, 
or those that wish to tell a story and ‘agvocate’ on behalf of Australian farming. 
Bring your laptop, iPad, or notebook. Wireless connection available for some 
computers. Cost $30. (Session A).

8C. AGCHATOZ ADVANCED: A workshop for those that are comfortable in the 
social media space and are looking for ways to extend their reach, as well as fresh 
and creative ways to use social media. It is advisable that participants have a basic 
knowledge of Twitter. Bring your laptop, iPad, or notepad. Wireless connection 
available for some computers. Cost $15. (Session C).

9A. SILK SCARF PAINTING: Enjoy wearing an original masterpiece as you learn 
the basic skills involved in silk painting and create your very own silk scarf. Cost 
$20. (Session A).

10A. METAL CREATION: BEADED DRAGONFLY: Make a gorgeous dragon�y. 
Construct the body using a bolt or drill bit and wire, then decorate the wings 
using �ne wire and beads. Anyone can do this! Cost $30. (Session A).

11A. HARDANGER EMBROIDERY: Parkes Group of the Embroiderer’s Guild NSW 
invite you to embroider a scissors fob in the Hardanger style. It is a counted thread 
technique, originating from the Hardanger district in Norway. Kit includes scissors. 
Cost $10. (Session A).

12A. FLORAL FUN: Christmas is coming! Parkes Floral Art Group will help you 
create a Christmas Wreath for your home. You will also design and make a collage 
entitled 'Floral Fun' with all materials supplied. Cost $20. (Session A).

13B or 13C. SOY CANDLE MAKING: Learn the basics of candle making from start 
to �nish. Make and take home two beautifully scented candles, one in a vintage 
tea cup and saucer, one displayed in a glass jar. Cost $40. (Sessions B or C).

14A. TRADITIONAL BASKETRY: Learn the art of coiled baskets. Make a starter 
base and then create your own basket, using natural ra�a. Discuss and learn other 
techniques of basket weaving. Cost $5. (Session A).

15A. RECYCLE/WASTE ART: Create a collage on a blank postcard to capture a 
personal memory of the Gathering. The postcard can be sent to a friend or kept as 
a memento. Learn new skills in creating collages. Cost $5. (Session A).

16A. TRADITIONAL ENGLISH PAPER PIECING: This time-honoured technique 
dating back to 1813 is a wonderfully simple method for constructing intricate 
quilts with lots of perfectly matched points. Create a table runner using the kit 
provided. Cost $25. (Session A).

Reach, Engage, Achieve, Dream – at the 20th Anniversary NSW Rural Women's Gathering in Park�

�e program
Saturday 13 October 

10.30 am MORNING TEA

11.00 am  WOMEN OF ACHIEVEMENT SESSION 

 Danica Leys 2012 NSW/ACT RIRDC  

 Rural Women's Award Winner 

 Anna Unger Local Woman's Story  

 Corinne Annetts 2012 NSW/ACT RIRDC 

 Rural Women's Award Runner-Up  

 Stefanie Loader Northparkes Mines 

 Jocellin Jansson Royal Agricultural Society  

 Foundation 

12.45 pm LUNCH

1.50 pm WORKSHOP SESSION A OR B+Free time

3.15 pm AFTERNOON TEA

3.30 pm 1.5 Hour workshops

5.00 pm Conclusion of Workshops & Tours

6.30 pm EVENING EXTRAVAGANZA 

 Viva Las Vegas Gala Dinner 

8.00 pm Elvis Tribute Show with Mark Andrew, world 

 famous Elvis impersonator. 

10.30 pm Evening concludes

Sunday 14 October
7.00-8.30 am FREE Breakfast in Cooke Park

7.30-7.50 am Pilates and Yoga in Cooke Park

8.00 am 'Re�ections' Ecumenical Service with Liesel Walters

8.45 am WORKSHOP SESSION (C)

10.30 am MORNING TEA

11.00 am EMPOWERING SESSION 

 National Year of Reading Keynote Speaker 

 Jessica Rowe TV personality, journalist, writer  

 and mental health advocate.

12.00 pm Handover Ceremony to 2013 Upper Hunter  

 Gathering Committee 

12.10 pm  A spectacular �nale to the Parkes Gathering 

 showcasing 'circleofdrums'.

1.00 pm Closing Ceremony 

 Lunch

M E N ' S  P R O G R A MM E N ' S  P R O G R A MM E N ' S  P R O G R A MM E N ' S  P R O G R A M

The Men's Program features a range of tour options visiting 
local points of interest and coincides with the motor enthusiasts 
weekend. For full details and costs see the Men's Program 
Registration www.parkesruralwomensgathering.wordpress.com 
or email parkesruralwomensgathering@gmail.com



17C. BIAS CREATION WORK: Craft an impressive pin cushion using the bias tape 
making technique. Kit provided. Cost $25. (Session C).

18A. FUN WITH CHOOKS: Create your own Pantry Chook �lled with herbs and spices 
providing delightful fragrances. Next, hatch your very own stu�ed Linen Chook ready 
for use as a pin cushion or decoration. All materials provided. Cost $25. (Session A).

19A. JEWELLERY CREATION: Crochet a lush beaded and wire necklace (no 
crochet experience required). All beads, wire and �nishings supplied. You too can 
do it! Cost $25. (Session A).

20C. LEARN BASIC JEWELLERY MAKING SKILLS: Fashion a bracelet and earring 
set using basic jewellery making techniques including stringing, crimping and loop 
making. All materials supplied. No experience required. Cost $15. (Session C).

21A. BEAUTIFYING PATTY CAKES: Decorate six patty cakes, iced and trimmed using 
fondant icing. Choices for creations are abundant incl. Christmas, animals, birthday and 
�owers. Bring your apron. All other materials supplied. Cost $15. (Session A). 

22A. WATERCOLOUR PAINTING – 'PRETTY POPPIES': Have fun exploring the varied 
and exciting techniques of watercolour painting to gain the e�ect you would like in 
your work. Be surprised by how you can create beautiful vibrantly coloured poppies 
with just a few basic colours. Beginners welcome. Cost: $15. (Session A).

23A. ORGANIC GARDENING: Judi will share her love of growing organic food 
using biodynamic principles. Learn how to make BD compost and how to look 
after plants and create organic garden beds. Judi will talk about preserving food 
and cooking with spelt �our which is grown on their farm. Biodynamic Agriculture 
(BAA) products and literature on display. (Session A).

24C. SINGING FOR ENJOYMENT: Do you have a love of singing? Join other 
music lovers singing easy harmonies and enjoy the sound of massed voices. No 
experience required! It will be lots of fun. (Session C).

25A (3hr)or 25C (1.5 hrs). FLUFFING YOUR HOME: Discover how easy it is to 
give your home the WOW factor! Interior stylist Karen will present an interactive 
demonstration bringing your decorating dreams to life! (Session A or C)

26C. PILATES IN THE PARK: Start your Sunday feeling relaxed and renewed! Mats 
provided. (Session C).

27B or 27C. CLASSICAL HATHA YOGA FLOW: Learn simple exercises to strengthen 
core muscles, create �exible joints, stimulate the endocrine system, assist with 
circulation, and some gentle weight bearing for the bones! Drawing on the 
Sivananda Tradition, Madi teaches Classical Hatha Yoga including includes asana 
(stretching exercises), pranayama (breath work), mantra (simple chanting) and deep 
relaxation. Suitable for all ages and levels of �tness. Take home practical tools to keep 
your body healthy, your mind calm and your spirit refreshed. Bring a towel/mat, 
water, shawl/blanket and a smile. Wear loose clothing. (Session B or C).

28B. MOVEMENT FOR FUN: Nixson aims to create an environment which 
uses dance as a means of therapy. The class will be fun, fast-moving and aim 
to improve �tness and coordination. An opportunity to dance for enjoyment. 
(Session B).

29A. PACKING FOR 3 WEEKS OVERSEAS HOLIDAY WITH CARRY ON 
LUGGAGE ONLY: Helen and Andréa will show you the secrets of mix ‘n ’match,  
endless ways to wear a scarf and techniques to make the most of your clothes and 
accessories. Cost $10. (Session A).

30C. TRADITIONAL INDIAN COOKING: Kalyani will demonstrate delicious 
traditional dishes. You will return home with recipes for your own creation to amaze 
family and friends. Highlight will be an astounding display of Indian saris! (Session C).

31B or 31C. WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE? RESEARCH YOUR FAMILY TREE: 
Deanna will get you started in learning more about your family history, exploring 
resources, sharing ideas, websites and other avenues of information. (Session B or C).

32A. PHOTOGRAPHY: Skills to improve your digital photos. Bring your digital 
camera, the instruction book, cords and laptop if available. Cost $5. (Session A).

33B. I’M OK, HOW ABOUT YOU? Merilyn, a farmer and trained Mental Health First 
Aid presenter has experienced the adversity of drought and �ood. Through this 
she has developed strong coping skills and is happy to share. Di, from Canowindra 
(having recently moved from Condobolin) is a vastly experienced Clinical Nurse 
specialising in Rural Mental Health. (Session B).

34C. CIRCLE OF LIFE: Leonie, a Nurse Practitioner in Women’s Health from 
Condobolin has extensive knowledge and quali�cations to educate and support 
women through health issues speci�c to women. Marg, comes from Tottenham, 
is a trained Midwife, child and family nurse. She has a keen interest in PeriNatal 
mental health and child development. (Session C).

35C. HAVE YOUR SAY: An opportunity to discuss issues, get them o� your chest 
and share ideas and solutions. (Session C) 

36A. SUCCESSION PLANNING: 2012 Australian Year of the Farmer is the ideal time 
to focus on Succession Planning. Bill Thompson, a succession planning specialist, 
will lead this workshop, exploring case studies on the ‘ups and downs' of succession 
planning to ensure the future viability of the family business. (Session A).

37C. LANGUAGE OF YOUTH TODAY: Don’t judge a book by its cover… a 
workshop opportunity where you will look at the real message behind what 
youth are telling us. This workshop investigates what self-discipline looks like, how 
rebellion and individualism can show a need for creative/physical outlet. Parents 
and teachers need to be aware of the messages children are sending. Cost $5. 
(Session C).

38C. PAINT THE TOWN – READ LITERACY PROJECT: Want to make a di�erence 
to your child’s life? Learn how babies’ brains need stimulus to develop; the vital 
connection between the standard of language at three years age and learning to 
read; the very simple and e�ective solution…as well as tracing the development 
and implementation of the project and its impact on building community and 
social capacity. Helpful handouts to take home. Cost $5. (Session C).

39C. HOMEWORK WOES: Help your child with their homework by exploring 
strategies to assist their literacy and numeracy development. You'll take home a 
package of resources and tips to solve homework woes! Cost $2. (Session C).

40C. VALUING MEMORIES, YOUR SPOKEN LEGACY: Everyone has unique 
life memories worthy of being recorded. Your own spoken narrative will give 
you the opportunity to gain a personal perspective of your life and orally record 
your memories for family and others. Learn how, with today’s digital technology 
anyone can be an oral historian. (Session C).

41A. GRANT WRITING: Learn how to prepare for writing a grant application, how 
to �nd the most appropriate funding provider for your project, and the basics of 
completing an application. Handouts provided. (Session A).

42A (3 hr) or 42C (1.5 hrs). AFRICAN DRUMMING: A fun-�lled drumming 
playshop where you’ll learn how to play an African rhythm – even if you’ve never 
played a musical instrument before. You will connect with the rhythms and each 
other, creating  a powerful bond and wonderful memories. Cost $20 for drum hire. 
(Session A or C).

43A. SCRAPBOOKING: Make a fantastic double page layout using the latest 
scrapbooking products. Bring with you 3 (6x4) landscape photos and 1 (6x4) portrait 
preferably black and white photo. Cost $35. (Session A).

44C. SOCIAL MEDIA 101: Don’t miss out another day! Join Sophie Hansen 
and �nd out how to use Pinterest, Facebook and Twitter. Uncover the amazing 
world of blogging! These social platforms are a wonderful source of information, 
entertainment, connectivity and education. (Session C).

45C. PIN CUSHIONS, TEACOSIES & HOMELESS: Use your hand skills and 
unleash the creative! Join us to learn about creating beautiful, skilled, fun and 
inspiring objects which also bene�t others. Learn about fundraising in a small 
community that reaches beyond boundaries. Cost $6. (Session C).

46C. PROGGY TECHNIQUE: or rag rugs have been around for 100's of years in 
many di�erent forms, countries and cultures. This was a way of recycling worn out 
clothes in the early days to help cover bare �oors. We will be progging a square 
cushion size piece, designed and progged by you. Kits provided with all materials 
required. Cost $20. (Session C).

47C. FASCINATING FASCINATORS: Take home a beautiful fascinator for that 
special occasion. Awesome materials and unique accessories all provided. Cost 
$55. (Session C).

48C. A COSMIC GUIDE TO OUR SKY: You too can become an amateur 
astronomer! Be dazzled by a tour of our solar system, be amazed as we journey 
into deep space and learn how to view our sun safely. (Session C).

49C. CREATIVE ART WORK ON CANVAS: Produce a highly �nished expressive 
painting of still life. Delight in using multi layered canvas, with transparent and 
semi transparent glazing techniques in acrylics. Cost $20. (Session C).

50A. FURNITURE RESTORATION: Bill and Dorothy will show you how to repair 
and restore your furniture. Learn how to �nish surfaces with stains and oils. Pick up 
tips and techniques to refurbish your treasures. Cost $5. (Session A).

51C. TAKING THE 'MAN' OUT OF MANUALS: Learn simple safety, maintenance 
and servicing techniques for small powered machines – mowers, chainsaws, 
generators etc. Presented by NSW DPI PROfarm. (Session C)
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The Rural Women's Network has 5 full complimentary  
registrations available to support NSW women who are  
experiencing hardship and/or who have never been to a  
Gathering. To apply, send your Expression of Interest (up to  
300 words) with your contact details outlining why you'd like  
to attend to: RWN, Locked Bag 21, Orange 2800 or email  
rural.women@dpi.nsw.gov.au. EOI's close 23 September.
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to attend to: RWN, Locked Bag 21, Orange 2800 or email to attend to: RWN, Locked Bag 21, Orange 2800 or email 
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Subsidised transport may be available through the public transport 
network to help women from NSW travel to Parkes. Contact RWN for 
information on 02 6391 3611. A bus will be travelling from Gloucester 
through Maitland to Parkes. To book a seat contact Anne Webeck on  
02 6558 4230 or email: annewebeck@hotmail.com



Participant details:

NAME:

ADDRESS:

TOWN:                                                                                                                            POSTCODE:

EMAIL:

PHONE:  FAX: MOBILE:

SPECIAL NEEDS (DIET, ACCESS)

Workshop selections: 

Session A / B Saturday Session C Sunday  

  1st Preference 
 

  1st Preference

  2nd Preference   2nd Preference

  3rd Preference   3rd Preference

  Tick if you would like 1.5hr free time option.

Select 3 choices from Session A (3hr) or Session 
B (1.5hrs) for the Saturday afternoon workshops/
tours in order of preference and write number in the 
squares above. Start times for workshops may vary to 
allow 'free time' for those who would like it. You will 
be advised of starting times at the registration desk. 
Select 3 choices for Session C on Sunday in order of 
preference and write number in the squares above. 
NB: Some workshops have repeat sessions. Every e�ort 
will be made to meet your preferences but cannot be 
guaranteed. 

* Some workshops have additional fees not included in 
registration. Workshop costs will be noted on your receipt 
and payment taken at the Gathering Registration Desk.

Childcare: If you require childcare please contact 
Parkes Family Day Care on 02 6862 3111.

Men's Program: Partners need to register 
separately. See website for full details.

Parkes Rural Women's Gathering INC 
ABN 18 990 163 622

General enquiries 
Carolyn Rice 
Ph: 6862 2778 or 0498 017 231 
Email: carolyn@jhrice.com.au

Leigh Bartholomaeus 
Parkes Visitors Information Centre 
Ph: 6862 6000

Registration enquiries

PO Box 890 PARKES NSW 2870 
Ph: 02 6862 2778 or 0498 017 231 
E: parkesruralwomensgathering@
gmail.com 
W: parkesruralwomensgathering.
wordpress.com

Accommodation  
and transport

Parkes Visitors Information Centre 
Ph: 02 6862 6000 
E: tourism@parkes.nsw.gov.au 
W: www.parkes.nsw.gov.au

Sponsors

The Gathering is made possible 
through the generous �nancial and 
in-kind support of our sponsors.

2012 NSW Rural Women's Gathering
Registration Form & Tax Invoice

Parkes, 12-14 October 2012

�  Full Registration $195:  Friday evening to 
Sunday afternoon incl. speakers, workshops*, 
forums, entertainment, lunches, morning and 
afternoon teas, Friday night dinner, Saturday night 
Viva Las Vegas Dinner and free Sunday breakfast.

�  Friday Night Only $45:  Hearty �nger food 

and a sweet treat, markets and entertainment. 

�  Saturday & Sunday $130:  Speakers, 

workshops*, forum, morning and afternoon teas 

and lunches, Sunday breakfast. (NB Saturday Night 

Gala Dinner NOT included). 

�  Saturday Only $85:  Speakers, workshops*, 

forum, morning and afternoon teas and lunch. (NB 

Saturday Night Gala Dinner NOT included).

�  Saturday Viva Las Vegas Gala Dinner $80: 

Presented by well-known restaurateurs 'Eat Your 

Greens' with entertainment from world-famous 

Elvis impersonator Mark Andrew. (NB Seating 

restricted; Full registration participants & their 

partners allocated �rst). 

�  Sunday Only $65:  Speaker Jessica Rowe, 

workshop*, forum, breakfast in the park, 

Ecumjenical Service, morning tea and lunch. 

   TOTAL COST (GST inclusive)       $

� CHEQUE/MONEY ORDER:  Payable to Parkes Rural Women's Gathering Inc.

� EFT: NAB | BSB 082 780 | ACC  113943187 |  NAME Parkes Rural Women's Gathering Inc . (Use your full 
name as reference).  Date payment made:             /             / 2012

Registration will not occur until payment received. Cancellation accepted up to 7 October 2012 and a 
refund given (less a $25 administration fee) after Gathering. No refund for cancellation after 7 October.

This document becomes a Tax Invoice on completion of payment. ABN 34 755 698 302. GST INCLUSIVE

�  Tick if you do NOT want your contact details given to the next Gathering Committee

P A Y M E N T  D E T A I L S

Registration Form & Tax Invoice
Parkes, 12-14 October 2012

TOWN:                                                                                                                            POSTCODE:

Early Bird Full Registration closes 5 pm 24 August. Early bird entitles you to enter the draw for a Full 

Registration refund to be drawn at the Gathering. Normal registration closes 5 pm 21 September.

N O R T H P A R K E S
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Susie Chisholm was raised 

on Bow Park Station, North 

Queensland and spent time with 

her Grandmother in Sydney after 

her mother died, when she was 

only a small child. She eventually 

returned to her beloved Bow 

Park Station where she spent the 

remainder of her childhood.

Susie later married lawyer 

Jonathan Bell and raised three 

children before she met and fell 

passionately in love with Tony 

Chisholm, a Northern Territory 

cattleman. She and Tony moved 

to their property ‘Gwalia’, near 

Adelong in southern NSW to 

set up their cattle enterprise. 

Tragically, Tony died a few years 

later of cancer. 

Inheriting their herd of 150 cows, 

Susie threw herself into the farm 

and is today recognised as one of 

Australia's top cattle producers, 

producing Angus cattle. Her 

personal goal to mould the herd 

into an elite, performance-driven 

enterprise gathered momentum 

when she joined Team Te Mania 

in 1995.

Te Mania incorporates breeding 

stock throughout Victoria, 

NSW and South Australia. It is a 

partnership of Australian beef 

cattle producers who work 

together to produce high quality 

beef cattle and collectively 

market through a nationally 

recognised brand. Members 

have access to the latest genetics 

of Te Mania Angus through a bull 

leasing program and discounted 

arti�cial insemination. Focussing 

on e�cient management 

practices and cutting edge 

genetics, members target the 

lucrative B3 market. They work 

together to further advance 

the fertility and performance 

of their herds, achieving more 

cattle reaching commercial 

targets, in a shorter period of 

time from conception to turn o�. 

In turn, Te Mania Angus—the 

nucleus herd—bene�ts from 

vital production feedback used 

to further �ne-tune the genetic 

program.

In 2011 Susie sold 200 pregnant 

heifers for a near Australian 

record breaking price of $2330, 

topping a commercial female 

online sale organised by the 

Victorian-based stud Te Mania 

Angus.

Susie runs a tight ship and 

is a stickler for �gures. She is 

passionate about recording the 

performance of her cattle and 

understanding the genetics and 

management principals involved 

in producing quality meat. 

She can often be seen striding 

down the path with her laptop, 

bluetooth wand and Gallagher 

scale to record the herd date. 

Susie's story is featured the 

new bestseller Women of the 

Land written by Liz Harfull. The 

book brings together inspiring 

stories of women from across the 

country who have run their own 

farms, capturing their ways of 

life, their personal struggles and 

their remarkable achievements.

Liz said, 'Susie’s story is inspiring 

and illustrates that while making 

a living from the land is full 

of challenges, it also has its 

rewards. Susie is a farmer in her 

own right, in what many people 

perceive is still a man's world.'

Susie says the biggest lesson 

she has learnt is the importance 

of having accurate weather 

forecasts.

So how does Susie spend a 

typical day.

‘A typical day is waking up early 

and having a cup of tea in bed, 

and planning the day ahead on 

the laptop. Using the Te Mania 

program I draft the cows into two 

mobs to join the best cows with 

the best bulls. Depending on 

which point of the calving cycle 

we are at, I could be moving 

stock, arti�cially inseminating, 

overseeing calving, tagging, 

vaccinating, or at seminars.’

When asked what she loves most 

about her job Susie says she 

loves it all.

‘No two days are the same. I 

love my cattle. I love being able 

to see the results I get from the 

Te Mania program—it’s really 

exciting stu�. I have been very 

fortunate to have been able to 

Cattle
crusader
SUE CHISHOLM, ADELONG

carry on since Tony died with the 

help of a part-time employee 

Carol, and when necessary, local 

contractors. Carol and I are a 

terri�c team—we work really 

well together.’

We all know farming can have 

its fair share of challenges. One 

particular challenge for Susie 

(and most other farmers) is 

natural disasters.

‘The droughts were the worst, 

followed by �oods. It’s an 

incredibly frightening situation 

to be responsible for over 600 

cattle and not knowing how 

you're going to feed and water 

them. I had to take it day-by-day.’

So what advice would she give 

to other women working in the 

cattle industry?

‘Do it. It doesn’t take much 

physical strength—not as much 

as you would think anyway. For 

anything else you can’t manage 

alone call in contractors.'

In today’s world women are more 

widely recognised and valued 

for their contributions to primary 

industries. Susie says 'I know a lot 

of women in my networks who 

are doing amazing things and 

making valuable contributions—

many own their own properties 

and herds. Over the last few 

decades attitudes have come a 

long way. Women are generally 

equally accepted and are as 

capable as men.'
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I grew up in Orange and have 

spent most of my life here. After 

school I worked in a photo lab 

in Sydney for five years before 

moving back to Orange. I spent 

the next 12 years working in the 

retail industry before having a 

career change to work at our 

local mine. I’m currently in my 

third year of an adult electrical 

apprenticeship with Newcrest 

Mining’s Cadia Valley Operations. 

About five years ago there was 

a lot of media attention about 

women in mining. I was starting 

to feel a bit stale in my job and 

it sparked an interest in me to 

try something different. When 

I heard jobs were available I 

applied and three months later 

was working there.

I started out as a Quality Control 

Technician checking the ground 

support in the underground 

mine to ensure it met mining and 

safety standards. I also worked as 

a Mine Technician driving trucks 

underground and did some 

geology sampling. Three years 

ago an adult apprenticeship 

program gave me the 

opportunity to gain my trade as 

an electrician. I like a challenge 

and it’s been a big one! 

A typical day starts and finishes 

with a handover safety meeting 

to discuss the work that has 

been completed in the previous 

shift and safety information and 

improvements. My current shift 

is six days on six off. I work 12 ½ 

hour shifts across days and nights.

My daily tasks constantly 

change. I could be disconnecting 

or reconnecting motors or 

doing maintenance to prevent 

breakdowns. I’m always learning 

new things.

We also do regular training. 

I completed accelerated 

certificates 3 and 4 at TAFE for my 

apprenticeship and have done 

working at heights, confined 

space, first aid and elevated work 

platform workshops.

We’re not limited to just electrical 

work—we support other 

mechanical areas as well. I get to 

meet a lot of people and I enjoy 

being part of a team, learning 

from the various tradespeople as 

they pass on their expertise. One 

of the most important things I 

learnt is that safety is paramount 

in everything we do. 

Some people think that you 

have to be rough to work in the 

mining industry—it's not true. 

You can’t be a princess, but you 

can still retain your femininity. 

I’ve learned that if you’re 

interested and keen you can 

make it happen, so go for it!

My goal is to become a licensed 

electrician. There's a lot of 

opportunities if I stay or I can 

maybe travel within the company.

From retail to mining
Samantha Goodacre, Orange A woman 

who rocks!
Joanne Morrison, Geologist,  Orange

As a child I had a rock 

collection but I wasn't 

particularly interested in a 

career in mining. It was simply 

the way things worked out. 

I grew up in Sydney, spent 

two years travelling around 

the United Kingdom after 

school before going to 

university to study Geology 

and Marine Geology because I 

enjoyed those subjects.

After uni I started work in 

exploration in remote areas 

of Australia. The day-to-day 

work varied and involved a lot 

of outdoor physical work and 

travel. 

One of the biggest challenges 

working in remote locations 

is that it takes you away from 

your family and friends. I 

have had to miss birthdays, 

weddings and other events 

which have been hard. The 

best way to deal with the 

isolation for me, was to 

regularly contact my close 

friends. After a few years I 

wanted to travel less and 

applied to work at Cadia mine 

where I am today.

A typical day always involves 

a safety meeting to discuss 

the shift tasks. I then drive 

out to the exploration leases 

to check on the drilling rig 

and review the rock core 

that is brought to surface. 

I take the core back to the 

core yard where it's my job 

to log and sample the core 

for geochemical analysis. I 

usually spend most of my day 

at the core shed reviewing 

and logging rocks. In the 

afternoon I head back to the 

office to plot the data using 

3D modelling programs to 

see how the rocks differ over 

space and make maps of the 

variations. 

I love the variety in my day 

and the science of geology, 

which I can most accurately 

describe as putting a puzzle 

together. It’s really fun and 

often we are working with 

some of the newest scientific 

techniques. I also enjoy being 

involved in researching new 

exploration and geochemical 

analysis techniques and I 

am currently completing a 

Masters in Economic Geology.

Listening to the older 

geologists in the industry has 

taught me a lot, especially 

those little things that can be 

passed on from working in a 

team—the stuff that doesn’t 

come from a text book, but 

from years of experience. 

Remote exploration also 

taught me just how capable 

and innovative we can be 

when our support systems are 

a long way away.

Perceptions across the mining 

industry are changing quickly 

and women are becoming 

more recognised as an 

important part of the work 

force and as contributors 

to regional economies in a 

variety of roles. And the pay is 

good too!
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I live in the Murrumbidgee 

Irrigation Area, a purpose 

built irrigation system set up 

in the early 1900s to drought 

proof NSW. In the early 2000s 

an enduring drought hit the 

majority of Australia.

In 2003 it was the first time since 

1927 no rice was grown on our 

irrigation property, Craigie Lea. 

We had insufficient water to 

grow crops and used our small 

allocation to growing fodder 

oats for sheep feed. Just as this 

was getting to grazing height 

it was completely wiped out 

by locusts. We had to set up an 

intensive feedlot mixing rations 

to feed 650 lambs twice a day in 

a 1 hectare yard to get them to 

market weight. 

With no water, growing costs 

and little income, our small 

intensive irrigation farm ground 

to a halt and we had to think of 

alternatives.

I could no longer face or 

maintain interest in my garden 

and the ‘black dog’ was my 

constant companion.

Listening to the radio one 

afternoon I heard a mental 

health worker talking about 

doing something for 30 minutes 

every day that you really enjoy to 

help with depression. 

I took heed, but the difficulty 

was finding something 

enjoyable… then I happened to 

looked down the hallway and 

saw—a rocking horse.

Lizzy was a beautiful English 

rocking horse (c1910. ) made by 

one of the best makers. With the 

guidance of Tony Jackson from 

England (using the internet) Lizzy 

was brought back to life.

Today, I honestly can’t say how 

many rocking horses have been 

restored. We have a wonderful 

collection of rocking horses in 

all shapes, sizes and ages made 

from tin, fibreglass, paper mache 

and of course wood.

From the tiny 19 inch Roebuck 

Rocker Colt to a whopping 55 

inch 1880s English bow horse, 

our ‘stable’ includes peddle 

ponies and velocipedes, toddler 

walkers, pull horses, bows, swing 

stands and spring stands, from 

renowned English and Australian 

manufacturers.

The horses for restoration travel 

to us from all over Australia 

and one I am working on at 

the moment is going back 

into ‘active service’ to the 5th 

generation of the one family. 

These are the horses I enjoy 

working on the most—loved and 

respected over many years with 

nostalgic joyful family memories 

that are treasured—not resold or 

moved on.

We now have open days during 

local festivals and more recently 

tour buses bring groups, as well 

as rocking horse owners and 

collectors wanting to see our 

collection.

In earlier years we showed 

thoroughbreds and hacks 

throughout the Riverina and later 

did dressage. I was a member of 

the NSW Advanced State Squad 

and a Dressage judge, so a love of 

horses was strongly established.

In December 1992, just before 

our grandson was born I had 

been to woodwork classes and 

made him a rocking horse.

Several years later In 2004, I found 

a broken rocking horse in a Wagga 

Wagga second hand shop. He was 

in a very sorry state, head falling 

off and had a ski rope harness. I 

brought him home to save him. 

Little did I know this rocking horse 

would end up saving me and 

become that rocking horse I had 

seen in the hallway.

Remembering how much 

joy I had restoring him to 

active service, I placed an 

advertisement in regional papers: 

‘Wanted: wooden rocking horses 

suitable for restoration’.

Gradually I began to get horses 

to restore which kept me busy, 

active and helped to push the 

black dog away.

Since then I've spent endless 

happy hours in an old 1920s 

farm shed rebuilding and 

restoring tired old horses—each 

with its own story to tell.

Lizzy, was found in Lismore 

beside a skip bin, the pieces 

packed into a box and sent to me 

for restoration. 

From farmer to rocking restorer
By  Libby Bailey, Murrami

ADVERTISEMENT

ROCKING HORSE RESTORATIONS
Libby Bailey is a rocking horse 
restorer and collector. She can 
restore your much loved rocking 
horse back to its former beauty 
or you can purchase one for your 
very own from her wonderful 
collection of fine English and 
Australian rocking horses.

T: 02 6955 2235 or 0427 607 737 
info@rockinghorserestorations.com.au 
www.rockinghorserestorations.com

From unusual beginnings I have 

made friends and contacts all over 

Australia and the UK—some the 

world’s very best restorers. They 

share their friendship, expertise 

and knowledge about every 

aspect of identification, collecting, 

repairing, restoring, conserving 

and preserving antique, vintage 

and collectable rocking horses via 

internet forums.

We have a website where 

rocking horse owners can find 

valuable information to identify, 

refer or buy and sell horses. We 

travel extensively picking up 

tired horses to come through 

our shed for rebuilding and 

restoration. When finished they 

are carefully packed up again to 

return home to their families. 

It is a wonderful pastime that 

emerged from the adversity of 

drought. I am so pleased that 

my farm in the Riverina can now 

bring not only joy to myself but 

to others as well.
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Lisa Thomas has seen many 

changes in the industry during 

the 27 years she has been 

working as a ranger, but what 

hasn't changed is her passion 

for what she is doing to help 

the people of her community.

Growing up on a farm near 

Temora Lisa always planned 

to have an ‘outside’ job. When 

she finished school she went to 

University at Wagga Wagga and 

studied fine arts specialising in 

silver smithing. She said that 

being a poor uni student meant 

she couldn’t wait to earn some 

money and so she applied for 

a job as a Rabbit Inspector at 

Dubbo while on a break. 

Lisa started out as the first 

female Rabbit Inspector with 

the Pastures Protect Board in 

1985 before taking on the role 

of Noxious Animal Inspector 

with the Rural Lands Protection 

Board—a role she says allowed 

her to undertake a wider range 

of activities and become ‘multi-

skilled'. For the next 27 years 

she worked as a ranger and is 

currently a Senior Ranger with 

the Central West Livestock 

Health & Pest Authority (LHPA). 

When asked what got her 

interested in the role Lisa said, 

'the idea of working outside has 

always been appealing but the 

best thing is that you're actively 

helping the community.'

So what does a typical day at 

work involve for Lisa?

'I provide management support 

to my team of rangers and field 

assistants and work closely with 

a senior management team 

for Central West LHPA. My day 

involves anything from writing 

and reviewing policies and 

procedures, answering enquiries 

at many levels, inspecting 

properties for stock carry 

capacities, auditing 1080 usage, 

preparing pig bait, and if I’m 

lucky I might get a day out of the 

office to speak with landholders 

about on-farm issues like locust, 

mice or feral pigs.

Lisa says she loves the variety 

and scope of her work as it 

makes the job interesting and 

hardly a days goes by where she 

doesn't learn something new. 

'I love working directly with the 

landholders to achieve good 

results for the initiatives we 

deliver, like assisting farmers 

to cull sheep with footrot, 

undertaking rabbit baiting 

programs or providing support 

to get landholders to coordinate 

fox and pig bait groups.'

Australia's primary industries 

have a strong tradition of being 

innovative and adaptive to new 

challenges and this is also the 

case for LHPAs rangers. 

'Being a ranger means 

undertaking pest animal control  

to protect our agricultural and 

livestock industry from threat 

of disease as well as protecting 

our native animals. Rangers 

work closely with District Vets to 

provide support in animal health 

matters and protect Australia's  

biosecurity. 

'In the pest animal frontier 

we trial different bait types or 

techniques for suitability and 

work closely in the field with 

research companies. Recently 

we have begun using remote 

cameras for a variety of tasks and 

have been educating landholders 

in the use of these on-farm to 

identify pest numbers, species 

and habits and for farm security. 

Lisa says that working in a fairly 

male-dominated environment 

has had its challenges.

'Very early on I experienced 

some resentment in the 

workplace. I had to work hard, 

show resilience and demonstrate 

I could get the jobs done, even 

if I did have to ask questions! My 

male colleagues cut me no slack 

and expected me to fill the gap, 

so I worked side by side with 

landholders, working manually, 

so I could understand what they 

needed from me. I was surprised 

how quickly I was treated with 

respect and held in good esteem 

for my efforts.

Along the way I learnt some key 

lessons on the job including the 

fact that not everyone likes you 

and you can get shot at! (True 

story). I also found it is important 

to listen to what people are 

telling you and to never assume 

you know it all, that it's important 

A day in the life of a ranger to get back to people with 

answers to their questions and 

you need to maintain a sense of 

humour at all times.'

For women considering a career 

as a ranger Lisa says that like 

most jobs the training comes 

from the experience of doing 

the tasks yourself so you can 

appreciated what it involves.

'My whole 27 years has been 

‘work experience’! I have worked 

alongside landholders in the 

steep hills at Euchareena putting 

out carrot bait by hand and 

falling off hills into Tiger Pear, 

and I have spent a good part of 

my time tipping thousands of 

footrot sheep, telling myself if 

nothing else it is good exercise.'

So what advice would she 

give to women considering 

becoming a ranger? 'Don’t 

hesitate in applying. Women are 

now well received in the field 

and are treated with respect, 

especially if you talk straight and 

can demonstrate you know what 

you're talking about. If you want 

to work outdoors and enjoy the 

benefits of fresh air and a healthy 

lifestyle, this is one of those 

fortunate fields.

When asked if she believes 

women are more widely 

recognised and valued for their 

contributions in rural Australia, 

Lisa says she doesn't see the 

discrimination or the sexism of 

the 1980s. 

'I believe women are now 

seen as equally intelligent and 

capable in all areas of agriculture. 

Many executive committees are 

chaired by extremely influential 

and knowledgeable woman 

who have worked their way 

into these positions by sheer 

determination. Having the  

ability to make a difference 

because you have something to 

offer should not be viewed as 

gender based.'
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In the 
boardroom

Story by Victoria Taylor,  
Flourish Communications

As an 18-year-old computer 

programer at Ricegrowers’ 

Cooperative in Leeton, Gillian 

Kirkup received a valuable piece 

of advice. The only female in a 

team of 13, it was the tea lady 

who told her, 'always be yourself; 

don’t try to be one of the boys.'

As the first female Chairman of 

Murrumbidgee Irrigation and 

the only female Director on 

the SunRice and Rice Research 

Australia Pty Ltd Boards, it’s a 

piece of advice she still considers 

a 'gem' to this day.

'Women bring skills to a Board, 

just like everybody else,' she 

says. 'But there are definitely 

differences in communication 

styles between men and 

women. We speak and interact 

differently, which can cause 

some tension. But you have to 

stay true to yourself.'

Gillian’s career as a programmer 

and business analyst was put 

on hold when she and husband 

Barry moved out to the family 

farm at Leeton in 1996. Running 

the business side of the farm and 

with two young children meant 

her 60–70 hour working weeks 

were no longer practical.

'I loved looking after the 

children, loved being on the 

farm and managing that 

business, but didn’t have a 

direction for myself. My own 

identity was very important.' 

Gillian decided a longer-term 

goal would be to seek a Board 

position that allowed her to 

use her business skills, while 

providing some flexibility in her 

working arrangements.

She started by joining the 

Ricegrowers’ Association of 

Australia (RGA), assisting with 

the coordination of conferences, 

playing an active role in her 

local Branch, eventually rising 

to become a member of the 

Central Executive. It gave her an 

opportunity to put something 

back into an industry that was 

pivotal to her family and wider 

community.

She credits the RGA with 

providing her with the skills and 

networks she needed to take the 

next step in seeking a Board role, 

but says all experience is useful.

'Everything I’ve done in my 

life, when I look back, has 

contributed to me being elected 

and being able to contribute as 

a Director.'

'Often the careers that you have 

before you join a Board are really 

valuable. And often women have 

different careers to men and it’s 

that perspective that makes a 

huge difference.'

Gillian considered that it was 

extremely important to gain 

professional training and skills 

to be a director and to seek 

out additional opportunities to 

increase her knowledge. 

'I made a conscious decision to 

train. I took every opportunity 

offered to me.'

What started out as a need for 

flexible work arrangements has 

turned into an all-consuming 

seven days a week job for Gillian.  

Along with Murrumbidgee 

Irrigation and SunRice, she is also 

an elected Director of the Rice 

Marketing Board for NSW.

'I love the interaction of the 

three Boards. Between them 

they represent the fabric of our 

community. And as a Director, if 

you have a good business, then 

3000 farmers have the possibility 

of a good business as well.'

And it’s these 3000 farmers 

that are Gillian’s focus as 

governments negotiate the 

Murray-Darling Basin Plan, 

which will most likely remove 

water from the Murrumbidgee 

Irrigation Area.

'It’s going to be difficult in the 

short term. As water leaves 

a closed irrigation system, 

efficiencies no longer hold 

and economies of scale are 

threatened.'

But Gillian believes the future 

can be bright. 

'It’s a matter of surviving the 

short-term and redefining 

ourselves which could take 10 

years. It’s a bright future; it’s just 

a future that we will have to 

think outside the square to make 

work profitably. Those farms 

AT THE POST OFFICE
In a small corner of the Granite Belt,
Where everybody’s concerns are heartfelt,
Farmers and graziers, at Amiens meet
To collect their mail, and others they greet;
They enquire after state of health and crops,
And what might happen if price of wool drops.

Not one negative word will be spoken,
Now that the drought has finally broken;
They talk of their faith in next season’s yield,
And how they will finish ploughing the field
In readiness for the nest crop to grow, 
So the seed can be sown, row after row.

When grass in the paddocks finally grows;
Relief on faces of graziers shows;
Hand feeding their stock has kept them alive;
With water in dams their sheep can survive;
If rain should continue throughout the year;
Of going bankrupt, they will have no fear.

Through many a hardship one thing remains,
Their sense of humour they will never change,
Because it helps save them when all else fails, 
They live with hope each season will promise
They’ll collect their cheques at the post office.

LYN MANTELL, WILBERFORCE 

that have chosen to keep their 

water with a vision for how to do 

things better and smarter, will be 

the winners.

'The family farm is still the best 

business model, but it’s truly 

more of a business, it’s not a 

lifestyle anymore. Every person 

needs proper financial training 

in addition to understanding the 

science of farming.

'The Basin Plan will, in my view, 

result in generational change 

and we must ensure the young 

men and women taking over 

farms are supported.'

When asked for her advice for 

young women interested in a 

Board career, Gillian points to 

conviction as being the most 

important driver.

'Being a director is not an easy 

thing, you’ve got to realise it’s a 

really serious job, with serious 

consequences for getting it 

wrong. But don’t let that put you 

off.'

A good training ground, says 

Gillian is community groups and 

organisations.

'Get involved. Never let an 

opportunity go by and allow 

yourself to have a go at 

something different.

'In the end, you have to do what 

you do because you believe in it.'
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health � G R A N T S  & 

F U N D I N G

2013 RIRDC RURAL 

WOMEN'S AWARD

Encourages women's 

contribution to primary 

industries and rural 

Australia. The winner 

receives a $10000 bursary 

to implement their idea/

project and the winner 

and runner-up will be 

enrolled in the Australian 

Institute of Company 

Directors Course; develop a 

12-month leadership plan, 

access networking, media 

and PR opportunities and 

gain membership to the 

RWA Alumni. Application 

close 15 October 2012 

Ph: 02 6391 3620 

rural.women@dpi.nsw.gov.au 

www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/rwn

    

AUSTRALIAN 

SCHOLARSHIP 

FOUNDATION

Provides information on 

scholarships for Australian 

not-for-pro�t directors 

and sta� to undertake 

education, training and 

mentoring programs that 

improve leadership ability. 

Ph: 1300 248 675 

info@scholarships.org.au 

www. scholarships.org.au

    

INDUSTRY PLACEMENT 

SCHOLARSHIP (IPS)

Scholarships are for Year 11 

& 12 students and include 

a one week Residential 

Camp, one week Industry 

Placement and $300. 

www.picse.net/HUB/IPS.htm

health � pre-surgery questions
Being admitted to hospital for surgery or other medical procedures can be a 

challenging experience. When you see your specialist, you may be anxious and you 

may easily forget to ask some important questions. Most of these questions will be 

answered at the time of your consultation but it’s a good idea to use the following 

questions as a guide. (NB: Some questions are suitable only for surgeons.)

CHECKLIST: QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR SPECIALIST

 What may happen to me if  

I do not have the procedure?

 Can you describe exactly 

what you intend to do?

 How necessary is this 

procedure?

 How urgent is this procedure?

 How long will I have to wait 

for my procedure?

 How long do you expect the 

procedure to take?

 What type of anaesthetic 

(general or local) will I need?

 What are the risks associated 

with the procedure?

 What are the risks associated 

with the anaesthetic?

 Will I need a blood 

transfusion?

 Will you or someone else 

perform the actual procedure?

 At which hospital will the 

procedure be done? And 

do you do many of these 

procedures?

 Will I need any tests before 

the procedure? What are 

they?

 Is there anything I should/

shouldn't do before the 

procedure?

 How long will I be in hospital?

 What happens after the 

procedure and how can I 

expect to feel?

 What sort of follow-up 

care will I need after I leave 

hospital?

 How long will I be away from 

work or unable to perform 

routine tasks that I now do?

 How much will it cost me? 

(procedure, tests, follow-up 

visits, total)

 Are there alternatives to the 

procedure for me?

 What should I do if my 

condition gets worse 

while I'm waiting for the 

procedure?

Source: www.health.nsw.gov.au/

hospitals/going_to_hospital/

index.asp

Pharmaceutical 
Bene�ts Scheme 
Safety Net

The Pharmaceutical Bene�ts 

Scheme (PBS) helps cover 

the cost of a wide range of 

prescription medicines by 

further reducing the cost 

of medicines for individuals 

and families once the PBS 

Safety Net threshold has been 

reached. 

If you're a general patient, 

the PBS Safety Net 2012 

threshold is $1363.30. After 

reaching the threshold, your 

PBS patient contribution is 

$5.80. Concession card holders 

receive free PBS medicine once 

they reached the PBS Safety 

Net threshold of $348.

Once you or your family reach 

your Safety Net threshold, you 

can get a PBS Safety Net card 

from your pharmacist meaning 

your PBS medicine will be 

cheaper, or free, for the rest of 

the calendar year.

For more information see:  

www.pbs.gov.au/pbs/home  

or call 1800 020 613.

  Medicare Safety Net

For families and individuals 

who see a doctor often, or have 

tests regularly, medical costs 

can be high. The Medicare 

Safety Net (MSN) provides 

�nancial assistance for high 

cost out-of-hospital medical 

services that attract a Medicare 

bene�t. Once you reach a MSN 

threshold, you may be eligible 

for additional Medicare bene�ts 

and visits to your doctor or 

having tests could cost less for 

the rest of the calendar year. 

The MSN covers a range of 

out-of-hospital doctor visits 

and tests listed on the Medicare 

Bene�ts Schedule.

Individual are not required to 

register for the MSN. Families 

and couples do need to register 

and to provide details of who 

is in your family so you can 

be linked together and your 

medical expenses combined. 

You can complete the online 

Medicare Safety Net Couples 

& Families Registration Form 

at: http://bit.ly/PbzrDh or call 

132 011.
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In Memory of  
Sonya Begg  
(1946-2012):  
Australia’s  
‘original snail lady’

Sonya was an agricultural pioneer who gladly passed on her 

experiences in research and development of free-range snail 

farming production in Australia.

Free-range snail farming is where snails roam freely and forage 

for food in open pastures of living food crops, rather than being 

densely con�ned in small enclosures and fed only compound 

foods.  

Snail farming practices continue to be in�uenced by Sonya’s 

drive to pursue excellence, new knowledge and adapt practices 

to changing attitudes around the growing and processing of 

snails for human consumption. 

For over two decades she advocated free-range snail farming as 

a solid, sustainable, agricultural industry and championed this 

niche industry across Australia and produced a number of free 

e-books documenting her research.

'Serious snail farming is not collecting snails from gardens 

and growing them out in small areas. Free-range snail farming 

allows you to be in control of your snails, business and destiny. 

It is not a "get rich quick" industry. It requires ‘putting in the 

hard yards’—with patience, enthusiasm and a generous dash of 

passion you will reap the rewards,' said Sonya.

Awarded several prestigious Rural Industry & Development 

Corporation research grants, Sonya pioneered ground-breaking 

studies into farming, processing and marketing gourmet snails 

for the tables of high-end restaurants all over Australia and 

produced numerous research papers and industry-standard 

publications. She wrote the �rst Code of Practice for the 

industry. She was a foundation member of the American Snail 

Club and was presented with a “Silver Socio Benemerito” by 

the Associazione Nazionale Elicicoltori, when she travelled 

to Cherasco, Italy, in recognition of her e�orts to promote 

sustainable, high quality snail farming on a world-wide basis.

Sonya also enjoyed a high pro�le and huge success in Australia 

with awards in the Vogue Entertaining & Travel Produce Awards 

in 2007 and listings in the State Edition of Who’s Who and the 

National Edition of Who’s Who of Australian Women. 

www.snailfarming.net

What challenges have you 

encountered? Describe  one 

and how you overcame it? 

Some of the challenges include 

balancing work and family, 

ensuring the safety of sta� and 

visitors to work sites, getting the 

best work ethic out of people, 

managing environmental 

conditions and impacts on 

grain quality and movements, 

management of casual labour, 

managing three harvest 

receival sites, working long 

hours, optimal utilisation of site 

resources including machinery, 

equipment and storages and the 

knowledge and understanding 

of customer needs and issues.

One particular challenge has 

been managing a larger team 

as previously I managed one 

sta� member. In my current 

role I manage two permanent 

employees and up to 40 casuals. 

To improve my management 

skills I participated in a Women 

in Management Diploma. The 

course helped improve my 

skills and knowledge in various 

management aspects.

Would you encourage women 

to take on a similar career? 

Absolutely, provided they have 

a genuine interest in the role 

with a strong desire to learn and 

succeed.

ADVERTISEMENT

All in a days work for 
GrainCorp women

Continued from page 8
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The Horizon 
Scholarship
An initiative of the Rural Industries Research 

& Development Corporation, The Horizon 

Scholarship provides students living in Australia 

who are studying an agriculture-related degree 

at university a $5000 annual bursary as well as:

 Annual industry work placements to enable 

students to be better equipped for the 

workforce on completion of their degree.

 Mentoring partnerships with university 

faculty members and industry leaders.

 Professional development workshops.

 Opportunities to network and gain 

knowledge at a range of industry events.

To be eligible, students must be entering their 

first year of university and be studying a degree 

related to agriculture, such as  Agricultural 

Science, Rural Science, Livestock/Animal Science, 

Veterinary Science or Agribusiness. Scholarship 

recipients will be selected on the basis of their 

commitment to a career in agriculture, as well 

as their leadership potential and high school 

academic record. 

Applications open November 2012 and close 

1 February 2013. For more information see: 

www.rirdc.gov.au/horizon or call RIRDC on  

02 6271 4100.

Feedlotting: 
a female 
domain

Tess Herbert, Eugowra

My background is not an 

agricultural one. I was a Teacher 

for many years when I met and 

married my husband Andrew, 

a fifth generation mixed farmer 

from Eugowra in the Central 

West. Andrew had always been 

passionate about the intensive 

feeding of production animals, 

first pigs and then cattle. As with 

most mixed farms, my off-farm 

income was important so I 

continued to work while having 

and raising three children. 

I was on maternity leave with 

my third child in 2001 when 

Andrew asked if I would consider 

not going back to teaching and 

instead expand and relocate 

our existing small opportunity 

feedlot. I agreed, thinking it was 

a more family friendly option 

than driving the 80–100 kms 

every day to town to teach. I 

was trying to find ways to make 

returning to full-time teaching 

work with a small baby and 

children at school/preschool in 

another town.

We began construction of 

Gundamain Feedlot in 2001 and 

the first cattle entered in 2002. 

The feedlot is licenced for 6000 

head and employs 15 staff. After 

several years of custom-feeding 

(where other people owned the 

cattle and we fed them) we now 

have full ownership of the cattle.

Several years ago we expanded 

our cattle feeding enterprises 

and in 2006 entered a 

partnership and constructed 

a 10 000 head cattle feedlot at 

Coonamble. The yard custom-fed 

all its cattle.

In 2010 we purchased Ladysmith 

Feedlot, near Waggga Wagga, 

a yard licenced for 6500 head. 

During 2010–12 we had three 

yards in NSW. This year we 

sold our interest in Coonamble 

Feedlot to concentrate on 

our two yards where we have 

majority ownership of the cattle.

I'm now totally immersed in the 

cattle feedlot industry and am 

responsible for the compliance 

and administration our two 

present yards. I have no formal 

qualifications in agriculture 

(other than a half-finished Rural 

Management degree), and my 

teaching qualifications—an 

Arts degree, Graduate Diploma 

of Education, and a Master of 

Letters in Victorian Literature—

have not been that handy!

In 2009 I was asked to join 

the Australian Lot Feeders 

Association (ALFA), the Peak 

Industry Council for the grain 

fed cattle industry. I have since 

been elected to Council and love 

being involved at the policy level 

of my industry. I currently chair 

the Animal Health & Welfare 

Committee within Council. ALFA 

is a progressive and proactive 

Peak Industry Council which 

is reflected both in its general 

membership and the makeup of 

its Council. There are currently 

two women councillors; Gina 

Lincoln, who has worked in and 

managed feedlots for many 

years, and myself.

Cattle feedlotting may appear 

to be male dominated industry 

but in fact it is very female 

friendly. At Ladysmith Feedlot 

our management team 

consists of a female manager, 

livestock supervisor and mill 

supervisor—all of whom were 

the best people for the job. 

They are running a very efficient 

and effective enterprise. Our 

livestock manager at Gundamain 

is also a woman.

The feedlot industry welcomes 

and encourages women's 

participation. Feedlotting 

is generally a precise and 

technology intensive industry 

and I think this is what attracts 

many of its employees—daily 

you can see and measure 

performance. It is an ideal career 

for anyone agriculturally minded 

who loves working with animals. 

I am currently part of the 

Australian Rural Leadership 

Program Course 18 which 

finishes in Tasmania in 

September. It is an intense 18 

months and I will miss it and my 

30 fellow participants when it 

finishes. The course has given 

me the skills and passion to want 

to continue to operate at the 

agriculture policy and leadership 

level and I think I can best do this 

within the cattle industry—it is 

what I love and what I know.
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Youth in 
AGtion
Samantha Townsend (better 

known as Sammi) lives at 

Lyndhurst in the Central West. 

She is in her first year at Charles 

Sturt University, studying a 

Bachelor of Agricultural Business 

Management. Sammi has a 

passion for agriculture and hopes 

to encourage this same passion 

in other young people and 

perhaps entice them into a career 

in agriculture too.

'Our farmers feed and clothe 

the world, and whether you're a 

farmer, or in another agricultural 

career such as agribusiness, 

these roles are going to be very 

important in our future, in not 

only Australia but the world!' 

Sammi said.

'Agriculture is an ageing industry 

and if more youth don't enter 

the industry, how are we going 

to keep feeding and clothing the 

world in the future? The world 

population is growing, yet the 

numbers of people wanting to 

enter agriculture as a career is 

diminishing!

'Agriculture isn't just about jobs, 

it's about the rural communities 

as well. If we don't encourage 

young people and get them into 

agricultural careers, it's going to 

be rural communities that suffer 

too!

'I live in a rural community and 

it's the greatest lifestyle.'

Sammi is a member of her 

local Rural Fire Service and the 

Carcoar Show Society and a 2012 

Young Farming Champion. 

'As a 2012 Art4Agriculture Young 

Farming Champion.

'As a Young Farming Champion I 

get to visit city schools and share 

my story and experiences with 

High School students and let 

them know about the fantastic 

careers on offer in agriculture. We 

had our first training weekend 

at Jamberoo in June and what 

a fantastic experience it was! I 

highly recommend it if you have 

a passion for agriculture and are 

aged 18 to 35.

Sammi recently created the 

Youth in AGtion website 

to share her experiences 

of studying Agriculture at 

University. It includes links to 

tools and resources for young 

people interested in a career in 

agriculture and you'll also find 

links to Rural Arts so you can see 

another talented side of people 

who live in rural Australia. 

Blogs, scholarship and mentor 

opportunities are also promoted. 

Check out Sammi's website: 

youthinagtionaustralia.com  

for inspiration and to start 

planning your career!

Agriculture is not just 
about jobs, it's about 

rural communities 
as well. If we don't 
encourage young 

people and get them 
into agricultural 

careers, it's going to be 
rural communities that 

suffer too! 

The school girl 
who wants to 
be a mechanic
Adapted from article by Steve Green, Inverell Times. Re-printed with permission.

One day in auto class was all it took for Inverell High School 

Student, Courtney Harrison, to realise that her future lay in the 

automotive industry. She is currently doing a school-based 

apprenticeship as a diesel mechanic with Dieselequip in Inverell.

School-based apprenticeships and traineeships give students 

the opportunity to attain a nationally recognised Vocational 

Education and Training qualification as well as their Higher 

School Certificate while gaining valuable experience and work 

skills through paid employment.

'I just love it, I get excited about being able to get dirty and 

fix things. It’ll take about five years to complete my full 

apprenticeship, the school based bit goes for year 11 and 12 and 

that covers the first year of my apprenticeship,' Courtney said.

'I’ve been talking to a couple of people who are mechanics and 

they said they had girls going through with them when they 

went through and they said they did well.

'I might actually listen and take notice a bit more than the boys, 

possibly think about it a bit more than they would and take a bit 

more care,' Courtney said.

No-one else in Courtney’s family is a mechanic so she said she is 

at a loss to explain her passion for the career.

'Hopefully, eventually I will own my own shop and will be doing 

my own repairs and stuff,' Courtney said.

'The fact that I’m a girl could limit employment at times, it could 

make people think more about taking me on, but If I keep up my 

physical strength I’ll keep up fine,' she said.

Dieselequip's Ross Worgan said he doesn't see Courtney’s gender 

as a problem.

'In the automotive industry there are plenty of girls who do a good 

job, they’re very capable and can do it if they want to,' Ross said.

'It is traditionally a male orientated industry, but there is a growing 

number of females joining. She may strike a bit of peer pressure 

from the blokes, but I don’t see any real problems.

'It’s all different these days, we use computers and everyone has 

paperwork. You’re not just underneath a car all day.

Senior student school-based apprentices for automotive, 

hospitality, metals and engineering trades spend one day each 

week on work based training with a minimum of 100 days over 

two years, apprentices for the building trades undertake 144 days 

of work-based training and plumbing trades apprentices 180 days. 
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communities—especially in 

regional and rural Australia. 

Being engaged at an 

executive level, advocating 

for public libraries, 

developing partnerships 

and extending the range of 

services available gives me a 

great sense of achievement. 

It has also provided me 

with the opportunity to 

meet wonderful people, 

travel to some amazing 

places and have my ‘ideas 

bank’ constantly refreshed 

(sometimes to the dismay       

of those closest to me).

HAVE YOU EXPERIENCED ANY 

OBSTACLES? WHAT'S ONE 

OBSTACLE YOU HAVE OVERCOME?

The biggest obstacle I have 

faced is my own tendency to 

take on too much and then 

panic about how I’m going 

to get everything done. I’ve 

overcome this by trying to be 

more organised, practicing 

saying ‘no’ and being 

philosophical when things 

slip through the radar.

WHERE DO YOU GET YOUR 

SUPPORT?

 Without the unwavering 

encouragement and support 

of my colleagues at Central 

West Libraries and the wider 

library and information 

community, and my family 

and friends, I wouldn’t be able 

to do a quarter of what I do. 

It also helps to be able to lose 

myself in a good book! 

WHAT IS YOUR MESSAGE TO 

WOMEN WANTING TO BECOME 

INVOLVED IN DECISION MAKING?

Trust in yourself and take that 

first step, you won’t regret it! 

Jan Richards is the Manager 

of Central West Libraries, 

a regional library service 

centred on the city of Orange. 

She is a Member of the 

Library Council of NSW, Chair 

of the Australian Library & 

Information Association (ALIA) 

Public Libraries Advisory 

Committee—the peak body 

for public libraries, and is on 

the International Federation of 

Library Associations Standing 

Committee on Public Libraries. 

She was previously President 

of the ALIA.

WHAT MOTIVATED YOU TO 

BECOME INVOLVED?

I am a great believer in 'giving 

back', whether it be to your 

family, community or your 

professional association. I 

have been actively involved 

in various initiatives since 

I started work as a trainee 

librarian in the 1970s but 

there are times when you 

need to take that next step 

and assume a leadership role. 

For me that's been over the 

past 10 years. My involvement 

in these and other projects 

could also be attributed to my 

inability to say 'no!'

WHAT DO YOU GET OUT OF BEING 

INVOLVED IN THESE ROLES?

I am passionate about 

public libraries and the 

pivotal role they play in our 

W O M E N  L E A D E R S :  J A N  R I C H A R D S ,  O R A N G E

Australian Women in Agriculture (AWiA) is an organisation 

created to help women involved in the development and 

sustainability of Australian primary industries and communities. 

It has been operating since 1993 and will celebrate its 20th 

anniversary on 14 February 2013. AWiA is an incorporated body 

maintained by volunteers and is funded through members’ 

subscriptions, corporate members and sponsorship. 

AWiA is like a huge spider’s web, always a part of our lives as 

we continue to grow and share our amazing stories through 

our wonderful network of women. Our task as members is to 

contribute positively to all aspects of agriculture from our wealth 

of personal experience, community understanding and industry 

knowledge. Throughout the last 20 years, we have built and 

nurtured our networks to strengthen the political and economic 

force of women in rural communities and to achieve change 

with governments at all levels.

Over the last three years AWiA was fortunate to receive five 

grants from the Commonwealth Department of Agriculture, 

Fisheries & Forestry to strengthen the skills and knowledge 

of women in agriculture. Three of these grants were used to 

developing the leadership and decision making capacity of 

48 younger women across Australia - all of who relished the 

opportunity to build and strengthen their networks and develop 

their leadership and decision making capacity so they can better 

contribute to their rural industries and communities.

The resilience of members is inspiring with women ready to seize 

opportunities to improve and share their skills and knowledge; 

take risks to develop their businesses; use the forum for vigorous 

debate; connect through our series of teleconferencing; post 

on our Facebook site; send messages on Twitter; represent the 

network  at events and functions, and engage in debate and offer 

diverse viewpoints. By joining the AWiA family you will meet 

other amazing women who will influence your journey as women 

cross boundaries by weaving the networks. www.awia.org.au

Women crossing 
boundaries 

Dr Patricia Hamilton, Australian Women in Agriculture

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CAN HAPPEN TO ANYONE: Domestic 

and family violence takes many forms. It involves violent, abusive 

or intimidating behaviour carried out by a partner, carer or family 

member to control, dominate or instil fear. It can be emotional, 

psychological, financial, sexual or other types of abuse. It can affect 

anyone in the community, regardless of gender, sexual identity, race, 

age, culture, ethnicity, religion, disability, economic status or location. 

If you're in immediate danger call the police on Triple Zero. For 

information, support and referrals, call the 24 hour Domestic Violence 

Line on 1800 65 64 63 or see: www.domesticviolence.nsw.gov.au
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A Global Conference on Women 

in Agriculture held in New 

Delhi, India in March this year 

focused on improving farm 

women’s access to education 

and technology and the 

empowerment of women.

The Conference called for 

change in addressing the 

issues of women in agriculture 

with measurable targets of 

increased income, knowledge, 

participation and influence in 

decision making and assets 

owned by women. 

One way to achieve this is the 

development of a women’s 

movement, linking women 

together to: learn and share 

knowledge; mentor one another; 

gain a united voice; and become 

part of the government agenda.

Similar networking and capacity 

building began in Australia 20 

years ago with the formation of 

Australian Women in Agriculture 

and the convening of the 

1st International Conference 

for Women in Agriculture in 

Melbourne. 

Since the 1st International 

Conference, Australian women 

have networked with women 

in agriculture across the globe 

including, most recently, 

supporting the establishment of 

the Papua New Guinea Women 

in Agriculture network.

Cathy McGowan and I have 

been working in India for the 

past three years to build the 

capacity of women farmers. It 

is being called the feminisation 

of agriculture as the developing 

world increasingly relies on 

women for food production.

In South-East Asia women now 

produce 90 per cent of the rice 

while in South Saharan Africa 

women produce 80 per cent of 

all foodstuffs. 

In many countries, the plight 

of rural women is worsening 

as able-bodied men leave for 

the cities in search of work. The 

women are left behind to raise 

families and manage farms on 

their own. 

In India it is common to come 

across men living and working 

in the cities whose wives and 

families live many hours away in 

a rural village. There are now 75 

million women in India involved 

in dairy production compared to 

only 15 million men.

Although women serve as the 

main workforce in agriculture 

performing two-thirds of farm 

labour input, they still do not 

come under the definition of a 

farmer in India. Rather, women 

are poorly paid farm labourers or 

unpaid family workers and own 

only 10 per cent of the land. 

Farm women across the 

developing world remain 

invisible and constitute two 

thirds of the world’s illiterate.

In a world that needs to  

produce as much food in the 

next 50 years as it has in the past 

500 years, women farmers are 

at the forefront of the looming 

food security issue. 

It is now recognised world wide 

that  we need to address the 

gender issues in agriculture 

in order to achieve more 

sustainable and broad based 

growth in agriculture.

THE MAN ON THE LAND
By Muriel Phillips, Kyogle

The farmer is a breed of his own,
In each country he is the back-bone.
He’s happy, cheerful, sturdy and strong,
And toils at his work all the day long.

Some farmers milk cows, others tend sheep,
While some rear beef, or grow grains to reap.
Lucky is he with a cheerful wife,
Helping along in his chosen life!

To be a successful farmer now,
He has to know more than how to plough.
He has to mend leaking pipes and taps,
Fix fences and sheds, weld gates perhaps!

The farmer has to know the right time,
To sow seeds or if the land needs lime.
To harvest crops or shear the sheep,
Whether to pull the pump from the creek!

The weather plays and important part,
And each farmer has a rainfall chart.
He measures how much in the rain gauge,
Then writes on the appropriate page!

Every farmer has a faithful friend,
As he goes around, his stock to tend.
It’s his dog who’s always by his side,
No matter whether it’s walk or ride!

The sun shines down from a cloudless sky,
And the temperature soars oh so high.
Some farmers then have to irrigate,
To soak the grass before it’s to late!

Just when the farmers think all’s OK, 
Something will happen during the day.
Maybe a flat wheel or broken bore,
Neighbours cattle or another chore!

The farmer takes great pride in his farm,
Through floods and drought, and also calm.
He’ll kindly give you a helping hand.
He, who’s known as 'The man on the land'!

The feminism of agriculture
By Alana Johnson, Australian Women in Agriculture

Alana Johnson with Cathy McGowan at the Global Conference on Women in 
Agriculture held in New Delhi, India on 13–15 March 2012
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  What is your background?

I am the 6th generation to 

grow up on our beef cattle farm 

near Crookwell in the Southern 

Tablelands of NSW. 

I have been very fortunate 

to grow up surrounded by 

agriculture all my life. 

My family runs a commercial 

Angus operation producing 

feeder steers. In 2006 I 

established my own Angus  

stud with the aim of using the 

bulls over our commercial herd, 

to help us finetune our breeding 

program.

During school I was involved in 

showing beef cattle. Agriculture 

programs at schools provide 

students with such great 

opportunities, not only to 

learn new skills but to broaden 

perspectives and help encourage 

students to consider agriculture 

as a future career option. 

My involvement in showing 

cattle provided me with some 

exciting opportunities, including 

travelling to both the USA 

and New Zealand to discover 

and learn about agricultural 

industries.

Last year I completed a Bachelor 

of Livestock Science with 

Honours from the University 

of New England. This course 

taught me the technical aspect 

of animal management, health 

and nutrition and also provided 

me with the skills to problem 

solve and understand the whole 

production system.

I am passionate about 

agriculture and the 

opportunities it can offer. One of 

the best parts about the industry 

is the diversity of career options 

available and the impact you 

can have on providing food for 

people’s table. This year I was 

awarded the 2012 The Land 

Showgirl so I hope to use this 

opportunity to encourage more 

young people into the industry. 

  What got you interested in 

the meat works industry and 

how did you start out?

At university I was introduced to 

Meat Judging. Sounds strange 

but the concept is very similar 

to the livestock judging that 

young people get involved in at 

their local show, but instead you 

assess carcases and primals for 

their market suitability in terms 

of quality and yield.

The Australian Intercollegiate 

Meat Judging Association 

was established in 1990 by 

the Australian Meat Council 

to encourage graduates to 

take on careers in the meat 

industry. Since then the annual 

competition has grown to over 

130 participants from over 10 

different Australian universities.

This exposure to the processing 

side of the industry got me 

thinking about other careers in 

the industry that maybe doesn’t 

involve getting out on a tractor 

everyday, but is still a vital part of 

the food supply chain.

Today many meat processing 

companies are setting up 

graduate programs to encourage 

young people with technical 

expertise and skills to move 

forward in the industry,  

providing quality, safe food more 

efficiently and sustainably. 

Since completing university I 

have taken up a graduate role in 

the Quality Assurance/Quality 

Control departments with Teys 

Australia—A Cargill Joint Venture 

based in Wagga Wagga NSW.

  What does your typical day 

at  work involve?

Part of my time is spent working 

in each area of the plant to learn 

the production process and 

influencing factors. I don't think 

most people are aware of how 

much work and expertise is put 

into providing that steak on your 

plate! I've been assigned several 

small projects, mostly looking 

at food safety and how we 

can extend the shelf life of our 

product and improve product 

quality.

A typical day might involve 

coming in before the start of 

production at 6 am to do project 

sampling, collating the data and 

then presenting the results and 

any recommendations based on 

my findings.

  What do you love most 

about what you do?

I always have a new project 

to work on, so every day is 

different. I come across different 

challenges and always need to 

try and apply a fresh approach 

and think outside the square. 

You also get to engage with a 

wide variety of people with a 

huge wealth of experience and 

knowledge in processing.

  What are you doing in your 

job that is innovative or helping 

to improve the industry?

I'm working on improving the 

shelf life of our product. Working 

within a large company (Teys 

Australia has six beef processing 

plants as well as feedlots and 

value-adding businesses) allows 

for extensive collaboration 

and we regularly participate in 

meetings across the group to 

share best practice ensuring 

we provide customers with 

a premium product. I'm also 

helping design the Company's 

graduate program.

  What has been the most 

important lesson you have 

learnt while working in the 

meat works industry?

Working in the industry has 

exposed me to a broad range of 

people from a huge variety of 

backgrounds. Having the ability 

to recognise, understand and 

value other people’s cultures is 

something that I had to learn. 

We export a lot of the product 

and need to respect the diverse 

values of our customers.

  What training or work 

experience have you done? 

I have been given experience 

in different areas of the plant 

which has been invaluable. 

I've  also undertaken industry 

training in animal welfare, beef 

specification and Meat Standards 

Australia requirements. 

Meating the challenges:  
Jasmine Nixon
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My workplace recognises that 

people need to be properly 

quali�ed to ful�l their roles 

so they provide a lot of 

opportunities for training.

  What advice would you give to 

women looking to start a career 

in the meat works industry? 

Although a traditionally male 

dominated industry, I have 

found that if you're willing to 

have a go and take a professional 

and proactive approach to your 

work, you're given a high degree 

of respect and people value 

your opinion and ask for your 

contribution. 

My advice is to get in and have 

a go and Don't be afraid to ask 

questions. If you have a positive 

attitude and are willing to learn, 

that goes a long way to gaining 

respect of the people you work 

with, regardless of your gender.

  What are your future plans? 

My ultimate goal, once I 

complete my graduate training, 

is to combine my livestock 

background with my knowledge 

of beef processing to liaise 

between producers and the 

processors and work together to 

better meet speci�cations and 

customer requirements.

  As a woman, what has been 

the most di�cult challenge 

you've faced in the industry. 

How did you overcome it? 

My biggest challenge as a young 

person fresh out of uni, is my 

own con�dence and not being 

afraid to ask questions. Feedback 

and support from the team I 

work in has largely helped in 

overcoming this. The realisation 

that I'm here to help make a 

di�erence and that they value 

my contribution has also helped. 

  Do you believe women are 

more widely recognised and 

valued for their contributions in 

rural Australia?

Women have always been an 

important part of the fabric 

that makes up rural Australia, 

however, I do believe that the 

roles that women �ll within that 

have changed over time and 

probably will continue to do so. 

This year I was involved in The 

Land Showgirl Competition. 

One of the highlights of the 

competition is not only the 

opportunities and experiences 

you are exposed to but the 

people you meet. I spent a week 

at Sydney Royal Easter Show 

with another 14 young women 

that are not only very passionate 

about their rural communities 

but are all are working and 

contributing to their community 

in a variety of ways. They are 

working �elds from agronomy 

to accounting, nursing to 

sheep genetic research, farm 

succession planning to meat 

processing. Each are a wonderful 

example of the future of rural 

Australia. I  believe that the 

broader community is becoming 

much more aware of the roles 

women play within their own 

local communities.

N S W  F A R M E R  O F 

T H E  Y E A R  A W A R D

The NSW Farmer of the 

Year Award is designed to 

recognise excellence in 

farming within NSW. 

The awards have a focus 

on acknowledging farmers 

who combine sustainable 

environment practices 

with pro�table production 

with entry open to both 

men and women. 

The winner will receive 

$10,000 to develop and 

improve their farming 

enterprise and will 

have the opportunity 

to do media and other 

professional development 

training, and will be 

invited to form part of the 

NSW Farmer professional 

network.

Finalists will be selected by 

the judging panel, which 

includes representatives 

from NSW Farmers, NSW 

DPI, Royal Agricultural 

Society and The Land. 

Finalists will participate in 

a farm visit and interview 

as well as participating 

in media and marketing 

activities. The �nalists 

for each category will 

be invited to the award 

presentation in Sydney. 

For more information 

contact Matilda Raynolds 

on 02 8251 1816 or 

raynoldsm@nswfarmers.

org.au, or Phil Bevan, 

NSW DPI on 0429 458 053 

or phil.bevan@industry.

nsw.gov.au or see the 

website to download the 

application form. 

www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/

aboutus/news/events/

foty/2012

People are often 
unreasonable and self-
centred, forgive them 
anyway. If you are kind, 
people may accuse you of 
ulterior motives, be kind 
anyway. If you are honest, 
people may cheat you, be 
honest anyway. If you �nd 
happiness, people may be 
jealous, be happy anyway. 
The good you do today may 
be forgotten tomorrow, 
do good anyway. Give the 
world the best you have and 
it may never be enough, 
give your best anyway. 

MOTHER TERESA
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friendlyfaces.info

Provides country people with 
information on major hospitals, 
health facilities and resources 
(affordable accommodation, 
cheap eats, childcare, support 
services and more) to make 
their stay less traumatic.

careerharvest.com.au

A one-stop shop for careers in 
cropping, livestock production, 
fisheries, forestry, horticulture 
and viticulture that feed 
the world and manage the 
environment.

localharvest.org.au

A great website which makes it 
easier for you to find fresh food 
locally. You'll also find guides 
to help you grow, harvest and 
preserve your own food, stories, 
yarns and recipes, and while 
you're at it, why not take up the 
challenge and reduce your food 
miles for one week.

thekidsareallright.com.au

A website for parents with 
teenagers in Australia, you'll 
find helpful and informative 
articles and be part of a 

supportive online community 
forum where you can share 
advice and share the load.

cutyourpowerbills.nsw.gov.au

Tap into information on how 
you can save money on your 
energy bills with rebates, 
financial assistance and free 
programs to help save energy. 
A free online price comparison 
www.myenergyoffers.nsw.gov.
au is also available to help you 
shop around the find the best 
deal for your electricity and gas.

theshedonline.

org.au

Check out Shed 
TV. In a five-part 
Q&A Dr Karl talks about his new 
book, Brain Food and answers 
questions from Shedders such as 
which foods are best for dealing 
with a mid-life crisis?

buildabetterfuture.com.au

Read about a diversity of roles, 
career paths, opportunities and 
workplaces available to women 
in the construction industry. 

information technology ■ get started with facebook
By Kate Needham, Internal Communications Manager, Trade & Investment, Regional Infrastructure & Services

Facebook is one of the most 

popular social networks in the 

world. You can use it to connect 

and stay in touch with friends 

from all parts of your life, and 

share status updates, photos, 

videos, links, and more. 

For those new to Facebook here 

are a few ways to get started:

Finding people you know

Find out which people in your 

email address book are on 

Facebook: Click on the Friend 

Requests icon next to the 

Facebook logo. Click on Find 

Friends in the upper right-hand 

corner. Follow the prompts on 

the page to import your email 

contacts.

Search for your current and old 

classmates and colleagues: Go 

to your Timeline. Click on Friends, 

then click on Find Friends in 

the upper right-hand corner. If 

you have entered information 

on your profile, such as your 

location, current and previous 

workplaces, and schools, colleges 

and universities, you can search 

for other people who have 

entered the same details.

Look at your friends' friends: Go 

to a friend's Timeline by clicking 

on their name in your News Feed 

or Friends List. Find their list of 

friends and send a friend request 

to anyone you want to connect 

with.

Check the people you may 

know suggestions: Facebook 

will suggest people you may 

know, based on the friends you 

already have. Friend suggestions 

will appear in the right-hand 

column of your home page, or 

when you click on your friends 

list on your Timeline.

Watch the Timeline: Whenever 

one of your friends makes a new 

friend connection, a notice will 

appear in their Timelines, and may 

also appear in your News Feed. 

Communicating with friends

Chat with them: If one of your 

friends is online you can chat 

with them. Click on the Chat 

Bar in the lower right-hand 

corner of your Home Page or 

Timeline. Friends who are online 

will have a green dot next to 

their name. Click on a name to 

begin a Chat session. You can 

invite other online friends to 

join the discussion by clicking 

on the Settings icon in the Chat 

Window.

Write on their Timeline: Go to 

your friend's Timeline and write 

in the Post window directly under 

their profile details. If you write a 

message, their other friends who 

visit their Timeline will be able to 

see what you wrote.

Write on your own Timeline: Go 

to your own Timeline and write a 

message in the Status window at 

the top of the page. The message 

will appear in your friends' News 

Feed with a window to write 

their own comments. 

Send a message: To send a 

private message to a friend that 

doesn't appear on their Timeline, 

go to your friend's Timeline. Click 

the Message button. Messages 

your friends have sent you will 

appear in your Inbox. To get to 

them, click on the Messages link 

on the left-hand side of your 

Home Page. A red dot will also 

appear on the Inbox icon near 

the Facebook logo to let you 

know you have a new message.

In upcoming articles we'll look 

at Facebook pages for business 

and not-for-profits and helping 

teenagers stay safe online.

W E B  W A T C H :  Compiled by Allison Priest, RWN Project Coordinator

Facebook definitions
Friend: Someone you have 
connected to on Facebook.  
A friend request must 
be sent before you and 
someone become friends.

Home Page: The default view 
when you log into Facebook. 
Includes your News Feed, 
links to Messages, Events, 
Groups, advertising and other 
features. 

Timeline: Your personal page 
on Facebook. It contains all of 
your messages, photos and 
videos, a list of your friends, 
activities and interests. It's 
where your friends can leave 
you messages, and you can 
update your friends with 
anything you feel like sharing. 
It used to be called your Wall. 

News Feed: The continuous 
stream of updates about 
your friends' activities. It 

appears on your Home Page.
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what’s on, what’s new?

Sydney eMU Pass
The electronic motorway user (eMU Pass) is available from petrol 

stations and convenience stores along highways and major routes to 

help make travelling through Sydney for country motorists as simple 

as possible. You can pick up a pass on the way into the city to set up 

an account to cover travel on toll roads for up to 30 days. It’s simple 

to set up and can even be activated up to 48 hours after travelling 

on a toll road. The pass costs $5.95 and once activated can be used 

for up to 30 days. Tolls are charged to the nominated credit or debit 

card (Mastercard and Visa Debit card only) as well as a 75 cent video 

matching fee for each toll. 

For more information and a list of locations where the passes are 

available see: www.rms.nsw.gov.au

Legal Answers
See the new look Find Legal Answers website for information 

on everyday legal issues—neighbours, crime, housing, courts, 

money, wills and estates and much more. Featured is the Legal 

Books Online series, info for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

peoples, legal studies students, information in community 

languages, and a guide to free legal advice services available 

throughout NSW. See: www.legalanswers.sl.nsw.gov.au

Diabetes support for people in rural areas

www.diabetescounselling.com.au

Diabetes Counselling Online is a free online counselling 

and support service for Australian's  living with all types of 

diabetes, their families and friends. You'll get access to free 

email counselling, group discussions forums, blogs, links and 

resources. The service also provides programs for people in a 

rural area. If you're a man with diabetes living in a rural area 

and have questions about your diabetes or you feel alone 

or confused or just burnt out, find out how you can get free 

support and contribute to diabetes research. Email support@

diabetescounselling.com.au to enrol and find out more. If you 

are a farming family with someone living with diabetes, check 

out The Farmhouse for information on how you can access free 

support, counselling and education for you and your family. See: 

www.diabetescounselling.com.au/initiatives/the-farmhouse

AIDER Program
AIDER is a one-off free service, supporting residents to live 

safely and confidently in areas where bush fires may start. 

The property must be bush fire prone, meaning an area 

of the land that can support a bush fire or is likely to be 

subject to bush fire attack. Aged residents and residents with 

disabling conditions who have limited domestic support 

from family, relatives, friends or other services can access the 

service. Services may include: thinning vegetation; removing 

leaves, sticks and fallen branches; trimming branches from 

around and overhanging the home; mowing or slashing long 

grass; or cleaning gutters. An assessment of your property 

will be completed by Rural Fire Service staff and they will also 

give you advice about completing a Bush Fire Survival Plan.

Call 02 8741 4955 to request an assessment of your property, 

email: aider@rfs.nsw.gov.au or see: www.rfs.nsw.gov.au
Western Care Lodge, Orange
Western Care Lodge provides accommodation for patients and 

their carers who have to travel to the new Orange Health Service 

to receive specialist cancer treatment. The Lodge is located within 

walking distance of the new hospital and has 13 guest rooms with 

ensuite bathrooms and large communal kitchen and dining and 

lounge areas. Room costs range from $80 to $95 per room per night. 

Some guest may also be eligible for IPTAAS rebates which range 

from $43 to $60 per night for the person receiving treatment. 

Contact Western Care Lodge on 02 6391 2300, email: 

themanager@ccwest.org.au or see: ccwest.org.au

For information on IPTAAS rebates see:  

www.health.nsw.gov.au/living/transport/iptaas.htm

7th Australian Women's Health Conference
Gender matters: Determining Women's Health, 7–10 May 2013

Themes for the Conference include: Gender as a social 

determinant of health and wellbeing; Advancing women's 

health using science and technology; Creating healthy 

communities and systems for wellbeing; Informing government 

policy to improve the health of Australian women; and 

Innovative practice within a social health perspective.

For more information see: www.womenshealth2013.org.au

AFTER HOURS GP 

HELPLINE 1800 022 222

A Helpline for people living 

away from easy access to a GP 

or hospital. For urgent health 

concern afterhours call the 

Helpline on 1800 022 222.

Medicines List free iPhone App

The NPS Medicines List iPhone 

app helps you store the names, 

details and instructions of all 

your medicines. See www.nps.

org.au/iphonemedicineslist.
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resources

FFN engages young people aged 16 to 35 years involved in 

agriculture and provides: Access to a unique national network 

of passionate and vibrant young people who share information, 

news stories, opinions and opportunities; Monthly email updates 

and newsletters; Face-to-face events such as the Young Beef 

Producers Forum; Information on local, state and national rural 

and industry events; Online discussions/forums/webinars; 

Networking with like-minded people, both online and at FFN 

events; Information on jobs, scholarships and awards in the rural 

industry; Funding from membership fees, donations, government 

funding and corporate sponsorship. 

For more information contact Rebecca Williams, Executive 

O�cer FFN on 0414 844 425, email: admin@futurefarmers.com.

au or see: www.futurefarmers.com.au

MENTAL HEALTH LINE: A 24-hour telephone service providing 

emergency care and information for people in NSW. Call 1800 011 511.

HEALTHDIRECT AUSTRALIA: A 24-hour telephone health advice 

line sta�ed by Registered Nurses to provide expert health advice. 

Call 1800 022 222.

MEN'S HEALTH AUSTRALIA: A con�dential 24-hour telephone 

counselling service for men. Call 1300 789 978.

ALCOHOL & DRUG INFO SERVICE: A 24-hour service providing 

con�dential advice, information and referral. Call 1800 422 599.

TESTS AND SCANS MADE EASY: The Alfred's guide to modern 

diagnostics for men explains the most common tests, how they 

work, what to expect and how to prepare if you are referred for 

one. See: www.alfredhealth.org.au

GRIEF BRIEF: A newsletter of the Australian Centre for Grief & 

Bereavement. Subscribe at: www.grief.org.au or call 1800 642 066.

CLEAR YOUR VISION: A new print and web-based resource for 

young people who may be at risk of harm from cannabis-related 

issues. See: https://clearyourvision.org.au

F U T U R E  F A R M E R S  N E T W O R K  ( F F N ) H E A L T H  &  W E L L - B E I N G

If you're interested in a career in the agricultural industry but 

don't know where to start, check out SkillsOne Student Guide 

on How to become a rural or farming apprentice. The page pulls 

together a guide of what's involved in an apprenticeship, how 

to get one and the best parts of getting involved in the industry. 

You'll also �nd links to other useful websites and resources. See: 

www.skillsone.com.au/industry/8/Rural-Farming/article/294/

student-guides-hot-to-become-a-rural-or-farming-apprentice

B E C O M E  A  R U R A L  O R  F A R M I N G  A P P R E N T I C E

Need more money for your community group? The Community 

Funding Centre provides free help sheets, services, newsletters, 

books and training to help community groups improve their 

fundraising abilities and become healthier and more viable. 

To �nd our more see: www.ourcommunity.com.au/funding/

funding_main.jsp or call 03 9320 6800 (9am to 5pm).

M O N E Y  F O R  Y O U R  C O M M U N I T Y  G R O U P

The NSW Government’s Family Energy Rebate is one of a 

number of measures designed to assist families manage their 

energy costs. You may be eligible for the Family Energy Rebate 

if you have received and been assessed as eligible for the 

Commonwealth Government’s Family Tax Bene�t A or B.  You 

may also be able to apply to your electricity retailer for another 

NSW energy rebate called the Low Income Household Rebate. 

The deadline for applying for the Family Energy Rebate in this 

�nancial year (1 July 2012 to 30 June 2013 is 31 March 2013.

For more information call the Energy Information Line on 1300 

136 888 or see: www.trade.nsw.gov.au/energy/customers/

rebates. For questions about Family Tax Bene�t A or B contact 

Human Services on 13 6150.

N S W  F A M I L Y  E N E R G Y  R E B A T E

W E E D S :  T H E  U T E  G U I D E  -  F R E E  A P P

GRDC's free Weed ID app is a useful tool for growers to identify 

weeds while in the paddock. It  even works where there's  no 

mobile phone coverage. The app features photographs of weeds 

at various growth stages and a calendar indicating likely growing 

time. The apps is available on Android, iPhone and iPad. Go to the 

App Store and type 'GRDC' in your search bar to download.

Safey Around Farms Education have released a new DVD for use 

by teachers and parents to help educate young children to be 

safe around farms and in the home. For more information see: 

www.safetyaroundfarmseducation.com or contact Vicki Connell 

on email: vickicon@bigpond.com

F A R M  S A F E T Y  I S  F U N  D V D
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resources

Ethi-call is a free telephone counselling service available to 

anyone in Australia, from CEO's to mums to tradies to kids. It aims 

to promote responsible decision making and to relieve the stress 

felt by people dealing with di�cult ethical issues, whether in their 

professional or personal lives. Provided by the St James Ethics 

Centre, Ethi-call is available  Monday to Friday from 9 am to 5 pm.

PARENT LINE NSW: Free professional help 24-hours a day for 

parents and carers of children 0-18 years. Call 1300 1300 52.

BEST FOR KIDS: Family law information for children and parents. 

See: www.bestforkids.org.au or call 1300 888 529.

THE KIDS ARE ALL RIGHT: A website for parents of teenagers in 

Australia. You'll �nd helpful, informative articles and have access 

to a supportive online community forum for parents to share 

advice and share the load. See: thekidsareallright.com.au

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOUR RELATIONSHIP ENDS?: A 

resource for Aboriginal families to help them work out what's best 

for the kids. See: www.legalaid.nsw.gov.au or call 02 9219 5028

QUICK GUIDE TO DRUGS & ALCOHOL: For anyone interested  

in �nding accurate information about drugs and alcohol. Includes  

information on drugs and their e�ects, treatment options, 

statistics, legal information, where to go for help and more.  

See: www.druginfo.sl.nsw.gov.au

E T H I - C A L L :  1 8 0 0  6 7 2  3 0 3 P A R E N T I N G  &  F A M I L Y  R E S O U R C E S

An information day for women in regional areas to learn 

simple safety, maintenance and servicing techniques for small 

powered machines such as mowers, chainsaws, generators. The 

day includes a mix of demonstrations, safe work methods and 

practical hands-on experience, giving  women valuable skills that 

will save them money and a trip to the repair shop. The course 

is presented by NSW Department of Primary Industries through 

PROfarm. Contact Maryke Archbold-Hession on 02 4640 6333.

T A K I N G  T H E  ' M A N '  O U T  O F  M A N U A L S

C O M P L I M E N T A R Y  B O A R D  P O S T I N G  S E R V I C E

Women on Boards can help you enhance your board with gender 

and skills diversity by accessing their high quality, con�dential 

board search and complimentary board posting services. They 

currently have more than 12,000 experienced women suited for 

boards of listed, private, government and not-for-pro�t companies. 

For details see: www.womenonboards.org.au/boardsearch, email: 

ruth.medd@womenonboards.org.au or call 0419 407 231.

The Women in Mining Network is a new network established 

by the NSW Minerals Council to tackle the shortage of women 

employed in non-traditional roles such as engineers, geologists, 

surveyors and trades. The network is open to women working in 

the NSW minerals industry. Women  in non-traditional roles are 

especially encouraged to join. Networking events will be held to 

bring women together to share information and experiences. See: 

www.wiminnsw.com.au or www.facebook.com/WIMINNSW

Another great resource is the Mining Family Matters website: 

www.miningfm.com.au which celebrates women in mining—

both the mums and partners who hold down the home front and 

also those women who are out in the �eld. 

For tips for women already working in the industry see: http://

career-advice.careerone.com.au or http://bit.ly/vmlMnT

W O M E N  I N  M I N I N G

P L A N N I N G  A H E A D

We all expect tha we'll be able to make our own decisions about 

our lives, however, illness or accidents may mean that we need to 

rely on other people's decisions about our health, welfare, �nances 

or medial treatment. This website contains information, tools and 

resources to make sure your wishes are known and you have a plan 

for the future. See: www.planningaheadtools.com.au

Students on Youth Allowance, Austudy or ABSTUDY can now earn 

up to $400 (previously $236) a fortnight before their payments 

are a�ected. The Federal Government has also raised the Student 

Income Bank Limit from $6000 to $10 000. See: www.abc.net.au/

local/stories/2012/07/19/3549003.htm

F I N A N C I A L  H E L P  F O R  S T U D E N T S



P O S T C A R D

We’d love to hear from you,  
so why not send us a postcard 
or photo from where you live, 
and share your news and views! 
Post to: The Country Web, 
Locked Bag 21, Orange 2800. 

The Country Web is produced by NSW Department of Primary Industries. If you live in 
NSW and would like The Country Web sent free to your home please PRINT your details 
below and return to: RWN, Locked Bag 21, Orange  NSW  2800. The Country Web is available 
on the RWN website. If you have internet access please help lower our production costs 
by cancelling your hardcopy subscription. To receive an email alert notifying you when 
the latest edition is available go to: www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/rwn/country-web 

NAME:

ADDRESS:
       
       P/CODE:
 
PHONE:

The Privacy & Personal Information Protection Act 1998 obliges the Rural Women’s Network to make you aware of the purposes for which we 
might use the contact details you have supplied us with. This information will be used by RWN for the purposes of disseminating information 
(including mailouts). Any information supplied by you to RWN will not be disclosed to any other person unless prior consent has been given.

  Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander background    Culturally & Linguistically diverse background

Age Group:      <20    20s     30s     40s     50s     60s     70s    80s+

I F  U N C L A I M E D  P L E A S E  R E T U R N  TO  R W N ,  N S W  D E PA R T M E N T  O F  P R I M A R Y  I N D U S T R I E S ,  LO C K E D  B AG  21,  O R A N G E  N S W  2800 J O B  N U M B E R  11265 AU G U S T  2012

P O S T C A R DP O S T C A R DP O S T C A R D

Daring to Dream 2 

DTD2 features 25 incredibly diverse 

women from NSW and includes 

high pro�le leaders alongside many 

remarkable 'unsung' heroines. Their 

stories display creativity, perseverance 

and resilience. Each freely shares their 

knowledge and experience to provide inspiration and ideas for 

others wanting to start their own daring to dream journey.

'Daring to Dream 2' costs $11 incl. GST plus post & packaging. 

Cat No. B930. To order contact Department of Primary Industries 

Bookshop on 1800 028 374 or go to: www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/rwn/

aboutus/resources/bookshop/daring-to-dream-2 

The Rural Industries 
Research & Development 
Corporation Rural Women's 
Award encourages 
women's contribution to 
primary industries and 
rural Australia by providing 
skills and resources to build 
leadership and decision 
making capacity. 

What's in it for you? 
$10,000 to implement your 
idea or project; skills and 
resources to build your 
leadership skills; Enrolment 
in the Australian Institute 
of Company Directors 
Course; implementation 
of a 12 month leadership 
plan; networking, media 

and PR opportunities; and 
membership to the Rural 
Women's Award Alumni.

Applications opened 
1 August and close 15 
October 2012. Contact 
RWN for an application 
package today!
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	6 Lady trady
	6 Lady trady
	A painter and decorator, Victoria Waring's advice for women looking to enter the trade industry is to 'keep knocking on the door, because one day it will open!' 
	12 R U OK? A conversation that could change a life.
	 

	Some pointers to help you connect with someone you think may be doing it tough.
	16 Flying high
	At 22 years old Georgina Seward is an Apprentice Aircraft Engineer with the Royal Flying Doctor Service at Broken Hill—an important role given the RFDS averaged 110 patient transports a day in the 2011 financial year.
	25 From farmer to rocking restorer
	Grappling with the fall-out from drought in early 2000 Libby Bailey was battling depression. Little did she know it was a rocking horse that would end up saving her.
	27 In the boardroom
	As an 18-year-old computer programer at Ricegrowers' Coop in Leeton, Gillian Kirkup received a valuable piece of advice. The only female in a team of 13, it was the tea lady who told her, 'always be yourself; don't try to be one of the boys'.
	34 Meeting the challenges
	Jasmine Nixon is an agricultural science graduate and meat safety inspector. She is also the 2012 The Land Showgirl and hopes to encourage more women to take up careers in agriculture.

	Fran Rowe, a well-known farmer and Rural Financial Counsellor from Tottenham has been named 2012 Woman of the Year.
	Fran Rowe, a well-known farmer and Rural Financial Counsellor from Tottenham has been named 2012 Woman of the Year.
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	Powering on to Parkes: 2012 NSW Rural Women's Gathering Program and Registration 4-page pull-out.
	Powering on to Parkes: 2012 NSW Rural Women's Gathering Program and Registration 4-page pull-out.
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	Goat meat the most consumed 
	Goat meat the most consumed 
	Goat meat the most consumed 
	 
	red meat in the world

	Our 12 year at the Sydney Royal Agricultural Show, my husband and I promoted the Boer Goat industry and were able to have an appetising display of goat meat.
	th

	The Boer (Boer meaning farmer in Africa and Holland) Goat which originated in South Africa was brought to Australia in the 1900s. Since then the industry has grown from the showing of this beautiful animal to an appreciation of larger and meatier goats for the market.
	Australia is the largest exporter of goat meat with America our largest importer. The meat is extremely healthy with virtually no cholesterol, is very low in fat, and high in iron and protein. The taste is similar to lamb—a little sweeter and very noticeable is the lack of fat.
	These versatile animals, called the 'Gentle Giants' because of their size, are very easy to handle. They compliment other breeds such as cattle and sheep, by eating different food groups such as broad leaf weeds, blackberries (their favourite food), thistles and regrowth, meaning that the better pasture is less appealing to them. By running goats with cattle, sheep or other stock, means that less chemicals are need to control weeds, and in the case of sheep, means cleaner wool with less vegetable matter.
	This year by far the most asked questions from visitors to our display was, 'where can I buy the meat'? A list of over a thousand butchers (provided by a wholesaler) were handed out over the Show period—a very encouraging sign for the future of this very healthy meat in Australia.
	So the next time you visit your local butcher ask for some farmed goat meat and enjoy the health benefits from this wonderful meat. 
	Nola Flower, Bundanoon
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	Doctors 4 the BushThank you once again for such an informative magazine. Doctors4theBush pocket facts booklet inserted into the last issue is brilliant. I have  taken the liberty of passing it on to the National Council of Women NSW Editor for inclusion in their upcoming newsletter. Like The Country Web, it will reach out to thousands including medicos and politicians.Good luck with this project as I too have family in regional NSW and understand their predicament.
	A note of thanks
	After many years of real enjoyment of your wonderful magazine, I would like you to take me off your mailing list. Thank you for the help you have been, but as I can now access it online it willl save you valuable resources, but be assured your magazine has been most appreciated over the years.
	While working in rural settings in welfare I found it invaluable and was able to use it many times, not only to provide information to clients but also as a connecting tool for those who are isolated. Often times I would hear comments on how they could identify with articles in your publication and how that gave them a feeling of being connected to others going through the same things—both happy and challenging. My copies were quite dog-eared from their use!
	Mary Thompson, Harwood Island 
	From the city to the bush
	What I love most having moved from inner Sydney to the bush just over two years ago is the view from my verandah and desk—it’s never the same twice. 
	My favourite version is the moody mornings, looking down on the clouded valleys below.  The ever-changing view fills me with joy and appreciation. Lucky lucky me!
	 

	Someone once said to me, 'Jen, you need much more folly in your life' … buying this 350 acre property is folly in spades! I’ve got resident koalas and kangaroos, and the biggest grand-daddy computer monitor you’ve ever seen. 
	The appreciation I now have just at the miracle of pouring a glass of water from the tap is huge. The change between the parched drought land and the moist relaxed land is astonishing.
	 
	 
	 

	I’ve called my property LA LUCE … for many reasons, including its derivation from the French, 'the light'. I’ve certainly seen the light … and sure am loving it! The plan with LA LUCE is to dedicate it to native habitat, forever—a labour of love and yes, you guessed it, folly!
	Jen Barnes, Peel
	A great read
	What a brilliant edition of The Country Web. I have just skimmed the headlines on the internet and can't wait for my paper version—I'm old fashioned and like to have it in my hands so I can curl up in bed at night and read it! Great stories and authors. Every edition seems better than the last (if that's possible)!
	Sally Green, Mandurama
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	CARING FOR 
	CARING FOR 
	COUNTRY FAMILIES

	A confidential family information and support service for Country NSW, Country Care Link provides:
	■ a volunteer to meet country people in Sydney (48 hours notice necessary for transport: exceptions in emergency situations)
	■assistance to find short-term accommodation for country people in the city
	■a referral service to find information
	■referrals for confidential personal counselling
	■a friendly voice for a chat
	■visits (on request) for country people in hospital.
	Country Care Link Monday to Friday9.30 am to 3.00 pmPh: 1800 806 160 or02 8382 6434
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	Congratulations 
	Congratulations 
	Congratulations 
	 
	to the following 
	 
	readers for your 
	 
	winning entry in 
	 
	the No. 56 book competitions. 

	LEAD DUST TO RED DUST: 
	Margaret Atley
	, 
	Deniliquin; 
	Carolann 
	Aartsen
	, East Maitland; 
	 
	S Mansell
	, Deniliquin.

	RUTH: 
	Joan Mathewson
	, 
	Deniliquin; 
	Margaret Smith
	,
	 
	Tallwood; 
	Ruth Reid
	, 
	Coolabah.

	THE MAN WHO LOVED CROCODILES: 
	Jenny 
	Magner
	, Tenterfield.

	WOMEN'S WORDS: 
	Eileena Pierpoint
	, 
	Dubbo; 
	Gwen Pickette
	, 
	Coonabarabran.
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	Bronnie Ware, author of The Top Five Regrets of the Dying said the regret she hears most often is 'I wish I’d had the courage to live a life true to myself, not the life others expected of me.'
	Bronnie Ware, author of The Top Five Regrets of the Dying said the regret she hears most often is 'I wish I’d had the courage to live a life true to myself, not the life others expected of me.'
	So often we let family/media/societal pressures dictate what we should or should not do.
	If tinkering with cars is your passion then why not become a mechanic?
	If you love the outdoors and exploring cutting edge technology then maybe a career in agri-science could be for you.
	This edition of The Country Web shows many women who are shining their light in 'blokey' spaces and we applaud them.
	Marissa Mayer is an American trail blazer I recently discovered on the maker.com website.
	She was always good at maths and science and decided to study computers despite it being seen as a geekish career for boys who liked gaming.
	After graduating from uni, Marissa chose the less conventional path to work for a small start-up computer company of seven people called Google as their first female engineer and went on to become one of the youngest and most successful women in business globally.
	Her career advice is … work in a place where you're very comfortable because that will help you find your voice.
	She also said you need to discover what it is that drives you and find your rhythm … or what matters to you … and then make time for it.
	 
	 

	Marissa believes you can’t have everything you want, but you can have everything that matters to you.
	I think this is a sensible achievable goal.
	So often we are told 'you can have it all' placing so much pressure on women to reach for the top of their career, raise a fabulous family and give to the community.
	I often see women fall in a heap and burnout from trying to keep all these balls in the air.
	Marissa doesn’t believe you need to burnout and that you can work really hard for the rest of your life as long as you know what matters most to you and you make sure you get it regularly.
	She says 'burnout is the build-up of resentment at having to give up what really matters.'
	Is it scrabble with friends every other Tuesday?
	Time to read to your kids?
	Sunday mornings lying in for half and hour with a book?
	Whatever it is, make sure you get it, because otherwise you’ll spend the rest of your life feeling exhausted and resentful.
	You’ll also be less productive and even less happy.
	So whether it is working in a non-traditional field or taking time out for what matters to you, don’t be swayed by outside influences and follow that inner voice as it knows you better than anyone else!
	Sonia Muir – Manager, Community Engagement
	Rural Women's Network is a small team dedicated to connecting and exchanging information with women and stakeholders in rural, regional and remote communities. Here's how to stay in touch and find out the latest information: 
	Twitter: Stay up-to-date on a wide variety of opportunities and issues of interest to rural women: @nsw_rwn
	Blog: Visit our Blog. You can receive notifications of new posts by email, simply follow the instructions: http://nswruralwomensnetwork.wordpress.com
	Rural Email List: RWN offers a FREE email subscription list (REL) to anyone interested in receiving regular items of interest relevant to the rural sector. Sign up at: www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/rwn/updates
	5-MINUTE SURVEY
	RWN is doing a short 5 minute survey to gather information on rural women's issues. There are three questions and we hope you can take the time to help! Take the survey at: www.surveymonkey.com/s/BMZHML6

	Figure
	RWN Team: Novelle Hasling, 
	RWN Team: Novelle Hasling, 
	RWN Team: Novelle Hasling, 
	Sonia Muir, Emma Regan and 
	Allison Priest 

	Rural Women’s Network is a statewide government program working in innovative ways to share information and promote action on rural women's issues. RWN can help you:
	■ Promote activities and share information via our networks
	■ Give presentations and facilitate workshops or send information for you to distribute
	■ Connect you with key individuals, groups and agencies
	Current projects:
	■ RIRDC Rural Women's Award: a leadership and development Award
	■ Shaping Our Futures Together: a 2 day self-development workshop
	■ Annual NSW Rural Women's Gathering
	■ Hidden Treasures: recognising rural women volunteers
	■ Daring to Dream: storiesof inspirational women.
	Call 02 6391 3620 
	Call 02 6391 3620 
	 
	rural.women@dpi.nsw.gov.au
	 
	http://nswruralwomensnet
	-
	work.wordpress.com
	 
	twitter.com/nsw_rwn
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	Victoria Waring lives in Brownlow Hill (near Camden) with her husband Darren and their two children James and Alexandra. At forty, she is an Award-winning Painter running her own business, Ms Fix P/L. Last September Victoria became the first woman to receive a major award at the NSW Master Painters' Awards for Excellence. She was even selected for Series 2 of the Renovators (which unfortunately was axed before it went to air). Early this year Victoria and a male painter became the two new faces of the Maste
	Victoria Waring lives in Brownlow Hill (near Camden) with her husband Darren and their two children James and Alexandra. At forty, she is an Award-winning Painter running her own business, Ms Fix P/L. Last September Victoria became the first woman to receive a major award at the NSW Master Painters' Awards for Excellence. She was even selected for Series 2 of the Renovators (which unfortunately was axed before it went to air). Early this year Victoria and a male painter became the two new faces of the Maste
	Victoria comes from a hard working family in the South West Suburbs. Her Father was a glazier and her Grandfather a carpenter so she says she was always tinkering around the garage playing with tools and getting her fingers caught in things. 
	Victoria said she has always been attracted to the construction/trade industry since a young girl and thought it would be great to be able to build her own house. She decided early on to be a builder but says no-one would let her do work experience.
	'When I approached someone for work experience the answer was always, no love, its not for girls. I even tried the painter down the road and he said 'no.'
	After many knockbacks, Victoria  studied vet nursing and worked in this role until she was 23. When she felt she couldn't go any further in her job Victoria turned to real estate for the next two years. Around this time she met a painter through a friend of hers and to her surprise when she asked him for a job he said yes.
	'He did say that I would only last three months but that was 14 years ago. I still get the odd remark from male competitors but the more they say the more determined I become.'
	As Victoria started painting in her mid 20s she didn't do an apprenticeship but worked for four years, studied at TAFE for three months and got her licence.
	'Painting brings out my creative side. I love that every day is different and I get to see a rundown project gain a new character and start to tell a new story. I especially like the wow factor from my clients when they come home and see a difference in their property.'
	Establishing herself in the industry Victoria has built up a successful company and is well-known for being a reliable trades woman with a good work ethic.
	'Running a successful business means I'm on the tools every day and when busy, sometimes every night. But you just keep going, especially when there's deadlines to meet!'
	So how does she juggle her busy work life with her young family?
	'My husband and I are both workaholics and own our own companies—this helps a lot because sometimes if you need to leave a job to attend to the kids you can. Our normal routine is that I'll go to work early and Darren will drop the kids to school. I will then pick them up from school so Darren can work late. If I have to work at night we have dinner together and then I'll go to work.
	'Some jobs the kids will come with me. My son loves painting and I have enjoyed passing on my skills. When he grows up he wants to be a builder. He's only 11 but he can paint better than some apprentices I have had.
	'One day I was painting our investment property and my daughter wanted to do some painting, so I gave her the brush and let her cut in under the verandah. The neighbours saw how neat and precise she was painting and couldn't believe it. They asked what she was doing and she replied, "I'm cutting in for mummy and I'm not allowed to touch the concrete", she is six years old!'
	Discussing some of the challenges Victoria faced working in what some would still deem to be a male dominated industry, Victoria says when she started her own business she tried to blend in and be one of the boys so she would be accepted. She also had a generic business name that didn't identify her as a woman, but she says it wasn't her.
	'I decided to stay true to myself and opened up Ms Fix P/L and traded under my own name. My name and trade is written all over my vehicle now so people know that I am a woman and yes I am a painter!'
	So where does Victoria see herself in five years time?
	'Still on the tools—that's where I love to be! I also have a few ideas to expand the company but I'm keeping that secret for now. I would also love to be a female version of Scott Cam as I think they need to show more female tradies on TV. I think it's important for kids to realise they can do anything no matter what gender they are.'
	So what advice would she give to other girls/women considering a career as a painter?
	'Go for it—it's the best job you will ever do! Never give up, sometimes it gets tough but if you believe in yourself you will succeed. Be yourself and don't change who you are—you don't have to act like one of the boys to fit in, you can maintain your feminine side and you will be respected for it. Go to TAFE and get qualified. The Master Painters Association of NSW also run courses and have events for members. The most important thing though is to keep knocking on the door because one day it will open!'
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	New council 
	New council 
	to boost 
	economic 
	opportunities 
	for women

	The new Council for Women’s Economic Opportunity, recently announced by Minister for Women, Pru Goward, is designed to support women into greater economic opportunities.
	Bringing together experts from the engineering, construction, manufacturing, education and training industries, the Council will provide specialist advice to the NSW Government.
	'This Council is examining why women continue to be under-represented in large sectors of the workforce, and will champion solutions to increase the participation of women in non-traditional roles,' explained Ms Goward.
	One of the first tasks of the Council is to partner with industry and encourage more women to work in trades, ensuring a genuine movement towards gender equality.   
	'Industry can’t afford to pick the best from only 50 percent of the population. We all suffer when women are excluded from participation in trades and in technical fields,' Ms Goward said.
	Peter Brecht, Managing Director of Lend Lease’s Australian construction business and a member of the new Council said he was looking forward to supporting women in NSW to reach their full potential.
	'Gender equity needs to be viewed as a business imperative, a workforce goal that is pro-business and pro-economic development,' Mr Brecht said.
	Naomi Brennan, General Manager of MG My Gateway, echoed these sentiments adding that every trade should be traditional for girls and women.
	'I am pleased to contribute my experience and commitment to this goal for the benefit of NSW women and the NSW economy,' said Ms Brennan. 
	The new Council supports the goals in the NSW 2021 State Plan and provides particular emphasis to the areas of employment and economic empowerment. 
	For more information email: womennsw@facs.nsw.gov.au or see: www.women.nsw.gov.au
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	Whatever your mind can conceive and believe, it can achieve.NAPOLEON HILL
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	The Jumpstart Automotive course was a partnership with Orange TAFE and the NRMA in an attempt to address the skills shortage in the automotive industry by encouraging women into the industry. The course aimed to  provide students with the underpinning knowledge and skills to allow them to gain entry into the Automotive Mechanical sector of the industry as an apprentice or trainee. It also hoped to raise the public profile of the range of available career pathways in the industry and achieve a successful car
	The Jumpstart Automotive course was a partnership with Orange TAFE and the NRMA in an attempt to address the skills shortage in the automotive industry by encouraging women into the industry. The course aimed to  provide students with the underpinning knowledge and skills to allow them to gain entry into the Automotive Mechanical sector of the industry as an apprentice or trainee. It also hoped to raise the public profile of the range of available career pathways in the industry and achieve a successful car

	All in a days work for GrainCorp women
	All in a days work for GrainCorp women
	By Brenda Stevenson, GrainCorp
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	Alice McLeish is the Central NSW Commodity Manger for GrainCorp based at Dubbo. She manages grain origination and industry relationships in NSW and leads a team of grain merchants spanning the Central West, who just so happen to all be men.
	Alice McLeish is the Central NSW Commodity Manger for GrainCorp based at Dubbo. She manages grain origination and industry relationships in NSW and leads a team of grain merchants spanning the Central West, who just so happen to all be men.
	What path led you to this position?
	After completing a Bachelor of Agricultural Commerce at The University of Sydney, Orange campus, the territory beckoned. I joined a stock camp for a season before returning to NSW to work in an administration role with an agri business in Gunnedah. In 2006 my career path turned to GrainCorp’s merchandise arm in Narrabri. GrainCorp Marketing Services was emerging and I secured the position of Grain Merchant, with a new and dynamic team of people. I thrived in this position and could really put my people skil
	 

	Last year the Commodity Manager position became available. Typically, like many other women, I was reluctant to apply as I wasn’t sure I could ‘tick every single box’. Thankfully, due to the support of several leaders, I applied and was successful.
	What value do you place on mentoring? Has there been a mentor in your career/life?
	Recently I attended The Australian Regional Women Leaders Convention and I was reminded of a special mentor I had in my early career. When I first left university I took up a work experience role with Robbie Sefton who operates a rural communications and public relations business based in the north west. As Robbie spoke at the conference I reflected on what had happened in my life since I had worked for her eight years ago. I realised then what a profound influence she had on my life as she too had battled 
	 

	Mentoring is something GrainCorp has recently invested in and I believe it will benefit all involved greatly.
	What is your message for women considering a non-traditional role?
	Give it a go, what haven’t you got to prove! That you could do the role just as well … no hang on … better than the next person? I think you'll be pleasantly surprised to realise that many companies are focused on encouraging women to engage in their frontline operational roles.
	What challenges have you encountered along your career path. Describe one and how you overcame it?
	I was once unsuccessful for a second round interview for a job. When I asked why and how I could improve myself they said, ‘actually can you come in next week for another interview’. Low and behold I got the job! 
	 

	Use all the resources available to you, be confident and always ‘back yourself’ … even if you're not completely sure!
	What motivates you in your day-to-day role? Would you encourage women to take on a similar career? 
	Dealing with people in the bush always motivates me as they are motivated themselves. There are so many small businesses, communities and individuals that are doing great things. I would sincerely encourage women to take on a similar role as it exposes you to interesting people and they help to drive greatness within.
	    
	Sharon Medcalf is the Grain Services Manager for GrainCorp at Tottenham in the Central West.
	What path led you to this position? 
	I started with GrainCorp in 2006 as a Merchandise Sales Manager. Late 2009 the Site Manager at Tottenham retired and I was offered the opportunity to move across to the storage and logistics side of the business as the Grain Services Manager. My first year saw a record harvest into Tottenham which was rewarding but also challenging with a long wet harvest.
	 

	How do you juggle a family and your role within GrainCorp?
	Juggling a family and work can be difficult. I'm lucky to have a loving and supportive husband who shares the parenting responsibilities. We also receive generous support from Paul’s parents who are a wonderful help.
	What value do you place on mentoring? Has there been a mentor in your career/life?
	I place a lot of value on mentors in formal and non-formal arrangements. I have had several mentors who have been able to provide advice, support and guidance throughout my career. I found them to be of great value as I have been able to talk things through with them and they have supported me in my learning and have encouraged me to think outside the square.
	What is your message for women considering a non-traditional role?
	If you're genuinely interested in the role, nothing is impossible. Seek training to up skill and expand your knowledge. Be willing to put yourself out there. Don’t be afraid to make mistakes—so long as you learn from them. Ask for advice when needed and ask questions—I was once told the most stupid question of all is the one not asked—I live by this motto.
	Continued page 29
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	A grandma and still ‘sparking’
	A grandma and still ‘sparking’
	By Jannean Sharp, Orange
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	COMMUNITIES DOING IT FOR THEMSELVES
	COMMUNITIES DOING IT FOR THEMSELVES
	By Cath Carter & Glenda McCue, Crookwell
	 

	Moving out of drought our 
	Moving out of drought our 
	small dynamic Upper Lachlan 
	community began looking 
	at how we could secure a 
	sustainable future within our 
	region and not have to rely 
	on support from government. 
	With the help of a NSW DPI 
	Rural Support Worker and a 
	group of volunteers who'd 
	worked together as part of 
	the ‘Look After Your Mates’ 
	network, we decided to 
	develop ways we could build 
	on this experience. We became 
	known as the ‘2020 Group’ and 
	held a meeting discuss ideas.

	Youth leadership and climate 
	Youth leadership and climate 
	variability were two areas 
	we wanted to pursue but 
	we soon realised our ideas 
	required significant funding. 
	We decided to establish a 
	‘community trust’ to create 
	a locally managed process 
	that captured and provided 
	funding for local projects.

	The 2020 Group evolved into 
	The 2020 Group evolved into 
	the Upper Lachlan Foundation 
	(ULF) Steering Committee and 
	after a series of community 
	meetings the ULF now has 130 
	members and over $50 000
	 
	in capital funds invested to be 
	used on local projects. 

	The first ULF Board was elected 
	The first ULF Board was elected 
	in February 2012 and aims 
	to raise $2 million by 2013. 
	Volunteers have assisted with 
	all types of in-kind support 
	such as the creation of the ULF 
	logo and marketing banner. 

	The ULF is only possible 
	The ULF is only possible 
	because we have volunteer 
	energy from people who want 
	our small rural community 
	to be resilient and thrive. We 
	want to be self-sustaining into 
	the future and are happy to 
	share our learning with others.

	For more information see: 
	For more information see: 
	http://ulf.org.au or email: 
	info@ulf.org.au


	Jannean with her daughter Samantha – a 4th year apprentice electrician at Cadia Mines. 
	Jannean with her daughter Samantha – a 4th year apprentice electrician at Cadia Mines. 
	 


	I am the only female electrician in Orange doing domestic work. I think some clients like to shock people by telling them their electrician is a ‘woman’ just to see their reaction!
	I am the only female electrician in Orange doing domestic work. I think some clients like to shock people by telling them their electrician is a ‘woman’ just to see their reaction!
	I became involved in my trade 17 years ago out of a need to help my husband Andrew who did electrical contracting jobs after work and on weekends.
	I believed I needed qualifications so I could be more than a gofer. After our two girls started school I did an electrical trade course as a mature age student with the apprentices. At that time I was one of three women ever to go through that course at the Orange TAFE campus.
	Having qualifications has been a godsend as my husband has had to semi-retire as he has MS.
	I enjoy the interaction with people my job provides. A typical day starts around 7.30 am at someone’s home where I put in light fittings, power points or do general electrical repairs. We also have a couple of commercial maintenance contracts and do subcontracting.
	One of my biggest challenges has been my belief in my ability to be a competent electrician. When going for my trade ticket many didn’t believe a husband could teach a wife or that we could work together amicably but we have proved them wrong.
	One of the most important things I’ve learnt in the trade is SAFETY. There are not a lot of second chances. I also think starting the trade as an older person and working with my husband (who was a good teacher—and very patient) has given me confidence. In the early years clients would sometimes question my credentials—which was why I did the trade course. 
	I am also a ‘Level 2 Service Provider’ which means I can connect power to homes from pillar boxes and pits. As far as I know I am the only woman in NSW to have this licence.
	I’ve never gone out to try and prove myself. I do the work and pull my weight. The guys see this and don’t have a problem. It probably helps to have a sense of humour as well.
	If you pick this occupation because it is male dominated and you want to stand out it probably won’t work as the guys will see a fake and treat you as such. However, if you think this is what you’d like to do it's a great industry as domestic electrical work doesn’t require a lot of heavy lifting, you can work for yourself and get job satisfaction when clients are happy.
	I like to think people are aware of women’s abilities but there will always be those who think we should stick to the kitchen (and it’s not just the men). In my experience, when people see you can do the work, they respect your abilities.
	Women can bring different values to a work site. When I started the work site would go quiet because the guys didn’t know what to say or were afraid to swear. That’s no longer the case so they must be more at ease although they still try not to swear around me.
	There are more women involved in the electrical industry now than when I first started. It is amusing to remember how my daughter thought it was so embarrassing when I worked at her high school—and now she’s becoming an electrician herself!
	We have two girls and a grandson. My eldest, Melinda lives in Sydney and is studying interior design while working for a builder renovating bathrooms. Samantha, our youngest, is a 4th year apprentice electrician at Cadia mines.
	Being an electrician is the kind of job that doesn’t have an age barrier and I hope to continue working for many years as it keeps me young and fit.
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	Robbie Sefton (2002 NSW & ACT Rural Women's Award winner)runs Sefton & Associates (S&A)—a communication and marketing company with its heart, soul and business in rural Australia. 
	Robbie Sefton (2002 NSW & ACT Rural Women's Award winner)runs Sefton & Associates (S&A)—a communication and marketing company with its heart, soul and business in rural Australia. 
	Robbie is a woman with a mission. From the time she started working she wanted to prove she could run a fulfilling, independent and successful business in rural Australia. It wasn’t only for herself—she was determined to provide career opportunities for young rural women too.
	In 1997 she and her partner Alistair decided to make a new home in the Tamworth region of NSW to bring this dream to life.
	‘We packed up 4000 sheep and everything we owned and drove from Kojonup in WA, across the Nullarbor by truck to Coonabarabran,’ says Robbie.
	‘It was a long, hot, dusty trip! But we had a goal to keep us going: a life that balanced our farm business with my communication consultancy. 
	'I’d already been running my business for seven years in Perth and my focus hasn’t changed. I’m passionate about Australia’s regional, rural and remote communities and the people that live in them and keep them vital and alive.’
	Moving to Tamworth gave Robbie the chance to expand her consultancy and start providing employment for locals— primarily young women.
	‘Too many people encourage country kids to leave the bush and make a go of it in cities or overseas. I want to encourage them to gain experience and return to the country.
	Robbie's business provides tailored public relations and marketing strategies, leadership development programs, and community consultation services that help build a vibrant future for people living and working in rural, regional and remote Australia. She employs several women in her Tamworth office, plus regular consultants who work remotely and additional contractors who come in as needed for large projects.
	Based in Tamworth, Susie Buckland grew up in the district before shifting to Sydney to work with a multinational PR organisation. The potential for a satisfying and challenging career in PR helped her make the decision to return to Tamworth to work as a Senior Consultant.
	Erin Chillingworth is the offspring of one of Tamworth’s leading media families, with her mother editing the local newspaper and her sister a local newsreader. Erin is making good use of her regional media lineage as a PR consultant.
	Penny Cameron grew up on a cattle property in Gunnedah. Like many country girls, she left the district to study communication. She worked as a PR assistant before travelling the world and is now back working with the team as a PR consultant. 
	It’s a long way from Prime Ministerial protocol in Canberra to public relations in Tamworth, but when Sara Crowe fell in love with a Tamworth local, she left her job and headed north. She puts experiences like managing the arrangements for Barack Obama's visit to Australia to good use in servicing S&A’s government and corporate clients.
	Having organised major conferences and boutique special events in Sydney, Nadine Daly had her tree change when her family arrived and now thrives in an environment where she can combine her family and career.
	With skills and interests spanning science to gastronomy, Alison Treloar joined the team from Melbourne when her husband returned ‘home’. She has expertise with social media and online content and is amazing the team and clients with her skills. 
	An external contractor, Annabelle Hillsdon shifted to the country for family reasons. With a decade’s PR experience she moved to Black Springs to marry and now combines her senior PR consultant role with her family.
	Based in the Somerton region, Anna Charlton worked as a broadcast journalist before joining the team as a PR consultant and social media specialist. She won a Royal Agricultural Society of NSW Rural Achiever Award this year and in her spare time helps manage her Angus stud.
	Polly Yuille from Armidale was publicist for The Canterbury Bulldogs in Sydney before choosing to return to the country. She works as a media strategist from her home at Scone.
	Jesse Blackadder, based in the Northern Rivers of NSW, is a senior writer and also an award-winning novelist and journalist. Her involvement with sustainable agriculture and Landcare goes back to 1993 when she worked for Landcare Australia.
	Helicopter pilot and former NSW DPI beef officer Juliet McConachie settled in Jericho, Qld where she runs cattle. She works for S&A as the research and development extension specialist. 
	With 20 years PR experience, account director Karyn Lemon lecturers and tutors in public relations at the University of Sydney Technology and provides a Sydney presence for S&A.
	Robbie says it’s been hard but rewarding work pulling together such an experienced team, but she’s proud of what team members have achieved and the wonderful contributions they make to the business and to rural, regional and remote Australia. ‘It can be challenging finding qualified and experienced communication professionals who love living and working on the land,’ Robbie says. ‘But it is worth the effort, because it’s the people that make this business a success and they make a great contribution to rura
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	How to become a tradeswoman

	If you're considering becoming a tradeswoman then a practical nature combined with common sense, determination and persistence will stand you in good stead. It's currently not easy to gain an apprenticeship as a woman in non-traditional trades such as the building, construction and manufacturing trades. But it can be done and you may need to be prepared to keep trying. 
	So how do you begin? Find out more at: www.saltaustralia.org.au  Click on their 'support' section to read the full article.
	 
	 


	I get paid to 'go bush'
	I get paid to 'go bush'
	From 'Breaking Through: Stories of women in non-traditional occupations'

	THE NATIONAL 
	THE NATIONAL 
	THE NATIONAL 
	BROADBAND 
	NETWORK

	The National Broadband Network (NBN) is being rolled-out over the next 10 years and will provide faster and more reliable broadband access. 
	 

	Using optic fibre, fixed wireless and next-generation satellite the NBN will improve access to business and job opportunities, health, education and government services, and make it easier to share common interests and keep in touch.
	Access to the NBN will cost $24 a month with NBN Co offering free standard connection when rolled out in your area. For most people it will mean simply plugging in your existing equipment. NBN Co will contact you direct to explain your connection options. Consenting to the connection doesn’t mean you have to sign up for a phone or internet service straight away. You will still buy your phone and internet services from NBN accredited providers such as Telstra, Optus, iiNet and Primus, including those operati
	For more information see: www.nbn.gov.au or www.nbnco.com.au. For  general enquiries call the NBN Co Solutions Centre on Freecall 1800 881 816.
	Source: www.nbn.gov.au/files/2012/06/Connecting-Australia-Winter-2012.pdf
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	I always wanted to do a science degree. I also wanted to work and live in regional NSW. I was drawn to do a degree which involved fieldwork and that wasn’t just office based so I enrolled at the Australian National University to complete a Bachelor of Science Forestry.  At the time the career guide book said that this was degree was ‘not suitable for women’. This only made me more interested to do it. After some work experience with the Forestry Commission at Pennant Hills, Dungog and Walcha, I was hooked. 
	I always wanted to do a science degree. I also wanted to work and live in regional NSW. I was drawn to do a degree which involved fieldwork and that wasn’t just office based so I enrolled at the Australian National University to complete a Bachelor of Science Forestry.  At the time the career guide book said that this was degree was ‘not suitable for women’. This only made me more interested to do it. After some work experience with the Forestry Commission at Pennant Hills, Dungog and Walcha, I was hooked. 
	I’ve held a number of roles over the course of my career. I’ve been a Harvesting and Operations Forester, Acting District Forester, Operations Forester, Regional Planning Forester, Marketing Manager Wauchope, Timber Merchandising Manager Wauchope, Acting Regional Manager Mid North Coast and Regional Manager Central Region. I have completed an Executive Master of Business Administration at the University of Technology, Sydney.
	As Regional Manager I’m responsible for managing the central region of Forests NSW which covers over 400,000 hectares of state forest, from Gosford to Kempsey, Armidale and Tamworth. I supervise managers who are responsible for forest operations, harvesting, sales, recreation, tourism and planning.
	On average I spend one day a week in the field, two days travelling and attending meetings and two days in the office. My work is to make the key decisions for the running of the region, to ensure customer requirements are met, to maintain a high standard of environmental performance in our operations, to ensure the region meets its commercial obligations and to ensure the safety of all staff, contractors and forest users.
	I really enjoy my work. The people who work in this industry love and respect the forest and are great to work with. I get paid to ‘go bush’. Beat that! The timber products produced from our forests are fantastic. I have some of them in my home. The work is always different and there is nothing repetitive about it. 
	There have been a ‘few’ challenges throughout my career. Being female, being pregnant, being a single mum, the ‘wooden ceiling’, and only having few other female foresters to talk to. I was very persistent and continue to be. My attitude is that I can do, will do, and have done.
	In my view the biggest challenge for women in non-traditional occupations is getting to the top. Entering these professions is much easier now than it has been in the past—but there are still very few women in senior roles in non-traditional occupations.
	  
	BREAKING THROUGH
	Breaking Through tells the stories of 20 women who challenge convention about appropriate careers for women and who demonstrate that family friendly work practices and supportive workplace cultures are crucial in enabling women to reach their potential and advance their careers. To download your free copy and read more great stories go to: www.eeo.nsw.gov.au/women/breaking_through

	Regional Manager, Central Region, Forests NSW
	Regional Manager, Central Region, Forests NSW
	Kathy Jones
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	MEN'S MATTERS WITH GREG MILLAN
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	Building a calmer man
	Building a calmer man
	Welcome to this new 'Men’s Matters' column where I will be writing about issues of importance to all men. I believe that men are very concerned about their health and wellbeing these days and part of making men healthier is providing more information about men’s health concerns.
	Let’s start by looking at some ways of staying calm and relatively stress free in our lives.
	Stress is what happens to us when we get threatened by some change in our lives, and life is changing so rapidly that we can feel stressed every day. It’s not the changes in our lives that we can deal with that bother us, but the changes that we feel we can’t deal with that produce a sense of stress. Sometimes these can be changes to our health or our mobility as we grow older. 
	Stress can be short lived and manageable but long term it can lead to disturbances of physical, mental and emotional health, so it’s good to try and develop a plan for staying calm over the long term.
	Eating well and reducing your intake of sugar, salt and saturated fats will help you feel better and more able to cope. Resting, managing time better and taking some time out for your self is the way to stay more relaxed.  It’s also alright when we feel stressed to rest and sleep more as your body needs time out to repair and rebuild.
	Spending time talking with friends about what’s going on in your life has been proven to have one of the most significant impacts on reducing stress and restoring good health. Simple exercise, like walking more, swimming or running can help to keep you calm. It’s good to have a range of techniques that you can use to increase the level of calm in your life and whatever way you choose to relax, make sure what you do works for you.
	And don’t forget to keep a sense of humour and try to have a good laugh at least once a day. Like a good workout at the gym, laughter actually releases endorphins, the body’s own natural painkillers, and makes you feel better.
	Greg Millan is a national Men’s Health Consultant and can be contacted at greg@menshealthservices.com.au or www.menshealthservices.com.au 
	 
	 


	Keeping in touch with others is crucial for our health and wellbeing. Having regular, meaningful conversations is simple. Here's some pointers to help you connect with someone you think may be doing it tough.
	Keeping in touch with others is crucial for our health and wellbeing. Having regular, meaningful conversations is simple. Here's some pointers to help you connect with someone you think may be doing it tough.
	Ask R U OK? 
	Start a general conversation somewhere private. Build trust through good eye contact, open and relaxed body language. Ask open-ended questions to discuss concerns based on their behaviour.
	Listen without judgement.
	Guide the conversation with caring questions. The more they talk the better—a problem shared is a problem halved. Don’t rush to solve problems for them. It's better to have a full understanding of the issues. Listen without judging them as lazy or weak. They're trying to cope as best they can. Don’t give advice like 'cheer up' or 'pull yourself together' or 'you’ll be right mate'. It is important to let them know that it's good they're discussing it.
	Encourage action
	Summarise the issues and ask them what they plan to do. Encourage them to take one step, such as see their doctor. It is essential to follow up. Nothing changes until someone acts.
	Follow up
	People who are struggling often find it difficult to take action so it's important to follow up on how they're going. Put a note in your diary to call them in a week or sooner if they're desperate. Ask if they've managed to take that first step and see someone.
	Dealing with denial?
	If they deny the problem, don't criticise them. Acknowledge they're  not ready to talk. Say you're still concerned and ask if you can enquire again next week if there is no improvement.
	if you think the person is considering suicide?
	If you're worried that someone you know is doing it tough or is thinking about suicide, it's important that you give that person an opportunity to talk about it. Find a quiet and private space to ask them how they're feeling and whether they've had thoughts about suicide. Speak in a calm, confident and non-judgmental manner to help them feel supported and reassured.
	If someone says they're thinking about suicide, it's important you take it seriously. Tell them you care about them and you want to help. Don’t become agitated, angry or upset. Explain that thoughts of suicide are common and don’t have to be acted upon.
	It's also essential to determine whether they have formulated a plan to take their life. Ask if they've  decided how they will kill themselves or if they've begun to take steps to end their life. If they have, it is critical that you do NOT leave them alone and do NOT use guilt or threats to prevent suicide. Get immediate professional help or call emergency helplines such as Lifeline on 13 11 14 or the Suicide Call Back Service on 1300 659 467 for advice and support.
	For more information and a list of support agencies see:  www.ruokday.com.au  
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	Contributed by the Central West Catchment Management Authority (www.cw.cma.nsw.gov.au)

	'Melanie is a woman in a man’s world! She trades livestock and frequents sale yards—often receiving comments from the men that she's a rarity.'PIP JOB, LITTLE RIVER LANDCARE GROUP INC
	'Melanie is a woman in a man’s world! She trades livestock and frequents sale yards—often receiving comments from the men that she's a rarity.'PIP JOB, LITTLE RIVER LANDCARE GROUP INC
	 


	Melanie Kiel, her husband Dave and daughters Laura and Sara own and run ‘Mione’, a 135 acre property near Cumnock as a trade-cattle enterprise. Mel is the boss when it comes to the property. She buys and sells the cattle at the saleyard or online, and makes decisions about management on a daily basis. 
	Melanie Kiel, her husband Dave and daughters Laura and Sara own and run ‘Mione’, a 135 acre property near Cumnock as a trade-cattle enterprise. Mel is the boss when it comes to the property. She buys and sells the cattle at the saleyard or online, and makes decisions about management on a daily basis. 
	New to the region, the Kiels moved to Cumnock from Manildra about two years ago. They bought a small property that had been previously run with pigs and had a range of management issues, including heavy weed problems and limited water access in paddocks.
	After years working in Orange as a nurse and doing extensive travel around Australia, Mel and her family were ready for a change from traditional farming.
	These days, the Kiels are a great example of how to make a small farming enterprise work while managing it in a sustainable way.
	'Mione' supports an average of 55 head of cattle, which fluctuates depending on what Melanie can trade and how much feed is available.
	In addition to this, Mel also works part-time as a nurse and in the pathology centre at Molong and looks after her two young girls (aged seven and nine) who attend Cumnock Public School. Her husband Dave supports her in this role and also works as a farm contractor. The family also agist stock on two properties near Manildra.
	'We would love a bigger place, but I also want to be able to sleep at night! We feel good that we are running our place as well, and we turn off a similar amount of stock to a much larger operation, just due to the way we do things.'
	Mel and Dave agisted 200 acres near Manildra for a number of years. After having a bad experience with a sale they decided that ‘there had to be a better way’. In 2008 they attended a marketing course in Orange to learn how to better buy and sell their animals. 
	‘I came home after completing the course and just started doing it the next day. ‘Now I go to the yards and buy my own cattle. I know exactly how much I can afford to spend before I go to ensure I make a profit. It’s an empowering experience that allows me to feel completely in control of my business’.
	She also keeps in contact with other farmers using a similar approach through a marketing Mentor Group. The group meet every couple of months and provide an important support network to work through problems and share new ideas.
	Meanwhile, Mel and Dave were going through a tough time with their daughter’s health.
	‘Her allergies made us look at how people farm their land and the amount of pesticides and fertilisers used,’ said Mel.
	‘This can all filter through into our food so we have tried hard to limit our reliance on these artificial inputs. Something was just not right—there had to be a better way than the constant cycle of spraying and weeds.’
	They decided to attend a Holistic Management course run through TAFE in Orange. As a result they have implemented a sub-division program—splitting the property into 12 paddocks and installing watering points. They carried out weed control, and used ‘clean-up’ crops and high impact short duration grazing to move to a permanent perennial pasture base for their cattle trading business.
	‘It’s working really well, we are getting great response from the paddocks,’ Melanie reports.
	‘What was once wall-to-wall horehound is now moving to a great native pasture base. We want to produce happy and healthy cattle. I feel that we are doing that with our approach. We give them a good life while they are here and I think that gives a much healthier end product.’
	Melanie was introduced to Little River Landcare Group by a family that her daughters go to school with. Joining a Landcare group wasn’t an automatic thing for her coming into the area.
	‘There is still a definite ‘greeny’ stigma attached to Landcare, and I’m embarrassed to say that I didn’t really want to be involved in this type of group,’ she said.
	‘But I became friends with people in the group first and then realised the benefits of becoming a member. We’ve had lots of help from Pip at Little River Landcare in working out the details of what we do here.
	‘We’ve been able to go along and see so many excellent speakers through the field days and workshops that the group run. These days we really value our involvement in the group.’
	The Kiels are one of many farming families in Central West NSW committed to improving the environment, running a sustainable business and providing food and fibre to the wider community.
	To meet more Central West farmers and find out how you can celebrate the 2012 Australian Year of the Farmer see: www.cw.cma.nsw.gov.au
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	Emma Andrews is a 24-year-old Geologist working in the Coal Advice Section of NSW Trade & Investment at Maitland. She has a Bachelor of Science and believes education is the key not only to success but also independence.
	Emma Andrews is a 24-year-old Geologist working in the Coal Advice Section of NSW Trade & Investment at Maitland. She has a Bachelor of Science and believes education is the key not only to success but also independence.
	  What got you interested in Geology. How did you start out?
	

	I always enjoyed being outdoors and knowing how the environment works. When I finished Year 12 I saw myself working in the Earth and Environmental Science field—that’s when I chose to major in Earth Science.
	My first job out of uni was as a field geologist with a geological consulting company. I worked on coal seam gas exploration sites across NSW and QLD and coal exploration sites for mines in the Hunter Valley. Ten months later I started my current job, undertaking resource assessment and coalfield exploration for NSW Government Coal Tender Areas. So far, I have completed desktop studies and groundwork for a project set to start late 2012.
	The part of geology that most interests me is Sedimentology—the study of sediments such as sand, mud and clay and the processes that result in their deposition. By understanding these processes we can interpret geological history through observations of sedimentary rocks and features and understand current environmental issues such as climate change.
	  What does your typical day at work involve?
	Coal Advice has four main ares including: 1) conducting coal exploration and resource assessment to determine coal occurrence, volume and quality and provide information on geology and coal resources to meet government and industry need for resource planning and development; 2) landuse assessment: providing advice on the impact of landuse proposals such as housing developments, infrastructure and national parks on coal resources and mining projects and providing geological information to the public, local c
	 

	I've  been involved in all of these areas but most recently in titles administration. At the moment I spend 90 per cent of my time in the office and 10 per cent in the field. Once the exploration program gets underway my field time will increase.
	  What do you love most about what you do?
	The best part of my job would be gaining such a wide exposure to coal geology and the coal mining industry across NSW. Also the knowledge of other factors affecting coal in NSW like landuse planning, and finding a balance between a sustainable future, the environment and coal mining.
	  What advice would you give to women looking to start a career in the industry?
	Go for it! Women play a crucial role in any workplace, especially a scientific one. In an industry that is traditionally male dominated, more women are entering the industry bringing balance to the workplace and allowing women to get involved in things they are passionate about. Even though more time may be needed for women to reach those higher roles that are still primarily dominated by men, I see the future being extremely bright for women wanting to excel in their chosen career.
	  What are your plans for the future?
	In the near future, I hope to gain as much experience working at the Department as possible and work my way up to a senior position. With the current mining boom I think it's difficult to predict what I'll be doing in the distant future as there's so many opportunities. I may stay with the Department or venture out into the industry at a coal mine within NSW or QLD or even overseas.
	  As a woman in the industry have you faced any challenges? How did you overcome them?
	I haven’t found many challenges in terms of being a woman in the industry. I think the stereotype a few years ago was that the few women working in the industry were strong and tough women that had to shape up to the men. I think that has changed dramatically over the last few years. I have worked with more men than women and haven’t found it to be a real issue.
	  Do you believe women are more widely recognised and valued for their contributions in rural Australia?
	 

	I think recognition of women in rural industries is increasing compared to women in other corporate scenarios, however, I think the role women play in society is still largely underestimated in terms of carrying out the multiple roles of employee or breadwinner, mother and homemaker. Working women have always had to carry out multiple roles. I  think this has only recently started to change and will change more in the future as we see more women becoming the breadwinner and men taking on more roles at home 
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	What do you do? Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Officer


	Source: www.landlearnnsw.org.au/careers
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	Serge has an assignment for school. He has to interview an interesting person in his community and find out about their work. Serge has organised to meet with Lisa.
	Serge has an assignment for school. He has to interview an interesting person in his community and find out about their work. Serge has organised to meet with Lisa.
	Serge: What’s your job at Forests NSW?
	Lisa: Finding Aboriginal sites, cultural material and bush foods. Also, working in the forest and chatting with Elders.
	Serge: How does someone become an Elder? Is it like being a king or queen?
	Lisa: The role of an Elder is given to an elderly person in our community. There are no kings or queens in Aboriginal culture.
	Serge: Why are Aboriginal Elders so important?
	Lisa: Elders are the keepers of knowledge, they are the people who teach you your laws (lores) and customs in your community. They teach the songs and stories of the ancestors, birds and animals and the environment.
	Serge: Who are some of the other people you work with?
	Lisa: I work with lots of people but overall it’s the Aboriginal community and the foresters who manage State forests. It’s important for foresters to know about sites of Aboriginal significance in a forest area, especially when they’re writing a harvesting plan. Harvesting plans set out which trees can be harvested to provide timber and other forest products and protect things like animals, waterways and Aboriginal sites.
	Serge: What happens to an Aboriginal site during harvesting?
	Lisa: All Aboriginal sites have a buffer zone around them where no harvesting is allowed and the area is left undisturbed. Different sites vary in significance to the local Aboriginal community. As a result, buffers are different sizes—the most significant sites will have the widest buffer zone.
	Serge: Why are Aboriginal sites important?
	Lisa: They’re part of our heritage and tell us stories of how we live and the things that are important to us. Sites hold information about our culture and are used to teach our children. Maintaining these sites helps us  preserve our culture.
	Serge: What type of things do you find at Aboriginal sites?
	Lisa: Some of the sites contain rock art, axe grinding grooves, scar trees, water holes, middens, carvings, camp sites, hunting tracks, caves and rock shelters. Some sites you can’t even see. Sometimes Aboriginal people just have a special connection with a place of feeling for it.
	Serge: Is it true Aboriginal men and women have different sites?
	Lisa: Yes, there are women’ sites and men’s sites and each must protect their own.
	Serge: How many sites are there?
	Lisa: There are thousands of sites, many are thousands of years old. It’s important to be on the lookout because new sites are always being recorded.
	Serge: Can we go and see some Aboriginal sites?
	Lisa: You must contact the local Aboriginal Land Council to find out which sites you can visit.
	Serge: If some sites are rocks and things, they can’t really get damaged can they?
	Lisa: These sites have been there such a long time, even the weather over that time can cause damage. One of the main causes of damage is human activity and lack of understanding.
	Serge: Do you really like bush tucker?
	Lisa: Absolutely, I even make a really tasty kangaroo burger!
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	ARKIE SPARKLE TREASURE HUNTER: CODE CRIMSON
	ARKIE SPARKLE TREASURE HUNTER: CODE CRIMSON
	By Petra JamesReview by Emmerson Sharwood, Aged 7
	 

	The story is about Arkie and her archaeologist parents who have been kidnapped. Arkie is 11. She is a treasure hunter and is smart, funky, intelligent and cool! When she gets home she can't find her parents. Then she finds a note from her parents written in hieroglyphics. Arkie's cousin TJ and her dog Cleo help her look for her parents. They follow the clues and timeslip unsafely, wearing pyramid pants (these are pants you wear in Egypt), into a sandstorm in Egypt. At the end Arkie still hasn't found her pa
	The lesson I learnt is not to be rude to your family or wish for something you don't really mean because one day something might happen to them.
	Pan Macmillan AustraliaISBN: 9781742611105RRP $6.99
	 
	 


	Kangaroo Burger
	Kangaroo Burger
	Ingredients:
	400g kangaroo mince
	400g kangaroo mince

	1 egg
	1 egg

	½ cup bread crumbs
	½ cup bread crumbs

	1 tablespoon of dried herbs
	1 tablespoon of dried herbs

	1 small onion finely chopped
	1 small onion finely chopped

	1 clove of garlic
	1 clove of garlic

	¼ cup tomato paste
	¼ cup tomato paste

	1 grated carrot
	1 grated carrot

	Method:
	Combine ingredients, form 
	Combine ingredients, form 
	into hamburger patties and 
	shallow fry in a hot pan or bbq.

	To Serve:
	Place the hamburger pattie on 
	Place the hamburger pattie on 
	a hamburger bun and top with 
	your favourite salad. (Serves 4)


	ACTIVITY: Sharing what we know through stories, paintings, books and even cooking are ways we pass on information from one generation to the next. Often traditional ways of doing things change over time as the way we live changes.
	ACTIVITY: Sharing what we know through stories, paintings, books and even cooking are ways we pass on information from one generation to the next. Often traditional ways of doing things change over time as the way we live changes.
	  How would traditional Aboriginal people have prepared kangaroo thousands of years ago?
	  What has changed in the way Lisa, as an Aboriginal woman, prepares kangaroo?
	 What traditions do you and your family keep?
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	Twenty two year old Georgina Seward is an Apprentice Engineer with the Royal Flying Doctor Service* (RFDS) based in the outback at Broken Hill. 
	Twenty two year old Georgina Seward is an Apprentice Engineer with the Royal Flying Doctor Service* (RFDS) based in the outback at Broken Hill. 
	Georgina grew up in Broken Hill and attended Burke Ward Public School and then Broken Hill High   graduating in 2008. She says she developed a keen interest for mechanics early on.
	'Growing up, I remember Dad was always fixing our old cars. I would spend hours sitting and watching him, and then as I got older helping him out whenever I had the chance.'
	When she graduated from Year 12 Georgina applied to a few automotive courses at TAFE and the RFDS. She was fortunate to be offered an apprenticeship in Aircraft Engineering and started with RFDS the following February.
	'A great thing about an apprenticeship is you get to work on the ground while training, so in addition to my on-the-job training I attend Parafield Aviation Campus for two week blocks a few times a year.
	So what does a typical day for Georgina involve?
	'I help prepare the designated aircraft for clinic and on-call duties. Once the clinic aircraft has departed I start work on the aircraft that is in for a phase check—these are periodic inspections that have to be done on the aircraft after a certain amount of time or usage. We also deal with any problems the clinic or on-call aircraft may encounter during operations.'
	When asked what she enjoys most about her job Georgina says she loves the challenge of learning the complex aircraft systems and troubleshooting problems. But above all she loves the satisfaction she gets in knowing she is working on the aircraft that help save lives. And with the RFDS averaging 110 patient transports a day nationally in the 2011 Financial Year its clear that as an Aircraft Engineer Georgina plays a very important role in keeping patients safe.
	While still relatively new to the industry Georgina says she still has a lot to learn and she would like to think that as a woman who is working in a male dominated environment she is helping to challenge the stereotype and that hopefully her story will encourage other women to join the engineering profession.
	'Working in a male dominated environment has been difficult at times, however, I have been really lucky to have some very supportive people who have helped make the transition a lot easier. As time has progressed I have found acceptance and integration much easier.
	The pictures above show Georgina putting the finishing touches on an aircraft at the Broken Hill Base.
	Georgina's plans for the future include becoming a Licensed Aircraft Maintenance Engineer and gaining as much knowledge and experience as she can.
	Asked what advice she would give to women looking to start a career in the engineering industry Georgina says, 'If its something you really want to do don't let anything stand in the way. Engineering is a challenging but very rewarding occupation.
	* One of the largest and most comprehensive aeromedical organisations in the world the RFDS uses the latest in aviation, medical and communications technology to deliver extensive primary health care and 24-hour emergency service to people who live, work and travel throughout Australia. The service has a fleet of 61 aircraft operating from 21 bases located across Australia and provides medical assistance to over 278,000 people every year—that’s one every two minutes.
	For information on becoming an Aircraft Engineer see myfuture.edu.au and do a keyword search on 'Aircraft Maintenance Engineer'. For information on the RFDS see: www.flyingdoctor.org.au
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	Jamie Jones, TAFE NSW
	By 

	Lynelle Quakawoot, an Aboriginal student from Bourke is the 1000th student to be enrolled in a course through TAFE Western Connect.
	This new initiative launched in 2012 is bringing a wider range of training choices directly to the community.
	Lynelle is currently completing the Certificate III in Children Services via the connected classroom at Bourke College using video conference technology, as well as with the Children’s Services mobile learning unit.
	'I currently work part-time at the Bourke Preschool and am updating my skills for compliance legislation', said Lynelle.  
	'TAFE Western Connect was the perfect study option as I didn’t have to travel to Cobar or Dubbo, my training came to me.' 
	'I attend classes regularly joining my teacher in Dubbo and other students in western NSW using the connected classroom at the Bourke College. My teacher also brings the mobile learning unit to Bourke and then I get to practice all the theory that we have learned in class.'
	Students like Lynelle now have a range of courses available to them no matter where they live.
	To find out more about TAFE Western Connect see: www.wit.tafensw.edu.au or call 1300 TAFE Western.
	 
	 
	 


	Women take on the toughest job in the shed 
	Women take on the toughest job in the shed 
	by Jamie Jones, TAFE NSW
	Shearing is one of the toughest jobs on the land, but as men are lured into other industries the number of female shearers has increased from 97 to over 200 in the last few years—something that has prompted TAFE Western’s Dubbo College to create the first all-female shearing class.
	Frank Roberts, Head Teacher of Shearing at Dubbo College said, 'There is a need and demand to create pathways to employment for women in the wool industry. Shearing is the biggest paying job in the shed and women are keen to try their hand at it.
	'The first class included 13 female students from 17 to 40 years of age and they learnt all aspects of the rigorous career a shearer can expect. Upon completion of the Certificate II in Shearing course women are immediately employable and able to earn up to $200 a day.'
	The students came from various backgrounds throughout NSW and have taken up the course for a number of different reasons. One student would like the skills to shear her own small flock; others wanted to advance their current wool handling skills, while some were looking for a career change.
	Brooke Colley, a young student from Mudgee said, 'I first picked up the shears at the age of eight. I want to be able to shear my parent’s sheep and I already have a few other shearing jobs lined up. I’m looking forward to completing my apprenticeship and getting out there to use my skills.'
	The first job the students learn is crutching (crutching is the removal of wool from the eyes, face and flystrike prone areas of the sheep.) By the end of the course the female graduates were able to shear the entire animal focusing on position and control. Compared to men, women on the whole have a better eye for detail and more empathy for the sheep,' said Frank.
	To find out more about courses available in your community see: www.wit.tafensw.edu.au or call 1300 TAFE Western.
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	NSW Rural Women's Gatherings

	A special limited edition celebratory tea towel will be available for $6  at the Parkes Women's Gathering, or contact RWN.
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	A woman who rocks!
	A woman who rocks!
	Joanne Morrison, Geologist,  Orange
	As a child I had a rock collection but I wasn't particularly interested in a career in mining. It was simply the way things worked out. 
	I grew up in Sydney, spent two years travelling around the United Kingdom after school before going to university to study Geology and Marine Geology because I enjoyed those subjects.
	After uni I started work in exploration in remote areas of Australia. The day-to-day work varied and involved a lot of outdoor physical work and travel. 
	One of the biggest challenges working in remote locations is that it takes you away from your family and friends. I have had to miss birthdays, weddings and other events which have been hard. The best way to deal with the isolation for me, was to regularly contact my close friends. After a few years I wanted to travel less and applied to work at Cadia mine where I am today.
	A typical day always involves a safety meeting to discuss the shift tasks. I then drive out to the exploration leases to check on the drilling rig and review the rock core that is brought to surface. I take the core back to the core yard where it's my job to log and sample the core for geochemical analysis. I usually spend most of my day at the core shed reviewing and logging rocks. In the afternoon I head back to the office to plot the data using 3D modelling programs to see how the rocks differ over space
	I love the variety in my day and the science of geology, which I can most accurately describe as putting a puzzle together. It’s really fun and often we are working with some of the newest scientific techniques. I also enjoy being involved in researching new exploration and geochemical analysis techniques and I am currently completing a Masters in Economic Geology.
	Listening to the older geologists in the industry has taught me a lot, especially those little things that can be passed on from working in a team—the stuff that doesn’t come from a text book, but from years of experience. Remote exploration also taught me just how capable and innovative we can be when our support systems are a long way away.
	Perceptions across the mining industry are changing quickly and women are becoming more recognised as an important part of the work force and as contributors to regional economies in a variety of roles. And the pay is good too!
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	I grew up in Orange and have spent most of my life here. After school I worked in a photo lab in Sydney for five years before moving back to Orange. I spent the next 12 years working in the retail industry before having a career change to work at our local mine. I’m currently in my third year of an adult electrical apprenticeship with Newcrest Mining’s Cadia Valley Operations. 
	I grew up in Orange and have spent most of my life here. After school I worked in a photo lab in Sydney for five years before moving back to Orange. I spent the next 12 years working in the retail industry before having a career change to work at our local mine. I’m currently in my third year of an adult electrical apprenticeship with Newcrest Mining’s Cadia Valley Operations. 
	About five years ago there was a lot of media attention about women in mining. I was starting to feel a bit stale in my job and it sparked an interest in me to try something different. When I heard jobs were available I applied and three months later was working there.
	I started out as a Quality Control Technician checking the ground support in the underground mine to ensure it met mining and safety standards. I also worked as a Mine Technician driving trucks underground and did some geology sampling. Three years ago an adult apprenticeship program gave me the opportunity to gain my trade as an electrician. I like a challenge and it’s been a big one! 
	A typical day starts and finishes with a handover safety meeting to discuss the work that has been completed in the previous shift and safety information and improvements. My current shift is six days on six off. I work 12 ½ hour shifts across days and nights.
	My daily tasks constantly change. I could be disconnecting or reconnecting motors or doing maintenance to prevent breakdowns. I’m always learning new things.
	We also do regular training. I completed accelerated certificates 3 and 4 at TAFE for my apprenticeship and have done working at heights, confined space, first aid and elevated work platform workshops.
	We’re not limited to just electrical work—we support other mechanical areas as well. I get to meet a lot of people and I enjoy being part of a team, learning from the various tradespeople as they pass on their expertise. One of the most important things I learnt is that safety is paramount in everything we do. 
	Some people think that you have to be rough to work in the mining industry—it's not true. You can’t be a princess, but you can still retain your femininity. I’ve learned that if you’re interested and keen you can make it happen, so go for it!
	My goal is to become a licensed electrician. There's a lot of opportunities if I stay or I can maybe travel within the company.

	From farmer to rocking restorer
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	By  Libby Bailey, Murrami

	I live in the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area, a purpose built irrigation system set up in the early 1900s to drought proof NSW. In the early 2000s an enduring drought hit the majority of Australia.
	I live in the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area, a purpose built irrigation system set up in the early 1900s to drought proof NSW. In the early 2000s an enduring drought hit the majority of Australia.
	In 2003 it was the first time since 1927 no rice was grown on our irrigation property, Craigie Lea. We had insufficient water to grow crops and used our small allocation to growing fodder oats for sheep feed. Just as this was getting to grazing height it was completely wiped out by locusts. We had to set up an intensive feedlot mixing rations to feed 650 lambs twice a day in a 1 hectare yard to get them to market weight. 
	With no water, growing costs and little income, our small intensive irrigation farm ground to a halt and we had to think of alternatives.
	I could no longer face or maintain interest in my garden and the ‘black dog’ was my constant companion.
	Listening to the radio one afternoon I heard a mental health worker talking about doing something for 30 minutes every day that you really enjoy to help with depression. 
	I took heed, but the difficulty was finding something enjoyable… then I happened to looked down the hallway and saw—a rocking horse.
	In earlier years we showed thoroughbreds and hacks throughout the Riverina and later did dressage. I was a member of the NSW Advanced State Squad and a Dressage judge, so a love of horses was strongly established.
	In December 1992, just before our grandson was born I had been to woodwork classes and made him a rocking horse.
	Several years later In 2004, I found a broken rocking horse in a Wagga Wagga second hand shop. He was in a very sorry state, head falling off and had a ski rope harness. I brought him home to save him. Little did I know this rocking horse would end up saving me and become that rocking horse I had seen in the hallway.
	Remembering how much joy I had restoring him to active service, I placed an advertisement in regional papers: ‘Wanted: wooden rocking horses suitable for restoration’.
	Gradually I began to get horses to restore which kept me busy, active and helped to push the black dog away.
	Since then I've spent endless happy hours in an old 1920s farm shed rebuilding and restoring tired old horses—each with its own story to tell.
	Lizzy, was found in Lismore beside a skip bin, the pieces packed into a box and sent to me for restoration. 
	Lizzy was a beautiful English rocking horse (c1910. ) made by one of the best makers. With the guidance of Tony Jackson from England (using the internet) Lizzy was brought back to life.
	Today, I honestly can’t say how many rocking horses have been restored. We have a wonderful collection of rocking horses in all shapes, sizes and ages made from tin, fibreglass, paper mache and of course wood.
	From the tiny 19 inch Roebuck Rocker Colt to a whopping 55 inch 1880s English bow horse, our ‘stable’ includes peddle ponies and velocipedes, toddler walkers, pull horses, bows, swing stands and spring stands, from renowned English and Australian manufacturers.
	The horses for restoration travel to us from all over Australia and one I am working on at the moment is going back into ‘active service’ to the 5th generation of the one family. 
	These are the horses I enjoy working on the most—loved and respected over many years with nostalgic joyful family memories that are treasured—not resold or moved on.
	We now have open days during local festivals and more recently tour buses bring groups, as well as rocking horse owners and collectors wanting to see our collection.
	From unusual beginnings I have made friends and contacts all over Australia and the UK—some the world’s very best restorers. They share their friendship, expertise and knowledge about every aspect of identification, collecting, repairing, restoring, conserving and preserving antique, vintage and collectable rocking horses via internet forums.
	We have a website where rocking horse owners can find valuable information to identify, refer or buy and sell horses. We travel extensively picking up tired horses to come through our shed for rebuilding and restoration. When finished they are carefully packed up again to return home to their families. 
	It is a wonderful pastime that emerged from the adversity of drought. I am so pleased that my farm in the Riverina can now bring not only joy to myself but to others as well.
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	Libby Bailey is a rocking horse 
	Libby Bailey is a rocking horse 
	restorer and collector. She can 
	restore your much loved rocking 
	horse back to its former beauty 
	or you can purchase one for your 
	very own from her wonderful 
	collection of fine English and 
	Australian rocking horses.

	T: 02 6955 2235 or 0427 607 737
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	info@rockinghorserestorations.com.au
	 
	www.rockinghorserestorations.com
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	Lisa Thomas has seen many changes in the industry during the 27 years she has been working as a ranger, but what hasn't changed is her passion for what she is doing to help the people of her community.
	Lisa Thomas has seen many changes in the industry during the 27 years she has been working as a ranger, but what hasn't changed is her passion for what she is doing to help the people of her community.
	Growing up on a farm near Temora Lisa always planned to have an ‘outside’ job. When she finished school she went to University at Wagga Wagga and studied fine arts specialising in silver smithing. She said that being a poor uni student meant she couldn’t wait to earn some money and so she applied for a job as a Rabbit Inspector at Dubbo while on a break. 
	Lisa started out as the first female Rabbit Inspector with the Pastures Protect Board in 1985 before taking on the role of Noxious Animal Inspector with the Rural Lands Protection Board—a role she says allowed her to undertake a wider range of activities and become ‘multi-skilled'. For the next 27 years she worked as a ranger and is currently a Senior Ranger with the Central West Livestock Health & Pest Authority (LHPA). 
	When asked what got her interested in the role Lisa said, 'the idea of working outside has always been appealing but the best thing is that you're actively helping the community.'
	So what does a typical day at work involve for Lisa?
	'I provide management support to my team of rangers and field assistants and work closely with a senior management team for Central West LHPA. My day involves anything from writing and reviewing policies and procedures, answering enquiries at many levels, inspecting properties for stock carry capacities, auditing 1080 usage, preparing pig bait, and if I’m lucky I might get a day out of the office to speak with landholders about on-farm issues like locust, mice or feral pigs.
	Lisa says she loves the variety and scope of her work as it makes the job interesting and hardly a days goes by where she doesn't learn something new. 
	'I love working directly with the landholders to achieve good results for the initiatives we deliver, like assisting farmers to cull sheep with footrot, undertaking rabbit baiting programs or providing support to get landholders to coordinate fox and pig bait groups.'
	Australia's primary industries have a strong tradition of being innovative and adaptive to new challenges and this is also the case for LHPAs rangers. 
	'Being a ranger means undertaking pest animal control  to protect our agricultural and livestock industry from threat of disease as well as protecting our native animals. Rangers work closely with District Vets to provide support in animal health matters and protect Australia's  biosecurity. 
	'In the pest animal frontier we trial different bait types or techniques for suitability and work closely in the field with research companies. Recently we have begun using remote cameras for a variety of tasks and have been educating landholders in the use of these on-farm to identify pest numbers, species and habits and for farm security. 
	Lisa says that working in a fairly male-dominated environment has had its challenges.
	'Very early on I experienced some resentment in the workplace. I had to work hard, show resilience and demonstrate I could get the jobs done, even if I did have to ask questions! My male colleagues cut me no slack and expected me to fill the gap, so I worked side by side with landholders, working manually, so I could understand what they needed from me. I was surprised how quickly I was treated with respect and held in good esteem for my efforts.
	Along the way I learnt some key lessons on the job including the fact that not everyone likes you and you can get shot at! (True story). I also found it is important to listen to what people are telling you and to never assume you know it all, that it's important to get back to people with answers to their questions and you need to maintain a sense of humour at all times.'
	For women considering a career as a ranger Lisa says that like most jobs the training comes from the experience of doing the tasks yourself so you can appreciated what it involves.
	'My whole 27 years has been ‘work experience’! I have worked alongside landholders in the steep hills at Euchareena putting out carrot bait by hand and falling off hills into Tiger Pear, and I have spent a good part of my time tipping thousands of footrot sheep, telling myself if nothing else it is good exercise.'
	So what advice would she give to women considering becoming a ranger? 'Don’t hesitate in applying. Women are now well received in the field and are treated with respect, especially if you talk straight and can demonstrate you know what you're talking about. If you want to work outdoors and enjoy the benefits of fresh air and a healthy lifestyle, this is one of those fortunate fields.
	When asked if she believes women are more widely recognised and valued for their contributions in rural Australia, Lisa says she doesn't see the discrimination or the sexism of the 1980s. 
	'I believe women are now seen as equally intelligent and capable in all areas of agriculture. Many executive committees are chaired by extremely influential and knowledgeable woman who have worked their way into these positions by sheer determination. Having the  ability to make a difference because you have something to offer should not be viewed as gender based.'
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	Story by Victoria Taylor, Flourish Communications
	 

	As an 18-year-old computer programer at Ricegrowers’ Cooperative in Leeton, Gillian Kirkup received a valuable piece of advice. The only female in a team of 13, it was the tea lady who told her, 'always be yourself; don’t try to be one of the boys.'
	As the first female Chairman of Murrumbidgee Irrigation and the only female Director on the SunRice and Rice Research Australia Pty Ltd Boards, it’s a piece of advice she still considers a 'gem' to this day.
	'Women bring skills to a Board, just like everybody else,' she says. 'But there are definitely differences in communication styles between men and women. We speak and interact differently, which can cause some tension. But you have to stay true to yourself.'
	Gillian’s career as a programmer and business analyst was put on hold when she and husband Barry moved out to the family farm at Leeton in 1996. Running the business side of the farm and with two young children meant her 60–70 hour working weeks were no longer practical.
	'I loved looking after the children, loved being on the farm and managing that business, but didn’t have a direction for myself. My own identity was very important.' 
	Gillian decided a longer-term goal would be to seek a Board position that allowed her to use her business skills, while providing some flexibility in her working arrangements.
	She started by joining the Ricegrowers’ Association of Australia (RGA), assisting with the coordination of conferences, playing an active role in her local Branch, eventually rising to become a member of the Central Executive. It gave her an opportunity to put something back into an industry that was pivotal to her family and wider community.
	She credits the RGA with providing her with the skills and networks she needed to take the next step in seeking a Board role, but says all experience is useful.
	'Everything I’ve done in my life, when I look back, has contributed to me being elected and being able to contribute as a Director.'
	'Often the careers that you have before you join a Board are really valuable. And often women have different careers to men and it’s that perspective that makes a huge difference.'
	Gillian considered that it was extremely important to gain professional training and skills to be a director and to seek out additional opportunities to increase her knowledge. 
	'I made a conscious decision to train. I took every opportunity offered to me.'
	What started out as a need for flexible work arrangements has turned into an all-consuming seven days a week job for Gillian.  Along with Murrumbidgee Irrigation and SunRice, she is also an elected Director of the Rice Marketing Board for NSW.
	'I love the interaction of the three Boards. Between them they represent the fabric of our community. And as a Director, if you have a good business, then 3000 farmers have the possibilityof a good business as well.'
	 

	And it’s these 3000 farmers that are Gillian’s focus as governments negotiate the Murray-Darling Basin Plan, which will most likely remove water from the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area.
	'It’s going to be difficult in the short term. As water leaves a closed irrigation system, efficiencies no longer hold and economies of scale are threatened.'
	But Gillian believes the future can be bright. 
	'It’s a matter of surviving the short-term and redefining ourselves which could take 10 years. It’s a bright future; it’s just a future that we will have to think outside the square to make work profitably. Those farms that have chosen to keep their water with a vision for how to do things better and smarter, will be the winners.
	'The family farm is still the best business model, but it’s truly more of a business, it’s not a lifestyle anymore. Every person needs proper financial training in addition to understanding the science of farming.
	'The Basin Plan will, in my view, result in generational change and we must ensure the young men and women taking over farms are supported.'
	When asked for her advice for young women interested in a Board career, Gillian points to conviction as being the most important driver.
	'Being a director is not an easy thing, you’ve got to realise it’s a really serious job, with serious consequences for getting it wrong. But don’t let that put you off.'
	A good training ground, says Gillian is community groups and organisations.
	'Get involved. Never let an opportunity go by and allow yourself to have a go at something different.
	'In the end, you have to do what you do because you believe in it.'
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	In a small corner of the Granite Belt,
	Where everybody’s concerns are heartfelt,
	Farmers and graziers, at Amiens meet
	To collect their mail, and others they greet;
	They enquire after state of health and crops,
	And what might happen if price of wool drops.
	Not one negative word will be spoken,
	Now that the drought has finally broken;
	They talk of their faith in next season’s yield,
	And how they will finish ploughing the field
	In readiness for the nest crop to grow, 
	So the seed can be sown, row after row.
	When grass in the paddocks finally grows;
	Relief on faces of graziers shows;
	Hand feeding their stock has kept them alive;
	With water in dams their sheep can survive;
	If rain should continue throughout the year;
	Of going bankrupt, they will have no fear.
	Through many a hardship one thing remains,
	Their sense of humour they will never change,
	Because it helps save them when all else fails, 
	They live with hope each season will promise
	They’ll collect their cheques at the post office.
	LYN MANTELL, WILBERFORCE 
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	Tess Herbert, Eugowra
	My background is not an agricultural one. I was a Teacher for many years when I met and married my husband Andrew, a fifth generation mixed farmer from Eugowra in the Central West. Andrew had always been passionate about the intensive feeding of production animals, first pigs and then cattle. As with most mixed farms, my off-farm income was important so I continued to work while having and raising three children. 
	I was on maternity leave with my third child in 2001 when Andrew asked if I would consider not going back to teaching and instead expand and relocate our existing small opportunity feedlot. I agreed, thinking it was a more family friendly option than driving the 80–100 kms every day to town to teach. I was trying to find ways to make returning to full-time teaching work with a small baby and children at school/preschool in another town.
	We began construction of Gundamain Feedlot in 2001 and the first cattle entered in 2002. The feedlot is licenced for 6000 head and employs 15 staff. After several years of custom-feeding (where other people owned the cattle and we fed them) we now have full ownership of the cattle.
	Several years ago we expanded our cattle feeding enterprises and in 2006 entered a partnership and constructed a 10 000 head cattle feedlot at Coonamble. The yard custom-fed all its cattle.
	In 2010 we purchased Ladysmith Feedlot, near Waggga Wagga, a yard licenced for 6500 head. During 2010–12 we had three yards in NSW. This year we sold our interest in Coonamble Feedlot to concentrate on our two yards where we have majority ownership of the cattle.
	I'm now totally immersed in the cattle feedlot industry and am responsible for the compliance and administration our two present yards. I have no formal qualifications in agriculture (other than a half-finished Rural Management degree), and my teaching qualifications—an Arts degree, Graduate Diploma of Education, and a Master of Letters in Victorian Literature—have not been that handy!
	In 2009 I was asked to join the Australian Lot Feeders Association (ALFA), the Peak Industry Council for the grain fed cattle industry. I have since been elected to Council and love being involved at the policy level of my industry. I currently chair the Animal Health & Welfare Committee within Council. ALFA is a progressive and proactive Peak Industry Council which is reflected both in its general membership and the makeup of its Council. There are currently two women councillors; Gina Lincoln, who has wor
	Cattle feedlotting may appear to be male dominated industry but in fact it is very female friendly. At Ladysmith Feedlot our management team consists of a female manager, livestock supervisor and mill supervisor—all of whom were the best people for the job. They are running a very efficient and effective enterprise. Our livestock manager at Gundamain is also a woman.
	The feedlot industry welcomes and encourages women's participation. Feedlotting is generally a precise and technology intensive industry and I think this is what attracts many of its employees—daily you can see and measure performance. It is an ideal career for anyone agriculturally minded who loves working with animals. 
	I am currently part of the Australian Rural Leadership Program Course 18 which finishes in Tasmania in September. It is an intense 18 months and I will miss it and my 30 fellow participants when it finishes. The course has given me the skills and passion to want to continue to operate at the agriculture policy and leadership level and I think I can best do this within the cattle industry—it is what I love and what I know.
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	An initiative of the Rural Industries Research & Development Corporation, The Horizon Scholarship provides students living in Australia who are studying an agriculture-related degree at university a $5000 annual bursary as well as:
	 Annual industry work placements to enable students to be better equipped for the workforce on completion of their degree.
	 Mentoring partnerships with university faculty members and industry leaders.
	 Professional development workshops.
	 Opportunities to network and gain knowledge at a range of industry events.
	To be eligible, students must be entering their first year of university and be studying a degree related to agriculture, such as  Agricultural Science, Rural Science, Livestock/Animal Science, Veterinary Science or Agribusiness. Scholarship recipients will be selected on the basis of their commitment to a career in agriculture, as well as their leadership potential and high school academic record. 
	Applications open November 2012 and close 1 February 2013. For more information see: www.rirdc.gov.au/horizon or call RIRDC on 02 6271 4100.
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	Agriculture is not just about jobs, it's about rural communities as well. If we don't encourage young people and get them into agricultural careers, it's going to be rural communities that suffer too! 
	Agriculture is not just about jobs, it's about rural communities as well. If we don't encourage young people and get them into agricultural careers, it's going to be rural communities that suffer too! 

	The school girl who wants to be a mechanic
	The school girl who wants to be a mechanic
	Adapted from article by Steve Green, Inverell Times. Re-printed with permission.
	One day in auto class was all it took for Inverell High School Student, Courtney Harrison, to realise that her future lay in the automotive industry. She is currently doing a school-based apprenticeship as a diesel mechanic with Dieselequip in Inverell.
	School-based apprenticeships and traineeships give students the opportunity to attain a nationally recognised Vocational Education and Training qualification as well as their Higher School Certificate while gaining valuable experience and work skills through paid employment.
	'I just love it, I get excited about being able to get dirty and fix things. It’ll take about five years to complete my full apprenticeship, the school based bit goes for year 11 and 12 and that covers the first year of my apprenticeship,' Courtney said.
	'I’ve been talking to a couple of people who are mechanics and they said they had girls going through with them when they went through and they said they did well.
	'I might actually listen and take notice a bit more than the boys, possibly think about it a bit more than they would and take a bit more care,' Courtney said.
	No-one else in Courtney’s family is a mechanic so she said she is at a loss to explain her passion for the career.
	'Hopefully, eventually I will own my own shop and will be doing my own repairs and stuff,' Courtney said.
	'The fact that I’m a girl could limit employment at times, it could make people think more about taking me on, but If I keep up my physical strength I’ll keep up fine,' she said.
	Dieselequip's Ross Worgan said he doesn't see Courtney’s gender as a problem.
	'In the automotive industry there are plenty of girls who do a good job, they’re very capable and can do it if they want to,' Ross said.
	'It is traditionally a male orientated industry, but there is a growing number of females joining. She may strike a bit of peer pressure from the blokes, but I don’t see any real problems.
	'It’s all different these days, we use computers and everyone has paperwork. You’re not just underneath a car all day.
	Senior student school-based apprentices for automotive, hospitality, metals and engineering trades spend one day each week on work based training with a minimum of 100 days over two years, apprentices for the building trades undertake 144 days of work-based training and plumbing trades apprentices 180 days. 
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	Samantha Townsend (better known as Sammi) lives at Lyndhurst in the Central West. She is in her first year at Charles Sturt University, studying a Bachelor of Agricultural Business Management. Sammi has a passion for agriculture and hopes to encourage this same passion in other young people and perhaps entice them into a career in agriculture too.
	'Our farmers feed and clothe the world, and whether you're a farmer, or in another agricultural career such as agribusiness, these roles are going to be very important in our future, in not only Australia but the world!' Sammi said.
	'Agriculture is an ageing industry and if more youth don't enter the industry, how are we going to keep feeding and clothing the world in the future? The world population is growing, yet the numbers of people wanting to enter agriculture as a career is diminishing!
	'Agriculture isn't just about jobs, it's about the rural communities as well. If we don't encourage young people and get them into agricultural careers, it's going to be rural communities that suffer too!
	'I live in a rural community and it's the greatest lifestyle.'
	Sammi is a member of her local Rural Fire Service and the Carcoar Show Society and a 2012 Young Farming Champion. 
	'As a 2012 Art4Agriculture Young Farming Champion.
	'As a Young Farming Champion I get to visit city schools and share my story and experiences with High School students and let them know about the fantastic careers on offer in agriculture. We had our first training weekend at Jamberoo in June and what a fantastic experience it was! I highly recommend it if you have a passion for agriculture and are aged 18 to 35.
	Sammi recently created the Youth in AGtion website to share her experiences of studying Agriculture at University. It includes links to tools and resources for young people interested in a career in agriculture and you'll also find links to Rural Arts so you can see another talented side of people who live in rural Australia. Blogs, scholarship and mentor opportunities are also promoted. 
	Check out Sammi's website: youthinagtionaustralia.com for inspiration and to start planning your career!
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	Dr Patricia Hamilton, Australian Women in Agriculture
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	Australian Women in Agriculture (AWiA) is an organisation created to help women involved in the development and sustainability of Australian primary industries and communities. It has been operating since 1993 and will celebrate its 20th anniversary on 14 February 2013. AWiA is an incorporated body maintained by volunteers and is funded through members’ subscriptions, corporate members and sponsorship. 
	Australian Women in Agriculture (AWiA) is an organisation created to help women involved in the development and sustainability of Australian primary industries and communities. It has been operating since 1993 and will celebrate its 20th anniversary on 14 February 2013. AWiA is an incorporated body maintained by volunteers and is funded through members’ subscriptions, corporate members and sponsorship. 
	AWiA is like a huge spider’s web, always a part of our lives as we continue to grow and share our amazing stories through our wonderful network of women. Our task as members is to contribute positively to all aspects of agriculture from our wealth of personal experience, community understanding and industry knowledge. Throughout the last 20 years, we have built and nurtured our networks to strengthen the political and economic force of women in rural communities and to achieve change with governments at all
	Over the last three years AWiA was fortunate to receive five grants from the Commonwealth Department of Agriculture, Fisheries & Forestry to strengthen the skills and knowledge of women in agriculture. Three of these grants were used to developing the leadership and decision making capacity of 48 younger women across Australia - all of who relished the opportunity to build and strengthen their networks and develop their leadership and decision making capacity so they can better contribute to their rural ind
	The resilience of members is inspiring with women ready to seize opportunities to improve and share their skills and knowledge; take risks to develop their businesses; use the forum for vigorous debate; connect through our series of teleconferencing; post on our Facebook site; send messages on Twitter; represent the network  at events and functions, and engage in debate and offer diverse viewpoints. By joining the AWiA family you will meet other amazing women who will influence your journey as women cross b

	Jan Richards is the Manager of Central West Libraries, a regional library service centred on the city of Orange. She is a Member of the Library Council of NSW, Chair of the Australian Library & Information Association (ALIA) Public Libraries Advisory Committee—the peak body for public libraries, and is on the International Federation of Library Associations Standing Committee on Public Libraries. She was previously President of the ALIA.
	Jan Richards is the Manager of Central West Libraries, a regional library service centred on the city of Orange. She is a Member of the Library Council of NSW, Chair of the Australian Library & Information Association (ALIA) Public Libraries Advisory Committee—the peak body for public libraries, and is on the International Federation of Library Associations Standing Committee on Public Libraries. She was previously President of the ALIA.
	WHAT MOTIVATED YOU TO BECOME INVOLVED?
	I am a great believer in 'giving back', whether it be to your family, community or your professional association. I have been actively involved in various initiatives since I started work as a trainee librarian in the 1970s but there are times when you need to take that next step and assume a leadership role. For me that's been over the past 10 years. My involvement in these and other projects could also be attributed to my inability to say 'no!'
	WHAT DO YOU GET OUT OF BEING INVOLVED IN THESE ROLES?
	I am passionate about public libraries and the pivotal role they play in our communities—especially in regional and rural Australia. Being engaged at an executive level, advocating for public libraries, developing partnerships and extending the range of services available gives me a great sense of achievement. It has also provided me with the opportunity to meet wonderful people, travel to some amazing places and have my ‘ideas bank’ constantly refreshed (sometimes to the dismay       of those closest to me
	HAVE YOU EXPERIENCED ANY OBSTACLES? WHAT'S ONE OBSTACLE YOU HAVE OVERCOME?
	The biggest obstacle I have faced is my own tendency to take on too much and then panic about how I’m going to get everything done. I’ve overcome this by trying to be more organised, practicing saying ‘no’ and being philosophical when things slip through the radar.
	WHERE DO YOU GET YOUR SUPPORT?
	 Without the unwavering encouragement and support of my colleagues at Central West Libraries and the wider library and information community, and my family and friends, I wouldn’t be able to do a quarter of what I do. It also helps to be able to lose myself in a good book! 
	WHAT IS YOUR MESSAGE TO WOMEN WANTING TO BECOME INVOLVED IN DECISION MAKING?
	Trust in yourself and take that first step, you won’t regret it! 

	DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CAN HAPPEN TO ANYONE: Domestic and family violence takes many forms. It involves violent, abusive or intimidating behaviour carried out by a partner, carer or family member to control, dominate or instil fear. It can be emotional, psychological, financial, sexual or other types of abuse. It can affect anyone in the community, regardless of gender, sexual identity, race, age, culture, ethnicity, religion, disability, economic status or location. If you're in immediate danger call the police
	DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CAN HAPPEN TO ANYONE: Domestic and family violence takes many forms. It involves violent, abusive or intimidating behaviour carried out by a partner, carer or family member to control, dominate or instil fear. It can be emotional, psychological, financial, sexual or other types of abuse. It can affect anyone in the community, regardless of gender, sexual identity, race, age, culture, ethnicity, religion, disability, economic status or location. If you're in immediate danger call the police
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	A Global Conference on Women in Agriculture held in New Delhi, India in March this year focused on improving farm women’s access to education and technology and the empowerment of women.
	A Global Conference on Women in Agriculture held in New Delhi, India in March this year focused on improving farm women’s access to education and technology and the empowerment of women.
	The Conference called for change in addressing the issues of women in agriculture with measurable targets of increased income, knowledge, participation and influence in decision making and assets owned by women. 
	One way to achieve this is the development of a women’s movement, linking women together to: learn and share knowledge; mentor one another; gain a united voice; and become part of the government agenda.
	Similar networking and capacity building began in Australia 20 years ago with the formation of Australian Women in Agriculture and the convening of the 1st International Conference for Women in Agriculture in Melbourne. 
	Since the 1st International Conference, Australian women have networked with women in agriculture across the globe including, most recently, supporting the establishment of the Papua New Guinea Women in Agriculture network.
	Cathy McGowan and I have been working in India for the past three years to build the capacity of women farmers. It is being called the feminisation of agriculture as the developing world increasingly relies on women for food production.
	In South-East Asia women now produce 90 per cent of the rice while in South Saharan Africa women produce 80 per cent of all foodstuffs. 
	In many countries, the plight of rural women is worsening as able-bodied men leave for the cities in search of work. The women are left behind to raise families and manage farms on their own. 
	In India it is common to come across men living and working in the cities whose wives and families live many hours away in a rural village. There are now 75 million women in India involved in dairy production compared to only 15 million men.
	Although women serve as the main workforce in agriculture performing two-thirds of farm labour input, they still do not come under the definition of a farmer in India. Rather, women are poorly paid farm labourers or unpaid family workers and own only 10 per cent of the land. 
	Farm women across the developing world remain invisible and constitute two thirds of the world’s illiterate.
	In a world that needs to produce as much food in the next 50 years as it has in the past 500 years, women farmers are at the forefront of the looming food security issue. 
	 

	It is now recognised world wide that  we need to address the gender issues in agriculture in order to achieve more sustainable and broad based growth in agriculture.

	Alana Johnson with Cathy McGowan at the Global Conference on Women in Agriculture held in New Delhi, India on 13–15 March 2012
	Alana Johnson with Cathy McGowan at the Global Conference on Women in Agriculture held in New Delhi, India on 13–15 March 2012
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	By Muriel Phillips, Kyogle
	The farmer is a breed of his own,
	In each country he is the back-bone.
	He’s happy, cheerful, sturdy and strong,
	And toils at his work all the day long.
	Some farmers milk cows, others tend sheep,
	While some rear beef, or grow grains to reap.
	Lucky is he with a cheerful wife,
	Helping along in his chosen life!
	To be a successful farmer now,
	He has to know more than how to plough.
	He has to mend leaking pipes and taps,
	Fix fences and sheds, weld gates perhaps!
	The farmer has to know the right time,
	To sow seeds or if the land needs lime.
	To harvest crops or shear the sheep,
	Whether to pull the pump from the creek!
	The weather plays and important part,
	And each farmer has a rainfall chart.
	He measures how much in the rain gauge,
	Then writes on the appropriate page!
	Every farmer has a faithful friend,
	As he goes around, his stock to tend.
	It’s his dog who’s always by his side,
	No matter whether it’s walk or ride!
	The sun shines down from a cloudless sky,
	And the temperature soars oh so high.
	Some farmers then have to irrigate,
	To soak the grass before it’s to late!
	Just when the farmers think all’s OK, Something will happen during the day.
	Maybe a flat wheel or broken bore,
	Neighbours cattle or another chore!
	The farmer takes great pride in his farm,
	Through floods and drought, and also calm.
	He’ll kindly give you a helping hand.
	He, who’s known as 'The man on the land'!
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	  What is your background?
	  What is your background?
	

	I am the 6th generation to grow up on our beef cattle farm near Crookwell in the Southern Tablelands of NSW. 
	I have been very fortunate to grow up surrounded by agriculture all my life. 
	My family runs a commercial Angus operation producing feeder steers. In 2006 I established my own Angus stud with the aim of using the bulls over our commercial herd, to help us finetune our breeding program.
	 

	During school I was involved in showing beef cattle. Agriculture programs at schools provide students with such great opportunities, not only to learn new skills but to broaden perspectives and help encourage students to consider agriculture as a future career option. My involvement in showing cattle provided me with some exciting opportunities, including travelling to both the USA and New Zealand to discover and learn about agricultural industries.
	Last year I completed a Bachelor of Livestock Science with Honours from the University of New England. This course taught me the technical aspect of animal management, health and nutrition and also provided me with the skills to problem solve and understand the whole production system.
	I am passionate about agriculture and the opportunities it can offer. One of the best parts about the industry is the diversity of career options available and the impact you can have on providing food for people’s table. This year I was awarded the 2012 The Land Showgirl so I hope to use this opportunity to encourage more young people into the industry. 
	  What got you interested in the meat works industry and how did you start out?
	

	At university I was introduced to Meat Judging. Sounds strange but the concept is very similar to the livestock judging that young people get involved in at their local show, but instead you assess carcases and primals for their market suitability in terms of quality and yield.
	The Australian Intercollegiate Meat Judging Association was established in 1990 by the Australian Meat Council to encourage graduates to take on careers in the meat industry. Since then the annual competition has grown to over 130 participants from over 10 different Australian universities.
	This exposure to the processing side of the industry got me thinking about other careers in the industry that maybe doesn’t involve getting out on a tractor everyday, but is still a vital part of the food supply chain.
	Today many meat processing companies are setting up graduate programs to encourage young people with technical expertise and skills to move forward in the industry,  providing quality, safe food more efficiently and sustainably. 
	Since completing university I have taken up a graduate role in the Quality Assurance/Quality Control departments with Teys Australia—A Cargill Joint Venture based in Wagga Wagga NSW.
	  What does your typical day at  work involve?
	Part of my time is spent working in each area of the plant to learn the production process and influencing factors. I don't think most people are aware of how much work and expertise is put into providing that steak on your plate! I've been assigned several small projects, mostly looking at food safety and how we can extend the shelf life of our product and improve product quality.
	A typical day might involve coming in before the start of production at 6 am to do project sampling, collating the data and then presenting the results and any recommendations based on my findings.
	  What do you love most about what you do?
	I always have a new project to work on, so every day is different. I come across different challenges and always need to try and apply a fresh approach and think outside the square. You also get to engage with a wide variety of people with a huge wealth of experience and knowledge in processing.
	  What are you doing in your job that is innovative or helping to improve the industry?
	I'm working on improving the shelf life of our product. Working within a large company (Teys Australia has six beef processing plants as well as feedlots and value-adding businesses) allows for extensive collaboration and we regularly participate in meetings across the group to share best practice ensuring we provide customers with a premium product. I'm also helping design the Company's graduate program.
	  What has been the most important lesson you have learnt while working in the meat works industry?
	Working in the industry has exposed me to a broad range of people from a huge variety of backgrounds. Having the ability to recognise, understand and value other people’s cultures is something that I had to learn. We export a lot of the product and need to respect the diverse values of our customers.
	  What training or work experience have you done? 
	I have been given experience in different areas of the plant which has been invaluable. I've  also undertaken industry training in animal welfare, beef specification and Meat Standards Australia requirements. 
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	By Kate Needham, Internal Communications Manager, Trade & Investment, Regional Infrastructure & Services
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	Facebook is one of the most popular social networks in the world. You can use it to connect and stay in touch with friends from all parts of your life, and share status updates, photos, videos, links, and more. 
	Facebook is one of the most popular social networks in the world. You can use it to connect and stay in touch with friends from all parts of your life, and share status updates, photos, videos, links, and more. 
	For those new to Facebook here are a few ways to get started:
	Finding people you know
	Find out which people in your email address book are on Facebook: Click on the Friend Requests icon next to the Facebook logo. Click on Find Friends in the upper right-hand corner. Follow the prompts on the page to import your email contacts.
	Search for your current and old classmates and colleagues: Go to your Timeline. Click on Friends, then click on Find Friends in the upper right-hand corner. If you have entered information on your profile, such as your location, current and previous workplaces, and schools, colleges and universities, you can search for other people who have entered the same details.
	Look at your friends' friends: Go to a friend's Timeline by clicking on their name in your News Feed or Friends List. Find their list of friends and send a friend request to anyone you want to connect with.
	Check the people you may know suggestions: Facebook will suggest people you may know, based on the friends you already have. Friend suggestions will appear in the right-hand column of your home page, or when you click on your friends list on your Timeline.
	Watch the Timeline: Whenever one of your friends makes a new friend connection, a notice will appear in their Timelines, and may also appear in your News Feed. 
	Communicating with friends
	Chat with them: If one of your friends is online you can chat with them. Click on the Chat Bar in the lower right-hand corner of your Home Page or Timeline. Friends who are online will have a green dot next to their name. Click on a name to begin a Chat session. You can invite other online friends to join the discussion by clicking on the Settings icon in the Chat Window.
	Write on their Timeline: Go to your friend's Timeline and write in the Post window directly under their profile details. If you write a message, their other friends who visit their Timeline will be able to see what you wrote.
	Write on your own Timeline: Go to your own Timeline and write a message in the Status window at the top of the page. The message will appear in your friends' News Feed with a window to write their own comments. 
	Send a message: To send a private message to a friend that doesn't appear on their Timeline, go to your friend's Timeline. Click the Message button. Messages your friends have sent you will appear in your Inbox. To get to them, click on the Messages link on the left-hand side of your Home Page. A red dot will also appear on the Inbox icon near the Facebook logo to let you know you have a new message.
	In upcoming articles we'll look at Facebook pages for business and not-for-profits and helping teenagers stay safe online.

	Facebook definitions
	Facebook definitions
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	Friend: Someone you have connected to on Facebook. A friend request must be sent before you and someone become friends.
	 

	Home Page: The default view when you log into Facebook. Includes your News Feed, links to Messages, Events, Groups, advertising and other features. 
	Timeline: Your personal page on Facebook. It contains all of your messages, photos and videos, a list of your friends, activities and interests. It's where your friends can leave you messages, and you can update your friends with anything you feel like sharing. It used to be called your Wall. 
	News Feed: The continuous stream of updates about your friends' activities. It appears on your Home Page.
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	friendlyfaces.info
	friendlyfaces.info
	Provides country people with information on major hospitals, health facilities and resources (affordable accommodation, cheap eats, childcare, support services and more) to make their stay less traumatic.
	careerharvest.com.au
	A one-stop shop for careers in cropping, livestock production, fisheries, forestry, horticulture and viticulture that feed the world and manage the environment.
	localharvest.org.au
	A great website which makes it easier for you to find fresh food locally. You'll also find guides to help you grow, harvest and preserve your own food, stories, yarns and recipes, and while you're at it, why not take up the challenge and reduce your food miles for one week.
	thekidsareallright.com.au
	A website for parents with teenagers in Australia, you'll find helpful and informative articles and be part of a supportive online community forum where you can share advice and share the load.
	cutyourpowerbills.nsw.gov.au
	Tap into information on how you can save money on your energy bills with rebates, financial assistance and free programs to help save energy. A free online price comparison www.myenergyoffers.nsw.gov.au is also available to help you shop around the find the best deal for your electricity and gas.
	theshedonline.org.au
	Check out Shed TV. In a five-part Q&A Dr Karl talks about his new book, Brain Food and answers questions from Shedders such as which foods are best for dealing with a mid-life crisis?
	buildabetterfuture.com.au
	Read about a diversity of roles, career paths, opportunities and workplaces available to women in the construction industry. 

	what’s on, what’s new?
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	Sydney eMU Pass
	Sydney eMU Pass
	The electronic motorway user (eMU Pass) is available from petrol stations and convenience stores along highways and major routes to help make travelling through Sydney for country motorists as simple as possible. You can pick up a pass on the way into the city to set up an account to cover travel on toll roads for up to 30 days. It’s simple to set up and can even be activated up to 48 hours after travelling on a toll road. The pass costs $5.95 and once activated can be used for up to 30 days. Tolls are char
	For more information and a list of locations where the passes are available see: www.rms.nsw.gov.au

	AIDER Program
	AIDER Program
	AIDER is a one-off free service, supporting residents to live safely and confidently in areas where bush fires may start. The property must be bush fire prone, meaning an area of the land that can support a bush fire or is likely to be subject to bush fire attack. Aged residents and residents with disabling conditions who have limited domestic support from family, relatives, friends or other services can access the service. Services may include: thinning vegetation; removing leaves, sticks and fallen branch
	Call 02 8741 4955 to request an assessment of your property, email: aider@rfs.nsw.gov.au or see: www.rfs.nsw.gov.au

	Western Care Lodge, Orange
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	Western Care Lodge, Orange

	Western Care Lodge provides accommodation for patients and their carers who have to travel to the new Orange Health Service to receive specialist cancer treatment. The Lodge is located within walking distance of the new hospital and has 13 guest rooms with ensuite bathrooms and large communal kitchen and dining and lounge areas. Room costs range from $80 to $95 per room per night. Some guest may also be eligible for IPTAAS rebates which range from $43 to $60 per night for the person receiving treatment. 
	Contact Western Care Lodge on 02 6391 2300, email: themanager@ccwest.org.au or see: ccwest.org.au
	For information on IPTAAS rebates see: www.health.nsw.gov.au/living/transport/iptaas.htm
	 


	Legal Answers
	Legal Answers
	See the new look Find Legal Answers website for information on everyday legal issues—neighbours, crime, housing, courts, money, wills and estates and much more. Featured is the Legal Books Online series, info for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, legal studies students, information in community languages, and a guide to free legal advice services available throughout NSW. See: www.legalanswers.sl.nsw.gov.au
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	Gender matters: Determining Women's Health, 7–10 May 2013
	Themes for the Conference include: Gender as a social determinant of health and wellbeing; Advancing women's health using science and technology; Creating healthy communities and systems for wellbeing; Informing government policy to improve the health of Australian women; and Innovative practice within a social health perspective.
	For more information see: www.womenshealth2013.org.au

	Diabetes support for people in rural areas
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	www.diabetescounselling.com.au
	Diabetes Counselling Online is a free online counselling and support service for Australian's  living with all types of diabetes, their families and friends. You'll get access to free email counselling, group discussions forums, blogs, links and resources. The service also provides programs for people in a rural area. If you're a man with diabetes living in a rural area and have questions about your diabetes or you feel alone or confused or just burnt out, find out how you can get free support and contribut

	AFTER HOURS GP HELPLINE 1800 022 222
	AFTER HOURS GP HELPLINE 1800 022 222
	A Helpline for people living away from easy access to a GP or hospital. For urgent health concern afterhours call the Helpline on 1800 022 222.

	Medicines List free iPhone App
	Medicines List free iPhone App
	The NPS Medicines List iPhone app helps you store the names, details and instructions of all your medicines. See www.nps.org.au/iphonemedicineslist.







